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“JOHN D.” WAS “BROKE"
Didn’t Even Have a “Shiny Dime” For
the Lady—Forgetfulness, Not De
pression

TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
John D. Rockefeller knows just how
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab It feels to be broke.
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Sunday, for the first time since he
ln 1882. The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to became ill of a cold about two weeks
the Tribune. These papers consolidated ago. he went to church. As he was
March 17. 1897.

SCORED A CLEAN KNOCKOUT
Old Man Depression Put Away By Vigorous Offensive
of Sea View Garage Staff- -Some Major Improvements and a Fine Record
There are no signs of the
much advertised “depression” evident
around the busy Northend plant of
Sea View Garage. A representative
of The Courier-Gazette yesterday
found the regular staff of 25 men
busy as usual. There have been no
lay offs or wage cuts and General
Manager Palmer smilingly denied
that the Sea View had even a nod
ding acquaintance with Mr. Hard
Times.
The firm has seized upon the pres
ent as the proper moment to make
several major improvements in its
plant to enable the smoother
handling of the steadily increasing
volume of business and give still
gi eater customer convenience. First
of all the service department or
"shop" as it is generally called, has
been moved to the street floor, occu
pying the southern front section giv
ing direct access to Main street. The
popularity of this change was re
flected in a lively acceleration of the
service trade volume.
Another distinct convenience is the
installation of two of the newest
type overhead doors in this section
of the main building, one giving di
rect access to the service department

leaving, a middle-aged woman
stepped up and asked for a dime for
' a souvenir.
* n Ch®nce s ‘a nlckname for ■-. The multimillionaire philanthropist
*
rov dence.—chamfort.
♦ s^oved his hands into his pockets and
then turned the pockets inside out
with a chuckle. “I’m sorry, but I
CURTIS I»vws ROTARY
have no money with me today he
"Miami Rote, »vvidy bulletin of smiled.
Miami Rotary Club, in its issue of
There was ripple of laughter from
Feb. 11 printed this item:
j the crowd that surrounded him and
“A pleasing feature of the luncheon he moved away to his car shaking
was the presentation to Cyrus H. K. i hands with numbers who had lined
Curtis, eminent publisher and philan both sides of the sidewalk.
thropist, of an honorary membership,
A FORMIDABLE DRIVE
which the club had unanimously vot
ed. Only once before in the history
of the club has such an honor been VVft Organization Has Half a Million
Members; Spent Half a Million Last
bestowed. This was upon William
Year
Jennings Bryan, who had previously
been an active member of our club.
A membership of more than half
Mr. Curtis, who mav be called a win
ter resident of Miami, has for many a million is claimed bv the Associa
years been regularly in attendance tion against the Prohibition Amend
noon our meetings while in the city. ment in the annual report of Henry
We honor him because of his achieve H. Curran, its president.
Accession of 114.514 new members
ments and the fact that while he has
attained the utmost heights of suc during the year, with 24 State units
cess he has not lost touch with the organized, he said makes it possible
common man. He is not too big to for the organization now to campaign
appreciate the fellowship of Rotari- aggressively in half the union.
The year’s economic distress, he
ans. as his hanpy response to the
notification of the bestowal of hon added, had served to accentuate
orary membership in our club duly more than ever before “the enor
mous waste of revenue in an experi
attests."
SCOUTS ON THE JOB
ment which has been a scandalous
UNION’S POSTMASTER
failure for twelve unbroken years."
The association spent $522,821 dur Will Celebrate Washington’s
Carl W. Mitchell has been recom
mended for reappointment as post ing 1931, and took in $534,507 in con
Birthday
Natty Bumpo
tributions, he reported.
,
master in Union.

To Tell of Seeing George

Observing the two-hundredth anni
versary of the birth of George Wash
ington Boy Scouts of Rockland will
gather next Monday evening, in the
vestry of the Congregational Church
at 7.15 to participate in a patriotic
proeram.
District Scout Commissioner Hervey C. Allen will preside. A patriotic
flag ceremony and songs will open the
meeting and the Scouts will re-dedicate themselves to the Scout oath and
law.
That intrepid frontiersman, Natty
Bumpo whose adventures have been
'o closely followed by R«ckland
Scouts will talk to the gathering.
Lone ago Natty Bumpo actually saw
George Washington and that meet
ing will be described Monday eve
ning.

R. H. S. FOURTH ANNUAL

Kippy Karnival
February 18-19 at R. H. S. Gym
THE JUNIOR CLASS PRESENTS

“THE CHARMING PRETENDER”
THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

AT 8.15
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KARNIVAL, FRIDAY, 2 P. M.
IN THE GYM

COOKED FOOD, TEA ROOM, MINIATURE GOLF, CANDY, POP
CORN, HOT DOGS, REMEMBRANCES, HANDKERCHIEFS
COUNTRY STORE, GRABS
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
FREE ADMISSION
NO GAMBLING
NO GUESSING CONTESTS

GRAND KARNIVAL BALL
FRIDAY at 8 P. M.
Music by AL ROUGIER’S ORCHESTRA
FAVORS
STREAMERS
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

BARGAIN!,
,
EXCORSM®#
FARES
<BOSTON
I Feb. 1920
liebum Limit February 24
Ask Your Ibucst Afifnt

EHTBAL
19-21

Be Not Contused!

HARDESTY’S
PEERLESS FLOUR
Has been sold to the housewife in this territory for the past 25 years
During which time a number of brands of Peerless Flour have
come and gone from the market, but HARDESTY’S PEERLESS
has steadily increased in sales, thus proving it’s of the highest
quality.
Accept from your grocer

NONE but HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

I

THREE CENTS A COPY

TO REAPPOINT VEAZIE

« »J» ♦*« •?« »*« »•« »*« »*• ♦*«
*1
❖
*!•

Tlie reappointment of Edward R.
Veazie, who is completing his first
term as postmaster of Rockland has
been recommended to the Postoffice
Department by Representative Don
ald B. Partridge. Such an appoint
ment can be made without examina
tion. and is expected to go through
piomptlv according to advices re
ceived from our regular w ashing ton correspondent
Postmaster Veazie was originally
appointed by Representative Wallace
H. White, Jr., since elected to the
United States Senate. Inquiries made
here by Representative Partridge
were unanimously and enthusiastical
ly hi favor of giving Mr. Veazie a sec
ond term—this in just recognition of
the excellent service he is giving and
the numerous improvements made
during his administration.

Thursday^
Issue '

Volume 87...................Number 21

A WAR WITH JAPAN!
Not Likely, Says President Gray—While We Play Game
With Great Britain, No Invasion Probable

Clifton D. Gray, the distinguished from a military standpoint. It has
president of Bates College, was the made a ring of little nations around
guest speaker before the Baptist Germany.
Men’s League last night, and the 60 Today America is held in scorn by
members who made their way to the more Europeans than it has been for
vestry through a baby blizzard were many years. They sneer at Wilson's
rewarded by his keen wit, excellent 14 points. When he went to Paris
advice, caustic criticism, and the de they were smarter than he.
Commenting upon the charge of “a
lightfully entertaining manner with
which he handled the subject “Get distinguished Maine citizen" [ex.-Gov.
Baxter] that they were teaching com
ting Out of Europe.”
His talk was based on a recent ut munism in Maine colleges. President
terance of the senior Senator from Gray let loose a flood of ridicule. “I
Idaho, William E. Borah, who with understand that this distinguished
characteristic bluntness had declared citizen is on his way to Russia.” said
that “we must get out of Europe—and Mr. Gray; “well that’s a good place
for him. It is obvious that the Soviet
stay out.”
“Nothing could, be more absurd, government is stamping out every
nothing more impossible with the possible vestige of religion in that
I present world situation," was Presi country. We can only combat un
Edward R. Veazie
dent Gray's answer to that ultima truth with truth, and in order to do
that we have got to know what the
tum.
First, according to the speaker, we actual situation is, and that's what
have brought not only our language , the colleges are trying to do.
from Europe but our religion, both | “If we get out of Europe it would
That’s What Peter Nelson Saw—Now He’s On Retired Catholic and Protestant, but we are be equally logical to get out of every
tied to that country by a thousand j other nation, and that would present
List—Congratulated By Secretary Adams
strands of sentiment and history, as ! a definite proposition. It is conceivwell as by business investments, We able that we might withdraw the pro
Peter Nelson, the first Rockland petty officer on the battleship cannot be indifferent.
tection of our flag, but I don't think
man to enlist in the U. S. Navy dur Louisiana, which was in the front
it is probable or even likely."
ing the Spanish War, and destined line of United States ships making
President Gray cited, bv way of
In the course of the highly inter
THIS .MEANS REAL WAR
many years afterwards to play a part their cruise around the world under illustration, the situation in India as esting open forum President Gray
in the danger zone of the World the leadership of Admiral “Bob” controlled by the loin-clad Mahatma made it very plain that he is not a
A late despatch from Shang
War, has received his final discharge Evans.
Gandhi. The successful outcome of pacifist, but that he hates war more
hai this morning conveys the
papers from the Navy Department
Nelson was the son of Capt. Jacob his civil disobedience campaign would than any pacifist. “We have a right
important and unwelcome in
after 30 years' service the last eight Nelson, Danish shipmaster. It fol affect not less than 20,000 000 people to do things that make for peace."
formation that peace negotia
• • • •
of which were on inactive duty.
lowed naturally that he should be in the United States, for it means the
tions between Japan and China
The speaker said that the Geneva
He was at Manila while the Span- committed to a life on the sea. boycott of English mills, which in
have broken down, leaving the
Ish War was in progress and from the Among the notable craft in which he consequence would not buy our cot conference is facing the most trying
combatants hopelessly dead
decks of the U. S. S. Newark saw ; visited the world’s ports was the four- ton. “What an enormous influence situation that the cause of peace has
locked. The “big push” is due
displayed the famous signal “Fire masted bark Liverpool. 3370 tons, the to be wielded by this wizened homely ever faced, and that the most we can
to begin at once. Will Uncle
hope for is in proportional reduc
when you're ready Gridley.”
largest sailing vessel in foreign seas j little fellow,” said the speaker,
Sam keep his skirts clear?
1
During the World War he spent 18 at that time.
j “We not only got our grandparents tion.
“I am not a 'big Navy’ man," said
months in the North Sea on the
Nelson came to Rockland in 1896. out of Europe.” continued Mr. Gray,
battleship Oklahoma, and seven and was in the employ of Mowry A- “but wp have gone back there and are Mr. Gray, “but I am not in favor of
THE LIONS CLUB
months ashore with the late Admiral Payson, pantaloon manufacturers interested to the extent of billions disarming regardless of the others. I
C. P. Plunkett, when artillery was when the Spanish War broke out, of dollars. In Germany alone we think that as long as we play the
changing the whole course of his have interests amounting to not less game with Great Britain we are not
County Attorney Otis Tells landed.
Between whiles he had marched career.
than three billions yet we say we are going to be invaded. Shanghai pre
of Factors In the Trial of with other American sailors to Pekin After his enlistment he was sent to not interested in what Hitler is do sents a dangerous proposition,, but I
Criminals
to help quell the Boxer rebellion, and the receiving ship Wabash. His sub- ing. Until two years ago we were liv think there is very slight danger that
had been in the thick of the Cuban,' sequent service was aboard the fol ing in a fools' paradise. How can we we will get into war with Japan.”
In answer to a pertinent question
Four elements which enter into Mexican and Philippine campaigns. lowing naval craft: Receiving Ship get out of Europe?"
the trial of criminal cases were con Did he choose to do so, Mr. Nelson Independence, Gunboat Bennington,
Germany may be divided politically from Secretary A. E. Brunberg Presi
sidered by County Attorney Ensign
dent Gray expressed the opinion that
Otis in an address before the Rock could adorn his breast with medals Transport Butler, Battleship Texas (the speaker mentioned 17 parties in
there is not much hope of improve
received
for
participation
in
all
of
(which
spent
a
summer
in
Rockland
a
recent
election)
but
it
is
unified
on
land Lions Club—the criminal law
yer, the mind of the accused, the these activities, and one he received harbor with the North Atlantic Coast! one idea, and that is that it is not ment in this country until European
jury and the mind of the presiding for good conduct, but Peter Nelson is j Squadron) Cruiser Newark, Receiving , going to pay any more reparations reparations are adjusted.
judge These elements Mr. Otis pro modest to a degree, and when he now I ship Franklin, Battleship Louisiana j President Gray expressed the opinion
The subject was abruptly changed
ceeded to analyze in a manner which '
the Lions found very*interesting and ■ and then hears young sailors boast of Cruiser North Carolina, Receiving that this country had learned its les- when a football fan asked what Bates'
whichdoubtless reshaped theirviews i their achievements he smiles A'hen he ship Southey and Battleship *Okla- son with regard to reparations which prospects were next fall.
to a considerable extent.
President Gray was immediately
thinks of what the past 30 years j homa. He also served at Common- were supposed to extend over a period
The criminal lawyer, he said is not could conjure up in connection with ' wealth Pier, Boston, and Bay Ridge, of 62 years. He showed that in only fired with enthusiasm. “Why we’re
the crafty, insidious and under cover
Brooklyn. Since 1900 his rating had a few years the majority of the Ger going to win the championship!” he
character which one reads about in his own career.
That the Navy Department appre- I been that of Chief Boatswain’s Mate, man voters will be men who were not declared.
books and sees in the plays. There
Last night’s meeting was presided
are very few of this type to be found ciates his long service—and his fine , He never knew a day’s illness while in even remotely connected with the
in Maine, and the average criminal record—may be judged from the fol- , the naval service.
over by Vice President Elmer B.
war.
lawyer is not always on the lookout lowing personal message which comes ' Every man who serves a four year j France now dominates Europe, the Crockett.
for some technicality which will free
It was voted to change the meeting
to him from the Secretary of the enlistment in the Navy cherishes the speaker said. Dominates it financialhis client.
Turning his attention to the text of I Navy, Charles Francis Adams, in con- ' delusion that he will never do so 1 ly, politically and in a military sense. night of the League to Thursday.
decIar6d | nection with his retirement:
! again, and Peter Nelson ran true to No nation there is comparable to it | after the next meeting has been held.
that there is no such thing as a
,
..
criminal type.
Hardly any two
On 0115 occasion the Department the type Yet each enlistment was
criminals conduct themselves in the takes pleasure in congratulating you quickly followed by another, and now
same manner, and all have certain [ upon the completion of thirty years that is all over, and nothing but an
S1DES 0F A QUESTI0N
peculiarities. They, rather than their honOrable service in the United emergency would render him liable
ssx *s
r:
w >»-'°™ to further service, he is of the same
John Nystrom Who Claims He Was Illy Treated By
while is found a criminal who enjoys career you have witnessed many ad opinion still—that service in the
City, Answered By Miss Corbett
publicity, as it brings him for a time vancements in the efficiency, morale United States Navy makes a man
I in the public eye. The typical crimi and strength of the Navy, and you healthier and more independent.
nal is pre-eminently conceited, and have the satisfaction of knowing that
Even after he was placed on the
Chamber of Commerce offered him
#Rockland, Feb. 16.
wants his little day in court.
work at $2 a day. He was too big a
Mr. Otis next considered the mind you have had a part in the accom inactive list Peter Nelson could not Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of the jury. “I have often wondered," plishment of these results.
conquer his yearning for the sea, and
In today’s Press Herald is a letter man to work for that.
Ah well, I guess every town and
said he “what was in the minds of
“You have my best wishes for a thrice he has gone back to his old from one signing himself "John
city is bothered thus. I know that
the jurors. Sometimes it has seemed long, happy and useful life.
home
in'Denmark
—
this
in
1924,
1927
Nystrom,” claiming he receives little other overseers are having it hard
, to me that they made up their minds
C. F. Adams
and 1931—not only visiting his folks or nothing from the city poor de just now and I'm not alone.
in advance, and that the rest is a for
Helen Corbett
mality. Yet they are probably right District Personnel Office,
and boyhood scenes but observing partment.
nine times out of ten. Most jurors
Chairman Overseer of Poor.
First Naval District,
with shrewd eyes the conditions
In
defence
of
the
department
I
• • • •
cut corners, and reach their conclu
Navy Yard, Boston, Mass.
which obtain in other European must challenge his statement. On
sions by common sense methods.
John
Nystrom
’s Letter
Jan.
25.
1932.
”
file in the City Building is an order
countries.
They take very lightly the charge of
The letter to which Miss Corbett
He has sometimes felt that thel^P dated
»■ ™nde °“t to(Jobn
Born aboard ship four days out of
the judge that a respondent is pre
sumed innocent until he is found Calcutta Peter Nelson had sailed navy is going to the demnition bow Nystrom (its duplicate is at the refers appeared in Tuesday’s Port
Perry’s store), calling for 17 articles land paper and is here republished:
guilty. They know that the officials around the world long before the sig
wows, but let some enemy nation lift of food, which he received. This
“Just a few lines and hope you will
have given careful study to the case,
and they have a pre-disposition to nificance of that undertaking had its hand against one of Uncle Sam’s statement mentions only six. He put this in print for me as this is
believe that the prisoner would not made any impression upon him. naval boys and see whose hat would! d°es not mention that the city is the only way I have of getting this
be there were the officials not con Years later he again circumnavigated go highest in the air for the good supplying him with fuel; the milk around. I have not worked for quite
fund with milk; and that the Thrift I a few months and have asked for aid
vinced of his guilt.
the globe, but this time he knew old U. S. N.
Shop has given a quantity of cloth- ' from the city. Now I have done my
“Most jurors resent the idea that
Congratulations, Peter Nelson.
ing. I fitted the children out at1 bit and am entitled to all I get. I
any evidence is irrelevant or should the glory of it, for he was a chief
be kept from their ears. We never
Christmas time with new footwear, worked one day for the city last week
can tell how a jury will size up a wit
etc. Dr. Bartlett attended his chil and got $3.05 and when my wife went
up for her aid they asked her what
ness or react to a bit of testimony. HOCKEY TEAM LOSES ly, when the mixup took place, but dren.
he
proved
to
be
all
right
except
for
In fact we don't know what a witness
It's a pity—a great pity—but it’s she did with the money. Now when
a
minor
cut.
will do until he is on the stand.”
Orange and Black Icebirds The visitors unleashed a powerful true—that some men who have I went across they did not ask me
The judge on the bench. One mav
"been across" demand and expect | if I wanted to go. I went myself.
Bow to the Augusta In shooting attack that the Rockland more than any other type which comes from start to finish. The prisons
start on the hypothesis that he is j
defense
men
were
unable
to
stop
and
always right. “In any event,” said t
feed better than the town does so I
dependents
they had little trouble in downing to the office. They give more trouble think that is why they are always
the speaker, “he is an important fac
and are always grumbling. Had they
the
local
pucksters.
The
Augusta
tor in the case. Like the best of us
_.
, . ,
full.
he is a human being, and what he ! , The Au*usta Independents hockey attack was led by Randall and saved when steady work was theirs
"Here are some of the items I got
for
years
—
had
they
saved
their
had for breakfast makes a difference I
*lven
I‘ltl6,troJub6 ’? Grimshaw while the defense work bonus—they would not have been on for a family of five (two are ill and
in his summing up of a case He Ilts /lctory over the R^^land High of Burke also showed up in the In the city now.
so am I) to last a week. One pound
doubtless has sound reasons for im- 80x161 at Community Park Tuesday dependent's play.
The work of
Undoubtedly he's one of the many lard, three pounds corned beef, two
posing the sentences he does, but it afternoon. The Capitol City-outfit, Fisher for Rockland was the high crowding the places of amusement | cans milk, five pounds sugar,
is sometimes hard to see why it is cached by Bill Macomber, former light in the local's machine. The every night, owning radios, etc.
“The way it looks we need more
that when two men are convicted of ! Rockland High mentor, jumped away summary:
John was one of the men who went big concerns here so we will all
precisely the same crime one receives |t0 an early lead and was never in
Augusta Independents — Randall, on strike—in fact, he was one of j starve in this town,
a reprimand or suspended sentence I danger of being overcome,
rw; S. Hickey, Grimshaw, c; Logan,
John Nystrom.”
while the other is sent to State Prison | Charlie Babbidge, local wingman, Harvey, lw; Washuc, rd; Burke, the chief aggressors—when the I
for a term of years. I sometimes feel was given a very bad bump when he Bradley, Id; Driscoll, D. Hickey, g;
that prisoners could be sentenced was checked by an Augusta player
CHAMPION MILKERS
[ YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rockland—Babbidge, French, rw;
more logically, and that the only logi- early in the second period. It was Fisher, c; Harden, lw; Joy, Thomas.
cal way is to devise a permanent thought that he was hurt very bad- Connon, Id; Allen, Dyer, rd;
A Maine championship among I If I had to live my life again I would
board of sentencers."
speedy milkers will again be sought | have made a rule to read some poetty
Glover, g.
listen to some music at least once
In the absence of King Lion Annis.
Goals made by Randall, 2; Grim at. the University of Maine during and
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
who is ill with influenza, the meeting
shaw, 2; Washuc, Bradley. Penal Farm and Home Week, March 28-31. of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Florida
’
s
Best
Climate
vesterdav was presided over by Vice
ties, Hickey, Burke. Referee, Bow How’e H. Hall, associate professor of
More Sunshine
President Parker Worrey.
Animal Industry, announced Monday.
THE BEGGAR MAID
den. Time, three 17’s.
Less Rain
Bert Gould of Milo, the 65-year old Her arms across her breast she laid;
She
was
more fair than words can say
Wonderful Place Ifor
Piscataquis farmer, champion in both
Rcaitxration
“I’ll be frank with you,” said the the 1930 and 1931 contests, has not Bare-footed came the beggar maid
king Cophetua
young man when the embrace was yet thrown his milkstool in the ring. InBefore
robe and crown the king stept down.
over. “You’re not the first girl I ever Gould milks Jerseys at home, but the
To meet and greet her on her way;
is no wonder.'' said the lords.
kissed."
enthusiasts for the Holstein, Guern "It"She
Is more beautiful than day."
“I’ll be equally frank with you,” seys, and other breeds in the State
Superb firblnt from pier
she answered. “You’ve got a lot to are determined to win the laurels for As shines the moon ln clouded skies.
r boot. Surf beech, no under.
learn.”—Lehigh Burr.
She ln her poor attire was seen:
___ 18 *bole golf, gr>s> freens.
their camp whether Gould enters or ] One
praised her ankles, one her eyes.
Club house on the bench. Swimming
not.
One her dark hair and lovesome mien.
100 room*, 100 bnlbu Orchestra.
VIEW GARAGE, Inc. I| pool
So sweet a face, such angel gTace.
First. clou patronage. Reasonable men.
Professor of Chemistry—“Which
In all that land had never been:
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 125#
There are three kinds of mules, the Conhetua
combination dissolves gold quickest?”
GEORGE KREAMER
sware a royal oath:
Student—“The marriage combina old gray, the white, and the kind your
ROCKLAND
"This beggar maid shall be my queen!"
I Summer: Wvnndotte Motel, Bellport, LX
wife
married.
—
Cincinnati
Enquirer.
—Alfred. Lord Tennyson.
tion.”—Die Lustige Kiste (Leipzig).

and the other to a new and modem
Oildraulic grease lift, the last word
in safe, speedy effleient service to
those desiring alemiting. The floor
formerly used by the service depart
ment has been renovated and turned
into a display room for used cars.
The battery room has been re
located in the room formerly used by
the greasing department.
The installation of an automatic
sprinkler system and new paint for
the exterior of the huge building are
the next steps planned. A new
building has been erected on the
shore level to provide storage and
office accommodations for the gas
and oil business which is carried on
in connection with the garage proper.
The management of Sea View
Garage is very appreciative of the
public confidence which has made
possible the splendid sales record of
last year—285 new Chevrolets and
404 used cars, a remarkable achieve
ment which gave the company cour
age to make the extensive improve
ments and alterations when most
concerns are retrenching. To those
who purchased 13 new Chevrolets
and 33 used cars in January goes
the credit for having made the final
decision to make the changes.

THIRTY YEARS IN THE NAVY
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IN THE SOUTHWEST

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Feb. 18, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 16. 1932. there was printed a total of
6179 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

A St George Boy Voyages
To Arkansas With Eyes
Open Along the Way

By Gregory’s

HOME TOWN HAL
WULOb'' "‘T)') THINK A
OH HAL, LOOK AT OLD
MILLION 3UCK5*GOING INTO B(RO 'WITH ALL HIS DOUGH
WOULD LOOSEN UP AND
HAVE Hl9 CLOTHES r—
MADE IN LONDON ? p

A BRAND NEW IDEA

LISTEN -DOr.lT'S 'BlCAUSB
■Bucks"
APPRECIATES THE VALUE
OF A OOLLAR. THAT HE
HAS SO MANY OF THEM
old* million

AND MJY GO ELSEWHERE
FOR CLOTHES WHEN
YOU CAN GET THE fJEST
■Rl&WT HERE AT A
SAVING-

(Second Letter)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
may rise and bonds may — in the Dark ages of fully thirty
Therefore I say unto you, what1 At present we are staying in Hot
BOXDS
(
fall, but boys go on forever. years ago. Nobody who thinks,
things soever ye desire, when ye pray,, Springs and enjoying the fine cliTimes are good and times are bad, ever refers to growing boys as “hu
believe that ye receive them, and ye mate, the natural beauty and the
shall have them.—Mark 11:24.
elaborate decorations of America's
but just the same, and fortunately man clay” any more, because that
■
most famous health resort. Readers
for us all, parents, homes, churches, is an entirely erroneous idea. True
Query at Educational Club open i
recall that I mentioned in a forschools, organizations, governments it is that boy stuff, volatile, poten
forum: How do you explain the fact J mer al^icle tiw metropolitan appear—yes, and the dear public—we have tial, explosive boy stuff, may be
you mentioned that most state ] anee of that little city, and being the
a fairly steady stream of young, standardized by ignorant, selfish
prisons are similar to Maine’s with ! b€S^ ^nown health resort in the counpotential boys constantly coming in folk; conformed, adultized, as it
only two to three women prisoners
Drisoners !
n wlH Perhaps be of interest to
to our midst—loaned to us by a were, but only to the very gredt
in contrast to 200 men? Answer by the readers if I can convey to you a
kind Providence to “raise." which, detriment of the boy stuff and final
Tali men, thin men, small men—all men will be interested in our first showing of
Warden Linscott of Maine State btrds view °f {he city and a glance
thank fortune, means very much ly to the society to whom this high
Prison:—Ch, that's because women *nt0 its every day life.
more today, with our vastly better ly potential asset belongs.
Although • there are only about
are better than men. Query: But
understanding of youth, than it ever
FROM
One of the great lessons the
some men object to that position and 20,000 inhabitants it appears like a
did bpfore.
modern day has learned with no
ascribe the difference to the fact mighty city. There are a number of
Perfectly true it is that we man
little surprise and concern, is that
that juries refuse to convict women very large hotels, some with a ca
hoy stuff is not clay at all to be •
ufacture marvelous automobiles, rr in cases where they would convict pacity of a thousand guests. The city
Clearance of
molded at will, hut as yet an un
dios, adding machines, airships and
men.
Answer:—Undoubtedly that is located in the Ouachita Mountains
and
its
heart
is
crammed
down
into
a
folded
personality,
which
must
be
may sometimes be true. But even
precision machines of every sort
helped to grow up normally and
An American delegation, “fortified
allowing for that would only account very narrow valley, but at both ends
and kind: as manufacturers we are
naturally and fully into trained
it
is
spreading
out
over
the
plains.
for a very small percentage additional
1 by experienced and skilled inter"hot stuff.” We can make ten
adult
human
units
fitted
to
initi’
The
mountain
to
the
east
contains
An illuminating reading by Miss
! prefers,” should be sent to the inter
times what we need in no time at
ate and carry forward in a de
Dorothy Harvie was presented at the the hot water springs which number
THREE SPECIALS FOR BALANCE OF WEEK
all.
We
can
glut
every
market
over

national radiotelegraph conference in
sirable
fashion
happily,
all
that
same session on “The Case against 46 in all and range in temperature I
night
with
highly
complex
and
very
i
Madrid
next
September,
or
else
no
we
call
progress
and
better
living.
the Dole," bv Walter Lippman, the from 102 degrees to 148 degrees I
skillfully manufactured contrap
delegation should be sent at all. This
dole for our nation being unanimous fahrenheit, Their aggregate flow is
Boy life, a constantly flowing
tions for every purpose under the stream of new chances fcr society,
ly opposed by club members present. 851.308 gallons per day. All the wa
is the judgment of Senator White,
sun, but not so with boys, for the coming to us with the regularity i himself a veteran of numerous interter is collected into one central sys
tem so as to give uniformity in tem
very simple reason that boys never of sunrise, as reinforcements for
Mrs. Anne F. Snow, Eastern Divi perature and quality to all the bath
i national conferences, as recently ex
have been and never can be “manu the future, challenging our very
sional chairman. National Poppy houses.
pressed to the subcommittee of the
factured.” They must be reared, best, asking for an opportunity to
Committee, American Legion Aux
All the hot springs are located on
House appropriations committee on
which, when done properly is a be intelligently reared in light of
iliary. announced yesterday that a (he Government's land which is a
the state department bill. The hear
poppy poster contest is to be conduct tract of about 900 acres. Each bath- j long, thorough going, tedious proc modern education, psychology and
ings, with Mr. White's testimony,
ess of unfolding, cultivating and menial hygiene; asking only to be
ed by the National American Legion house leases the water from the Gov
were made public this week.
Auxiliary. Two awards of $25 each ernment. and is under strict control,
adjusting a new personality,
conserved to the utmost, a nation's
The Senator was urging an appro
will be given, one for the best poppy all rates are fixed bv the Government
IThere was a day when we spoke greatest raw material, a nation's
priation for this conference sufficient
poster sent in by a pupil in either a This gives a guarantee to the public
rather glibly of human clay and only hope. That is our conception
to include skilled interpreters. These
High or Junior High School and one against over charge. The govern
how it might be molded to suit our of boy life in 19.32.
are essential, he said, since French
for the best poster submitted by a ment maintains one bathhouse to
will be the language of the conference
purposes; but that was away back
(©. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
pupil in an elementary school. give free baths to those who can not
and the American delegates will re
Waiter—"These are the best eggs
“I wonder how Thanksgiving ori
"Strange Foods Novelists Eat" i?
Rules governing the contest have pav. It is used nearly exclusively by
quire an immediate English trans the title of a magazine article. But we have had for years.”
ginated?”
been sent to the Department poppy soldiers and sailors.
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
STRAND
THEATRE
lation.
"Many
of
these
(foreign)
Diner—"Well, bring me some you
“It was probably instituted by par
chairmen in 11 States of the Eastern
think of some of the strange things
There are, also, 15 cold water min- j
delegates can talk English, but they
haven't had so long."—Royal Arcan ents whose sons had survived the
Division—Maine, New Hampshire. eral
Unbeatable Kickapoo allowed the much prefer French. There is a re they ask their readers to swallow.—
springs
scattered
in
different
;
It
is
Nov.
11,
1919.
Paris
is
cele

football season."—Boston Transcript.
Vermont. Massachusetts, Connecti
Boston Transcript.
um Bulletin.
in and around the city. Each brating the first anniversary of the Boiler Makers one teenty-tonty luctance on their part to use the Eng
cut, Rhode Island, New York. New places
of these contain a mixture of min armistice. On this same day of uni point, and won its 16th straight lish language," he said.
Jersey. Pennsylvania. Delaware and erals that is claimed will cure certain i
game. Carr had high total by 16
“An American delegation without
Maryland.
diseases. These are all privately versal rejoicing, there lives in Paris pins, but Drinkwater's 118 went for that assistance (skilled interpreters)
a
youth
tormented
by
a
grim,
har

owned.
high
single.
The
summary:
will be just helpless and hopeless
A. C. Jones, district deputy grand
Here are people not only from all rowing memory of another day two
Kickapoo—Rogall. 290: Auld, 290: before the babble of tongues that they
exalted ruler, of Maine. West, went parts of United States but from many years before. He cannot efface from Dickinson, 290; Folan, 268; Drink- will encounter over there."
to Boston yesterday where he attend foreign countries. It is natural, of his mind the features of an 18-year- water. 306: total, 1444.
As for the conference itself, “its
ed the celebration tendered Grand course that the ctiv should be proud cld German boy whom he killed in
Boiler Makers — Simmons, 281: importance in the world of communi
Exalted Ruler John R. Coen by the of that fact. And no hesitation is the trenches. He» must go to Ger Willis. 270; Brault. 279; Shute, 265; cations cannot be overestimated " the
Massachusetts Elks Association. To shown in displaying such boastful many to the mother and father of Carr, 323; total, 1418.
BUY SATURDAY FOR TWO DAYS. THIS MARKET WILL BE CLOSED
Senator told the committee. “It is
day Mr. Jones returns to Portland signs as. "We Bathe The World." his victim; he must confess to them
* • • *
of
tremendous
importance
to
every
MONDAY IN OBSERVANCE OF WASHINGTON’S B1IRTHDAY
where he will be joined by Mrs. Jones The average annual number of bath that he is the murderer of their son.
The Barbers outpointed Burpee communication interest in the United
to attend a similar occasion given by ers are about 300.000. There are He must ask their forgiveness. So. Furniture (four points to one, to be States. Both private communication
the Maine Elks Association. Several tourists here the year around, but the overcome with remorse, on the day of exact) Tuesday night. Schellinger companies and communication in
others are expected to attend from height of the season is from the first ihe armistice's first anniversary he had high single <108< and Shute had strumentalities of the government it
FANCY BRISKET
Rockland, among them being Dr. and of January to the latter par of departs for a little town in Germany high total. The summary:
self will be affected by what is done
Mrs. Perley Damon and Mr. and Mrs. March. The climate here is. of to throw himself at the mercy of the
Barbers—Cavanaugh. 264; Schel there."
THICK RIB
William Poster. Mr. Poster is one of rourse, not tropical, but the appear father and mother of the man he
linger. 272; Dummy. 272; Danielson,
killed.
the candidates.
ance of the city in the middle of the
This is the magnetic theme of the 271; Shute, 302: total, 1381.
BASKETBALL GAMES
winter is very much like the middle powerful Paramount production. "Thc
Burpee Furniture—Crockett, 263:
FANCY
of
the
summer
in
a
New
England
city.
Mrs. Guy P. Gannett, president of
Man I Killed." a unique idea in the Gross, 288: Dummy, 241; Lawry, 278:
Buicks Badly Beaten By
the State Federation of Music Clubs, All the plantings around the hotels realm of dramatic screen entertain Beaton, 279; total, 1349.
LARGE
Miss Julia E. Noyes, third vice presi and bathhouses are evergreens some ment, superbly directed by Ernst
Black Boy^ — Camden
dent of the National Federation, and are blooming now, the first week in Lubitsch and brilliantly enacted by a Nancy Carroll. Zasu Pitts and Lucien
Mrs. George F. Gould, recording sec February, and some of the lawns are distinguished cast which includes Littlefield. The attraction comes for
Cops Couple
retary of the State Federation, all of being cut while this is being written. Phillips Holmes, Lionel Barrymore. Friday and Saturday.—adv.
Portland, yesterday attended the This is. of course, only within the
small or large
The Philadelphia Colored Giants,
meeting of the Cecilia Club in Au limits where the hot water can be '
in
their
second
appearance
in
this
gusta. where two members of the used for watering, outside of the city
icounty,
c
kept the spectators in an up
MacDowell Club of Portland. Sara the country bears the mark of the ?
Silverman, violinist, and Frances season.
roar throughout the evening as they
very lean
There are many points of interest
Donnell, accompanist, participated in
trounced the Bar Harbor Buicks in
the program. Mrs. Gannett spoke on to the tourist. There is. for instance,
the High School gymnasium Tuesdayan alligator farm with several dozens
the work of the Federation.
night 47 to 29. The colored hoopmen
of alligators. The oldest of them is .
This week we are offering two very timely bargains.
took an early lead, and the Buicks
After scoring brilliant victories at 380 years. And there is an ostrich i
threatened it but once during the en
•They are surely something that will interest almost
the Westminster Dog Show, which ! farm with a show house of their,
plumage and of their eggs,
tire evening.
closed Saturday at Madison Square gorgeous
everyone. These prices only for this week—
some of which weigh about five
The Giants were away out in front
Garden, New York the canine aris pounds. One finds other curiosities
BONELESS
by a 15 to 4 margin at the close of
tocracy of America will invade Bos on these farms, such as an animal i
SIRLOIN
the
first
quarter
while
in
the
second
ton for the 20th annual Eastern Dog which is half sheep and half goat and
period the Bar Harbor team made
Club exhibition at Mechanics Build one which is half rabbit and half C3t
rj, its only bid to tie the score, but fell
ing Feb. 22-24. Among the judges and many other such oddities kept
LEAN
four points short as the half ended
will be Mrs. C. M. Bird who will come ! there to catch the interest of the
These are medium heavy wool pants, fully lined, with elastic top
with
the
darkies
leading
19
to
15.
WASTELESS
all the way from England to pass visitors. Those are some of the petty
and bottom; something every boy likes.
i In the second half the Giants came
upon Cairn terriers. Sealyhams and things that go to make up the long
tick and put on a wonderful passing
West Highland Whites.
and elaborate net that is hung out
Almost everyone you meet these days has a cold, Here’s something
exhibition and allowed the Buicks to
-----------------to cartch the visitors’ quarters.
appropriate—
i get a hold on the ball but very few
The epidemic of colds and grippe
If we continue to points more
I times. The losers were forced to be
which has raised havoc in the schools worthy of interest we find for excontented with two free throws for
with both the teaching staff and pu- \ ample. Cargenter Dam which covers
their points in the third canto while
pils has eased up a bit perhaps, but 900 acres and is 27 miles long. At this
the Giants were popping in shots at
still interferes with the set schedule, j lake is located one of the largest
will. In the final period thc Phila
These are hemstitched and good value, Buy a dozen and b"
Substitutes for the past few days power plants in the Southwest It
delphia team kept up ijs fast pace
prepared
have included Mrs. Daniel Snow for generates power not only for the
and outscored the Bar Harbor quintet
Miss Mabel Stover at the McLain State of Arkansas, but for Oklahoma
j by a wide margin.
school; Mrs. E. L. Toner for Miss and Texas. The shafts in the turbines
The clowning of Bethard, Giants
Helen Libbv at Purchase street: and are 56 feet long and about a yard ’n
} guard, kept the fans in steady laughat Rockport Milford Payson for Miss diameter, and are made of solid high
i ter throughout the fracas and his deCrocker.
grade steel. They testify very con
l ceptive passing was a treat to watch,
vincingly of human skill and ingenu
as was the work of Davis and Jackson.
Harris was the high scorer for the
Louis A. Walker, district manager ity. It is perhaos better that we
Buicks with 14 markers while Freddy
for the Northwestern Life Insurance should leave Arkansas with this
impressive
picture
in
mind,
that
will
Ralph, a former aviator in this city,
Co., announces that he will be a can
to
a
certain
degree
offset
our
former
also did stellar work despite the fact
didate for the Republican representa
impressions
of
poverty
and
backward

that he was playing against one of
tive nomination in the June pri
Oscar Easton
the best pivot men in the game, Jackmaries. Mr. Walker is a Rotari ness.
(Address
Tenant's
Harbor)
an, Mason, district commissioner
son. The summary:
Hot
Springs.
Ark.
of the Boy Scouts, former chairman
Giants
of the Community Chest and con
G
F
P
cerned with other local activities.
WHEN SUKEY SMILED
Oatman, If ............. 5
1
11
Davis, rf ............ ...... 7
0
14
Last night’s rain rendered streets A Nice Little Left Hook and
Jackson, c ............... 5
4
14
and sidewalks a glare of ice with the
Bethard, rg ........... 113
He Evens the Score With
most hazardous driving conditions of
Chambers, lg ......... 2
16
the winter prevailing. No serious1
Zachow
Quick
crashes are reported though there
47
20
were numerous minor crackups with
RED
ROSE
FLOUR
..........................................
bag
.49
Buicks
j -AffOW
Young Sukeforth. local pugilist has
resultant damage to paint and fend
F
P
the art of smiling, even in defeat,
G
ers.
3
POUNDS
LARD
......................................................
25
but the smile which he was wearing
Allen, rg ................ 0
1
1
; Soap Flakes
on the streets yesterday morning was
Walls, lg.................. 0
2
2
IS ?
i a broad grin, to which he was justly
Sleeper, rg ........... „.. 0
0
0
POLITICAL GOSSIP
FRESH NATIVE FOWL........................... pound .28
i entitled by the fact that he had
Ralph, c .................. 2
1
5
Ward, rf ................ 3
1
7
Arthur R. Greenleaf, sheriff of Lin i squared accounts with Jules Zachow
FANCY FRESH FROZEN
HOME MADE SAUSAGE........................ pound .17
Harris, If ................. 5
4
14
coln County, will seek nomination for ! in Portland the previous night. The
i Portland paper said:
a second term in that office in the ‘ “In the opener Ronald Sukeforth
10
29
9
NICE TENDER SKINNED FRANKFURTS
June primaries. He will be opposed I of Rockland knocked off Jules
Referee, Macomber. Time, four 10’s.
in the election by Samuel Rankins, ; Zachow of Portland after 44 seconds
2 pounds ....................................................................... 25
«*•*
Damariscotta Mills candidate.
i of battling in the second round and !
# * * *
Camden
Teams Win
j squared up for a previous kayo de- |
DON’T FORGET MRS. SABIN’S ROLLS, BEANS
Camden High School boosted its
Mrs. Zilpha W. Clements of Bel ' feat at the hands of Zach. Suke
basketball stock Tuesday night when
fast, has announced her candidacy forth himself, was down twice in the
AND BROWN BREAD
for Registrar of Probate in Waldo first round, once for no count and j
its teams of both sexes put the kibosh
County. She is the second woman again for a count of four when the
on the Rockport teams. Miller was
HEAVY
WESTERN
BEEF
ALWAYS
IN
STOCK
in the last nine years to seek a coun- j be]1 en^ed the canto. It was short
in a class by himself with 22 points
to his credit. The summary:
ty office. Mrs. Louise Royal having i musjc in the second round for SukeAny Cut You Want At the Right Price
entered the field at that time as can- forth clipped Zachow to the floor for
Camden High
didate for Registrar of Deeds, and , a count of njne and th<j moment he I
F
G
THE CELEBRATED CANNED BISCUIT
winning the office, which position C]imbed to his feet flattened him!
I Miller, If .
11
0
she row holds.
i again for the full count.”
Dean, rf .
0
We
Have
It,
10c
a
Package
0
There were Rockland fans in the
' Prince, rf .
4
0
Coiiotv Attorney Walter M. Tapley ) big crowd which saw the bout and
Greenlaw.
2
0
DEAN’S SAUER KRAUT.....................3 lbs .25
of Cumberland County, a former i their cries of “Sukey” heartened the
Brown, c
1
1
Rockland boy, is a candidate for re- Rockland contender immensely.
Redman,
lg
0
0
romicotion. The Portland Evening
The boxers were promptly signed
SPINACH
LETTUCE
CELERY
j Foster, lg ............... 0
0
News (Ind.) has lots of nice things no for a rubber bout, and Frankie De
Morrison, rg ........ 2
0
to "av about him, prefacing an edi Rice, the matchmaker, made it auite
RIPE TOMATOES
SWEET PEPPERS
' Lord, rg .................. 3
0
torial with the following paragraph: j plain to Sukeforth’s manager Herbert
“The announcement by District At- Black, that a victory for the Rockland
Get Your Eatables Saturday For Two Days, As We
23
tnmev Tapley will be welcomed bv boy will mean that he is to be pushed
Rockport
the r 'Ctorate. Mr. Tapley has made forward raoidly.
Shall Be Closed Monday, Washington’s Biithday
a good orosecuting officer. He has Up Portland wav they like Sukey's
G
F
I Crockett, rg ........... 4
diligently procured convictions of style—as well as they should.
0
All
of
these
obtainable
at
both
stores
malefactors; his diligence and hon
Grant, lg ................ 0
“It was a left hook," Sukey told a
0
esty have secured a record number of Courier-Gazette reporter recalling
Annis, lg ................ o
0
WILLOW STREET STORE, TEL. 1230
pleas of guiltv from those who felt it what did the damage to Zachow.
Arey, c .................... 2
0
useless to take their chances in court;
NORTHEND STORE, TEL. 266
S. Snow, rf ............. 1
0
and the proper severity of treatment
Anxious Mother (whose son has
R. Snow, rf............. 0
0
of a budding crime wave has been just been saved from drowning)—
| Payson, If .............. 4
0
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
largely checked if not completely “Are ye the mon who rescued our
aborted in large part by this prosecut Angus? Where's his bonnet?"—From
11
"Wee Drappies" by Sir Harry Lauder.
ing officer of Cumberland County.”
Referee, Wotton,

LATE NEWS

SPRING SUITS AND TOPCOATS

WASHINGTON

MISSES’ SKI SUITS, $15.00 AND $17.50

SHIRT AND TIE ENSEMBLE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$1.25

50 DOZEN TIES,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55c; 2 for

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$1.00

25c; 5 pairs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$1.00

30 DOZEN HOSE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

GREGORY’S

HOLIDAY SALE

AYER'S

L

CORNED BEEF

lb 15c

ROASTING CHICKENS

lb 29c

Leg of Lamb

lb 22c

Chuck Roast

lb 1 lc

BONELESS BEEF POT ROAST,

Pound
Pound

PRIME RIB OVEN ROAST,

BOYS’ PANTS
89c

g

WHITE HANDKERCHIEFS
12 For 50c

WILLIS AYER

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Friday and
Saturday Specials

lb 29c
Steak or Roast
Top Round Steak lb 24c

RUMP STEAK
Lb 35c

STEWING CUTS
2 lbs 25c
Beef,
2 lbs 25c
Lamb,
lb 22c
Veal,

CUBE STEAK
Lb 24c

LEAN HAMBURG
Lb 14c x

SAUSAGE PATTIES,

2 lbs

25c

FRESH PIG’S FEET,

Lb

08c

PIG’S LIVER,

Lb

08c

Sweet Potatoes,
Iceberg Lettuce,
Grapefruit,

4 lbs 25c
3 for 25c
6 for 19c

Cottage Cheese,
Tangerines,
Pure Lard,
Baldwin Apples,

Lb 15c

STRAWBERRIES,

Doz 23c
Lb 07c
Peck 19c

Lb 19c

BULK DATES
3 Pounds, 25c

SALE OF SWIFT’S PRODUCTS
Quick Arrow Flakes
Large Package 19c

Sunbrite

Cleanser
FREE

ARMOUR’S MILK
4 cans 25c

PEANUT BUTTER,
2 Pound Jars
RINSO,
2 Large Packages
RAISINS, Seeded or Seedless,
3 Packages
VERMONT MAID SYRUP,
Bottle
SHREDDED WHEAT,
2 Packages
LUX SOAP,
3 Cakes
FANCY ASSORTED COOKIES ,
Pound Box
MOTHER’S OATS, With Crystalware,
KETCHUP,
2 Large Bottles

PERRY’S MARKET

GILLEY & DUNCAN

15c
25c

25c
37c
25c
23c
19c
19c
29c
29c
29c

Every-Other-Day

ERNEST L. KEENE

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnival.
Feb. 18—Rockport—“The Dover Road
at Town hall, auspices Camden-Rock
port Lions Club.
Feb. 19—Open meeting of Methebesec
Club at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 19 (3 to 9.30)—Educatipnal Club
meeting.
Feb. 21—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine, at St. Peter's Church.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Bridge tea at the Copper
Kettle, auspices of Lady Knox Chapter,
D. A R.
Feb. 22—U. S. C G. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.
Feb. 26—Rubinstein Club guest day,
Washington program.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — “An Evening
with Longfellow,” at Baptist Church,
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention In Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.

Senter Crane Company
OUR NEW

McCALL
SECTION
IS OPEN

WEATHER
The jinx of stormy Wednesdays has
been encountered so regularly by the
party from the First Baptist Church
who go to Bangor to broadcast their
Rainbow Hour, that after eleven con
secutive stormy Wednesdays a pleas
ant on? would really be news. Driv
ing conditions last night were very
hazardous following an afternoon of
snow and rain, and this morning glare
ice is all too plentiful on sidewalks
and roads. Mercury was up to 34 at
8 o'clock however and the sun is mak
ing a half hearted attempt to break
through the clouds. Wind is west.
The forecast given for tomorrow is
probably snow late in the day.

Now Every Woman May

Be Gowned by Paris

T

HROUGHOUT the centuries Paris has been the inspfra-

tion of every woman who wanted smart clothes—though

only a mere handful have been able to afford the luxury of

actual Paris models. Today it is possible for every woman to

create her own Paris clothes, regardless of her sewing

S. T. Kimball, attorney, is at Knox
Hospital for medical treatment.

experience.

Ralph U. Clark, D.D.G.M., will in
spect Eureka Lodge, F.A.M., in Ten
ant's Harbor tonight.

For McCall imports the most successful models designed by

the French couturiers, and reproduces them exactly in its

The lesson in civics at the meet
ing of the Educational Club tomor
row will be on Territories and De
pendencies.

own easy-to-use printed pattern. When you make yourself

Justice George L. Emery of Bidde
ford will be in the city tomorrow to
hear several law cases which have
been referred to him.

of a purchased-in-Paris model.

a frock, using a McCall Pattern and our fabrics, you achieve

a result which has all of the arresting chic and individuality

Dr. J. C. Kent, local health officer,
has sent to the State Department of
Health the head of the dog which
went mad on Orient street Monday,
and which was subsequently killed
by Dr. C. F. French, veterinarian.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds of the Con- ;
gregational Church was guest speak- j
er before the Baraca Class in Cam
den Monday evening, his talk on the
general subject of what would happen
if we had no law and order.

February Sale of Toilet Goods
Starting Saturday these prices are for two days

50c
25c
50c
50c

Ipana,
Listerine,
Squibbs,
Pepsodent,

.28

.17

.27
33

Bulk Perfume
.38
1-8 oz. Coty, reg. 50c,
1-8 oz. Guerlaines, reg. $1 .89
1-8 oz. Caron’s “Xmas
1.79
Night,"
1-8 oz. Evening in Paris, .38
1-8 oz. Chanel "Gardenia,” 1.00

NOTIONS
Velvet Covered Dress Hanger
39c
"Cels" Sanitary Napkin
5 for $1.00

The stores generally will be closed
Monday, Washington's Birthday.

Florida’s Best Climate
More Sunshine
Less Rain
W’onJrr/uI Place tor
Recuperation

Superb fiihing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under'
_r-tow. 18-hole golf, grait green*.
[
Club house on the beach, s-mning
I pool. 100 rooml. 1OO batht. Orchestra.
I First - da» patronage. Reasonable rutea.
I
*
GEORGE KREAMER
*
| Summeri Wyandotte Hotel. Bellport. L.L

Capt. Allen V. Sawyer came down
town this morning with joints creak
ing. It was not rheumatism, but the
result of a misguided notion that he
could dig clams as in days of yore.
Shea's Cove was the scene of his
activities.

.38
50c Hinds Cream,
.19
All 25c Talcums,
.79
1.00 Coty Face Powder,
Tested Rubbing Alcohol, .25
.25
50c Bath Salts,
.79
1.00 Vapex,
.28
35c Cutex Nail Polish,
.39
50c Neet,
Armand’s 50c Vanishing, .39
Armand’s Cold Cream
.89
Powder,
Sweet Pea Toilet Water, 1.39
Jergens Bath Tablets,,
dozen,
.58
Jergens Facial Soap, doz. .58
.35
50c Probak Blades,
35c Roger Gallet Soaps, .29
Violet Glycerine Soap,
.05

WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth and
family accompanied by Madeline
Sukeforth attended a birthday party
at Jefferson Saturday night.
Dr. S. C. Pierpont who has been ill
and unable to be out for a number of
weeks is now much improved and re
ceiving patients at his office
Willard Ware has returned home
after completing an electrical course
in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Pierpont ac
companied by Mr. Pierpont's two sis
ters motored from Massachusetts
last week to attend the funeral of
their mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyndon Lawson visited
Evelyn Sidelinger Sunday.
The town girls are organizing a
basketball team.

SWAN'S ISLAND
Mrs. Laura Stinson gave a dinner
bridge Saturday evening.
The
dining room was attractively deco
rated in red and white crepe paper
combined with red hearts in keeping
with the valentine season. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Judson
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Almond Jellison, Mr. .and Mrs. Forest Stanley,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Sprague, Luella
Holmes, Mahlon Holmes, Hester
Freethy. Phebe Kent, Harry Smith,
Sophia Stockbridge and Mary But
man. Honors were won by Maggie
Sprague. Mahlon Holmes, Edward
Sprague and Rilla Jellison.

Knox County Chapter. Sons of
American Revolution, will hold its
February meeting at Hotel Rockland
Saturday evening at 7. Walter B.
Brockway of Portland, president of
Bob Washburn plausibly explains
the Maine Society, will be the speak
er. Reservations must be arranged why the late Bishop Stuck never
with L. A. Thurston, secretary, not wrote his autobiograDhy. All the
humorists of Christendom would have
later than Friday, if possible.
titled it, “Stuck on Himself."—Lowell
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Courier-Citizen.
Post, is to entertain members of the
born
Post Monday evening at 720 at an MCQUAIDEE_At Houlton. Feb. 6, to Rev.
observance of the George Washingand Mrs. Guy McQuaidee. a son. Donton Bi-Centennial. Guest speaker j aid Sanford,
will be Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh
DIED
and a short entertainment will be
—At Cushing. Feb. 15. Bert L.
presented, after which there will be STEVENS
Stevens, aged 67 years, 3 months. Fu
refreshments.
neral Thursday at 1 o'clock from the
home.

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Main*

luality Work,
Family Washing!
Callad For and Delivere-*
Parcel Delivery Service
Walter Dorgan, TeL 106R

The Methodist Ladies Aid will PAYSON—At Georgetown. Mass.. Feb. 16.
John Henry Payson, formerly of War
ierve a public supper Saturday from
ren. aged 95 years. Funeral services
to 7, price 35 cents.—adv.
j from thc Baptist Church Friday at 2

20-22

tery Saturday morning.

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Straet
ROCKLAND. MAINE

ASK FOR
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

s

Annual Stock Taking Sale

For 1932 Will Start Friday Morning, February 19th
And Continues Until Saturday Night, February 27th
GOODS ADVERTISED IN THIS SALE ARE ALL NEW WINTER MERCHANDISE; NO
SECONDS; ALL FIRSTS
DO NOT MISS READING EVERY ARTICLE IN THIS AD. WE ARE LISTING A FEW
VALUES, MANY MORE NOT MENTIONED
Boys’ Golf Hose, 39c value; 4 pairs for........... $1.00
Boys’ Golf Hose, 50c value; 3 pairs for........... 1.00

Boys’ Wool Golf Hose, 1.00 value; pair.............. 79
Misses’ Silk and Wool Hose, 50c value; 3 pair 1.00
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Hose, 50c value; pair..........39
3 pairs for ............................................................. 1.00

, Ladies’ Silk and Wool Hose, 75c value; pair.......... 59
2 pairs for............................................................... 1.00
Ladies’ Full Fashioned Silk and Wool Hose,
1.25 value; per pair................................................. 89

Ladies’ Outing Flannel Gowns, 75c value .59
2 for ........................................................................ 1.00
Ladies’ Outing Gowns, 1.00 value.......................... 79

1 Case Colored Border Turkish Towels, 19c
value; .................................... each .13; 8 for 1.00
1 Lot Turkish Towels, 39c value; each.................... 25
1 Lot Turkish Towels, 50c value; 3 for........... 1.00
Special Lot Turkish Towels, good size; dozen .75
Two dozen for ..................................................... 1.25
Lockwood A Cotton, 40 inch; 11 yards for .... 1.00
All widths of Cottons......................... same low prices
63x99 Sheets, 1.19 value; for...................................89
81x99 Sheets, 1.25 value; for............................... 1.00
(finer than Pequot)
81x99 Sheets, 1.00 value; each ................................ 89
Part Linen Crash, 15c value; yard........................... 10
All Linen Crash, 19c value; yard..........................12%
AH Linen Crash, 38c value; yard.............................. 25
/36 inch White Outing, 15c value; yard................. 10
36 inch White, Blue, Pink Outing, 25c value;
per yard ........................................................................17
10 prs. Part Wool Blankets, 70x80, $3 value 1.98
10 pairs Part Wool Blankets, 72x84, 4.98 val. 2.98
7 pairs Part Wool Blankets, 72x90, 5.98 val. 3.98
50 Cotton Sheet Blankets, 70x80, .69c; 2 for 1.25
25 Cotton Plain Color Sheet Blankets, 70x80;
each.............................. 79; 2 for......................... 1.50
Cretonnes, 19c value; per yard................................ 10
A few odd pairs of Curtains at Cost
Rugs, regular size, woven of cotton yarns, 59c
value; each .................................................................. 39

J. A. JAMESON CO.

SPECIALS
Fancy Native Fowl, ...................................

lb

.28

World’s Lowest Priced Cars

This is a nice lot of fowl, young and meaty.

.50
Nice Potatoes................................................ bushel
2 Pound Package Soda Bread..................................... 25
These are the Sunshine, best ones.

Bakers’ Extracts, all kinds ....................... bottle .29
25 Ounce Package Good Fig Bars..............................25
Superba Large Shrimp................................... can .18
3 cans..... ........................... ..................................... 45
Superba All White Crab Meat..................... can .36
3 cans ...................................................................... 1.00
Superba AH White Tuna Fish..................... can .22
3 cans .............................................................................60
2 Large Heads Lettuce................................................. 25
No Oil Salad Dressing..................................... jar .20
4 Quarts California Pea Beans................................... 40
4 Quarts Michigan Pea Beans ................................... 40
4 Quarts Johnson Y. E. Beans...................................... 40
2 Quarts Scotch Peas, for soup................................... 25
Large Can Ripe Prunes.......................... 18; 3 for .50
5 Ounce Jar Dried Beef...............................................29
1 Pound Package Lily White Salt Cod Fish.......... 24
1 Pound Packag Frozen Strawberries and can
of Biscuit ..................................................................... 29
Large Can Blueberries .................................................18
Grotons Fish Cakes, ready to fry........... 2 cans .25
Crosse & Blackwell’s Raspberry or Strawberry
Jam.......................................................... 35; 3 jars 1.00

This jam was sold for years for 50c a jar.

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes............................... 4 pkgs
Nice Maine Corn.......................................... 3 cans
Pink Salmon ................................................ 2 cans.
Ham Loaf....................................................... pound

.25
.25
25
.30

We prepare it ready to bake. Try it and you will like it.

2 Pound Package Cocoa, good for cooking............. 25
Campbell’s Tomato Soup...... can .10; 2 cans
15
Another lot of Swift’s Premium Pineapple, can .25
3 cans ............................................................................ 60
Large Can Superba Grapefruit .................. can .15
3 cans ...................................................................... .40
Pork Roasts, good ones ............................ pound .12
Superba Peaches.................... can .25; 3 cans
.60
Imported Mushrooms ................................... can .30
A. K. O. Crab Meat............. can .28; 3 cans
.75
Hulled Corn....................................................... can .20
Lima Beans...............................can .12; 3 cans
.30
2 Pound Package California Prunes......................... 15
Best Red Label Salada Tea................ 1-2 lb pkg .45
25 Pound Bags Sugar............................................. 1.18
Granulated Corn Meal..........................3 pounds .10
Large Bottle Sawyer’s Ammonia ............................. 21
Crosse & Blackwell’s Plum or Fig Pudding............. 37

o’clock.

---------------------------

We have received a supply of the I HAInes—At Hallowell. Feb. 16. LoringNew Paint Sprayers. Used to touch
ton Hagar Haines, native of Union
aged 78 years. 6 months.
up cars. Simply attach the gun to
a tire valve and apply. Cost $1.25 WILLIAM8—At Belmont. Mass.. Feb. 18.
Maynard S. Williams, formerly of
each. For sale by J. A. Karl & Co.
Rockland. Services at Achorn ceme

-adv.

Our

s

IMONTON’

Children’s Outing Sleeping Garments...... 39 .69
Mary Eliza (Brown), widow of
Horace Perry, died at her home, 170
Rayon Bloomers, 1.25 value, regular and extra
South Main street, last Saturday at
•the age of 84 years. Funeral services
size .................................................................................. 79
were held Tuesday afternoon, Rev.
George H. Welch officiating. The
Ladies’ Rayon Crepe Hose, 59c value; 3 pairs 1.00
handsome flowers and large attend
ance of old neighbors and other
Special Lot Silk Slips, 2.00 value....................... 1.29
friends spoke eloquently of the high
Sateen Silk Slips, lace trimmed, 2.25 value;
place which the aged woman had oc
cupied in the community. The burial
each ........................................................................... 1.59
was in Achorn cemetery.
Mrs. Perry was a daughter of the
Crepe de Chine Bloomers, 2.50 value................ 1.25
late Jeremiah and Deborah Brown,
Special Rayon Bed Spreads, 80x105, 2.00 val. 1.59
destined to spend Iwr entire life in
the city where she was born and to
Rayon Bed Spreads, 80x105, 2.25 value............1.79
reside continuously in one house after
her marriage. Mr. Perry died 40 years
Fancy Figured Percales, best quality (Indian
ago and the widow’s unceasing and
Head, Fruit of the Loom and Punjab); yard .15
unselfish devotion has been show
ered upon her home and its other
occupants. She was an attendant of
the Universalist Church, a member of ^HramajaiaiajajajajaiajafapjajarafajajafafafaiajajajF. J. SIMONTON CO.aizizrareiajajaizja •ajzjziaraafajafajzrzjajaiaiaraajap!
its mission circle, and a faithful
worker in the Sunshine Club.
Robert Louis Stevenson, writing Hyeres as foiiows: "That spot, our plain and my view of certain moun
She is survived by two daughters, a week's duration, but she had failed
Mrs. N. F. Cobb and Miss Ada Perry. gradually since suffering a shock last from the South Sea in his last days, garden and our view are sub-celestial. tains, os graceful as Apollo, as severe
as Zeus, you would not think the
Mrs. Perry’s last illness was of only summer.
said to a friend, “I was only happy I sing dally with my Bunyan, that phrase exaggerated.” Hyeres on the
once, and that was at Hyeres.” If great bard —I dwell already next door French Riviera has been the favorite
we turn back to the early pages cf his to heaven—If you could see my roses of royalty of all nations and still at
life, we can find that he wrote from and my olives and my jiew over a tracts its thousands each year.

CENTER CRANE COMPANY>^^>$

M. E. Wotton, president of F. J.
Simonton & Co. has been in Boston
this week on business.
•C,
-------Mont P. Trainer, the well known
A colored boxer named Ferguson, restaurant man. has been confined I
who agrees to meet any man at 145, to the house by illness the past week
Somebody carelessly dropped a
is attracting much attention in Lew
iston, and David Sawyer, former
Rockland pugilist, is very anxious to banana peel on the icy Main street
have him show his wares in this city. paving this morning. How’s that for
Just now boxing is having a siesta painting the lily?
in Rockland but Dave's dark hope
may have a chance here before long.
Miss Ethel Thomas is substituting
for Miss Ida Hughes at Junior High,
Mrs. Annie Aylward, president of Miss Hughes having been called to
the circle, had charge of the supper Union by the serious illness of her
which preceded the meeting of father, John Hughes.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
-------night. It was voted to give a public
Maynard S. Williams died this
card party Tuesday evening, Feb. 23, morning in Belmont, Mass. The re
at Odd Fellows hall, with Mrs. Grace mains will arrive here on the late
Rollins as chairman. Playing will train Friday night, and services will
begin at 8, and there will be tables be held at Achorn cemetery Saturfor progressing, pivoting and “63."
aay moming.

Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
your awnings now—help create em
ployment and save money at the
came time. This is a local concern
all year round service. Rockland
Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E.
Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
21-23

Stock up now.

only—Saturday and Monday.

Dr. F. O. Bartlett leaves tomorrow
for Fruitland Park, Fla., where he
will spend several weeks. This will
be Dr. Bartlett’s first real vacation
in many years, and friends are hop
ing he will have sunshine and warm
weather and good health through his (
stay.

Ruth Mayhew Tent has postponed
its card party, which would fall on
Tuesday evening next, to give prece
dence to Miriam Rebekah Lodge
which is to conduct one on the same
evening. The Tent, however, on
March 8 will begin a series of parties,
with a capital prize to be awarded at
the close.

All Colors

Full Fashioned Nets are unusual at $1.00

Miss Chrystal Stanley who as a
member of the Rubinstein Club has
delighted her hearers by her lovely
contralto voice is ill with influenza
at her home in Appleton.

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

MRS. MARY E. PERRY

Pure Silk

Judson Garnett of the Fireproof
Garage has returned from Portland
where he competed against a field of
42 men on carburetor and ignition
work, taking first place.

[g rajarejajafierarafajafaiafajarajajafaHranirafafarefajamajafajafaHrafajaHrariUanuajzrafajajafapjafafajarafafafaja.afafaiajafafajamajajpjafaj?/are;

A busy career was suddenly termi
nated Tuesday morning with the
death of Ernest L. Keene, manager
of Swift & Co., as announced in this
newspaper’s issue of that day. Mr.
Keene had gone to his office at the
usual hour, mentioning only casually
that he was not feeling especially
well. Ill health had begun its in
roads some months ago, but had not
progressed sufficiently to cause seri
ous concern, and Mr. Keene very
seldom discussed it. He succumbed
shortly after reaching his office.
The deceased was a son of Ben
ton Keene of Rockville, widely
known in this part of the county as
a milk dealer. As a young man he
worked for S. E. & H. L. Shepherd
in Rockport, George H. Hart, Rock
land Highlands and the J. A. Jame
son Co., at the Northend.
Finally joining the staff of Swift
& Co. he worked his way from the
bottom rung to the managership in
the course of more than a quarter cen
tury’s connection with the business. As
salesman he gained a wide acquain
tance with the Swift territory handled
from the local office, and upon the
retirement of J. S. Jenkins some
eight years ago, was his logical suc
cessor as manager of this important
plant. In common with other Maine
managers he had visited the Swift
stockyards and offices in Chicago,
and had gained a mastery of the
business which made him a valuable
man for the corporation's interests in
this section.
He was devoted to his work and '
family, and loyal in his friendships
and a congenial spirit in any gath- I
ering.
Mr. Keene is survived by his'
mother, Mrs. Florence Keene; his
wife, formerly Edith Larrabee; and'
one son Walter B. Keene, who is,
now located in Brookline, Mass. He ,
was an Odd Fellow, and that fra- '
ternity will have charge of the fu
neral services at 2 o'clock this after
noon. Rev. L. G. Perry of the Lit
tlefield Memorial Church will offici
ate and the burial will be in Sea
View cemetery.

FULL FASHIONED NET HOSIERY

Edwin Libby Relief Corps is omit
ting its supper tonight, and holding
a business session only, to be followed
by a social hour and refreshments.

There is to be a special service at
First Church of Christ, Scientist
Monday at 10.30 a. m. as an observ
ance of the George Washington BiCentennial. The public is cordially
invited.
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J. A. JAMESON CO.
FREE DELIVERY

TELEPHONES 17 OR 18

AND UP

-

F. O. B. TOLEDO, OHIO

WILLYS-OVERLAND
SIXES AND EIGHTS
AND WILLYS=KNIGHTS
Brand New Silver
Anniversary Models
Velvet Mohair Upholstery

16 Official A. A. A. Records
70 to 80 Miles an Hour
Form-Fitting Seats

Silent Transmission
Will.vs-Overland Sixes

2-passenger Roadster ..........$415
4-passenger Sport Roadster.. 595
2-passenger Coupe ............. 515
4-passenger Coupe ............... 545
Coach ...................................... 515
Sedan ....................................... 595

COME IN

• Willys-Overland Eights
2-pasrenger Roadster .......... $695
4-passenger Sport Roadster .. 975
2-passenger Coupe ............... 745
4-passenger Coupe ............... 775
Sedan ........................................ 795
All prices f. o. b. Toledo, Ohio

SEE THEM

Twin Sleeve IViUys-Knight

Coach........................
$ 745
2-passenger Coupe ............. 745
4-passenger Coupe ............. 775
Sedan ..................................... 795
Custom Victorlaimodcl66-D)1145
Custom Sedan i model 66-Di 1295

DRIVE THEM

COMPARE

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

..
-1
The House 2

of theThree
-Ganders

W.NU
lERVICt

Every-Other-Day
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1 bq Irving Bacheller

SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
ged. and starving, a boy of about
sixteen is found in the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. He
has tied from his brutal father, Bat
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
his new friends conceal him. Fed, .
and in clean clothes, the boy, who •
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
Is sent on his way to Canton, with i
a letter to Colonel Blake.
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly ;
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
are impressed by the boy's manner.
The colonel secures him a situation
In the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth of
his age, “Bony,” and Bumpy Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
known in the vicinity as the “Fun
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
his son back to his own dissolute
life.

CHAPTER 111.—Morryson, known
.lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and his father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown’s shack, in
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu
cation. Two years pass.
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of his uncouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes x strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
Perry family. In which Oscar Perry,
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend’s innocence,
and with boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it.

CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad loses his job,
and goes to live with Bony, at Mis
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
find disguises the murderer had
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive interest in the case.

CHAPTER VIII
Some Interesting Telegrams.

* | MIK potatoes and biscuit were
■t baking, tlie teakettle was singing
nnd Bumpy was grilling l-,is steaks
over a lied of wood coals on the
grate wtien Colonel Elake arrived.
“By George! This is a cozy camp
and tlie steaks smell right,” said
the colonel.
ne deposited a number of pack
ages on the table.
“I’ve brought some more proven
der and tlie appetite of n wolf.”
said Blake. “I could grab one o’
those steaks and run off in the
woods an' sit down an’ growl over
It."
They sat down to dinner. With
the teapot singing on the stove and
the wind whistling In the north
gable and the red cedars beyond the
door and good food lifting its fra
grant invitation from hot plates
and steaming cups, there was no
more cheering sense of comfort to
be found in the north country than
was in that warm snug harbor of
old Bumpy Brown.
"I thank God that I am here,”
said the colonel. “Often I hear peo-

“Often I Hear People Thanking God
for a Dinner Which Is in the Na
ture of a Misfortune.”

pie thanking God for a dinner which
is in the nature of a misfortune.”
In the midst of their eating the
district attorney exclaimed: “By
George! I should have brought with
me a cannon, an orator and a male
quartette. I need them to help me
express my feelings."
He turned to Bumpy and thus
clarified his meaning:
“Sir, this steak, biscuit and coffee
constitute a revelation of human
rights. In a land oppressed by salt
pork and milk gravy they are as the
corn of Egypt. Also they are full
of moral significance. You have a
noble pride in your work. You love
the toil that makes others happy.
If you were alone I suppose that
you would be satisfied with a piece
of bread and butter and a cold bone
to pick.”
“Oh, when I’m alone I don’t do
no fussin’,” said Bumpy. “Cold vic
tuals an’ a little hot drink will do
me. I like comp'ny. So does the
woman. It’s kind o’ lonesome here.”
“Is there anyone living who

knows of your war record?” the
lawyer asked.
“Col. Bill Grimes could tell ye
’hout it if he’s on earth. Used to
live at the Van Ness house In Bur
lington. He’d be more than eighty
now.”
“Where were you born?”
“I object." Bumpy answered, with
a laugh. “It’s a good place an’ I
ain't been no credit to it. I never
see a more pious neighborhood.
'Less it's necessary I won’t blacken
its repytation by makin’ it respon
sible fer me.”
“It Is not material,” the colonel
ruled with a smile. "You are a man
of sovereign parts, wherever they
come from. Toy are rich in the
tilings you have not—no telephone,
no one crowding in to unload his
troubles on you, no securities to
worry about, no notes to pay! Here
is silence broken only by the voice
of friendship, the wind in the chim
ney and the rain on the roof. Here
are warmth and comfort and hooks
to read and the art of turning food
into joy.”
He lighted a long cigar and of
fered one to Bumpy.
“No, sir. I'll stick to my pipe,”
said the latter. “I know how it’s
loaded. This ol’ gun don’t kick.”
The old man put on his coat, cap
and mittens,
“I’ll go out an’ get some wood
ready for the night an’ give you
fellers a chance to talk business."
be said as he was leaving bis
friends.
Blake turned to the boy and
asked: ‘ ‘What is your new evldenee?”
First Shad gave him the pester.
“I have seen this.” said the colonel. “It is up in every town here
abouts. I know of the coming of
Pinkerton’s men. You don't suspect
Algyre of being our criminal?”
Shad began his story:
“There is a wise man whose
name I cannot give yon. He thinks
that Algyre had a hand in the kill
ing of Oscar Perry.’’
With a memory that missed no
detail, he presented the doctor's
theory and its background and his
own notion that the man whose arm
bad reached through the panel In
their wall was either that of Al
gyre himself or that of the real
murderer. The colonel listened with
deep intercet.
“Upon my word, it is a most
plausible theory." he said. “TU«
man who made lt is no fool and he
has some knowledge of the case.
Of course the fellow who did the
shooting had a confederate. Some
one had to do the planting that
night It might very well have been
Algyre. It is possible that lie need
ed cash. If that is true—”
He paused and smoked thought
fully.
“Wouldn’t you say lt was up to |
Royce again?” Shad asked.
“Royce! Yes. He keeps in the
picture. Still, we must be sure of
our ground this time. • I'm going to
give Royce a private examination
and see what happens. Has Bumpy
Brown given you any light?”
“None.”
“Wee’ll go down to Ashfield. Just
now it's an interesting center. I
want to have a look at that tele
gram which came to Algyre.” .
Shad told his friend of the feel
ing against Bumpy.
“Nobody will harm him,” said
Blake. “This is not the wild West
of the old days. We’ll go up to the
Dam. I’ll have a word with Hod
Sherman and his clubmates. Then
we'll drive to Ashfield.”
Shad promised Bumpy that he
would return in a day or two, when
the boy and the colonel set out for
Amity Dam. The club was briefly
addressed by the district attorney.
In a few minutes he and Shad were
in Bob Stacy’s buggy on their way
to Ashfield.
They found that the detectives
had followed a clue into the wilderj ness. Royce, the most intimate
! friend of Algyre, had gone with
them. Shad and the colonel went to
tlie Western Union office and got a
copy of the telegram which had
been delivered to Donald Algyre.
I This was the message:
“Will sent them to me by post
j boots follow will go.
“Mart Lew-s."
“Come with me and we'll ee if
I we can make out what this m< as,”
| said Blake.
Shad went with him to the WestI minster hotel. The day was nearly
i spent. Darkness had fallen. The
colonel sat down and began to study
, the message, making notes with his
' pencil. In a few minutes he re, marked:
“Well, Shad, this is a very simple
matter. I have the translation of
this cipher. Come here and I will
show it to you.”
What Shad saw was tills:

ter in the War department years
ago. It is a fascinating art. They
still consult me on difficult prob
lems. This is so easy Hint any tyro
of the least experience could read
It. You begin with the last word and
continue with the first and then with
every other word taken alternately
from right to left and from left to
right. It is very easy. Yet the average detective would see nothing
in the words. They hold a warn
ing and information of prime impor
tance. If I am right, the man who
sent that message is either here or
has been here. He is probably here
now. He knows what the Pinker
ton men are doing. You see Algyre
has a clever system. He has a man
shadowing the detectives.
He al
ways knows where they are. More
over, the shadow has no doubt been
posted in another message sent to
this office as to the present where
abouts of Algyre. This may lead to
interesting adventures, my boy.
Come, let us go back to the tele
graph office.”
They went out to the Ashfield sta
tion on the great wire-way. The
manager was still on duty.
The colonel called him aside nnd
said: “I am here again in behalf of
the people of this county.
Have
you received any message or mes
sages for one Sewel Tram?”
“Yes. one. It came yesterday. I
remember that peculiar name.”
“May I see it please?”
The manager brought the message
from his file and Colonel Blake
copied it on a Western Union blank.
He asked the young man kindly to
drop in to his room at the Westmin
ster hotel for a minute on his way
to supper. The colonel and Shad
hurried back to their quarters.
Blake spread out tlie mesage on
his desk and studied It “Look here,
my boy.” he said in a moment. “This
problem Is built on a different plaa
but it is vjery simple."
Shad read the message:
“To Sewel Tram
Ashfield N. Y.
3

5

j
1
1
■
|
j

i

7

We must revere Mr. Brock his house
4
gave big order to our man Ville. Good
6

Canada money, thirty-five thousand
seven hundred and forty-six dollars.
Den Revel.”
"First tell me where do you get
the name Sewel Tram?” Shad
asked.
The colonel answered: “You see
the shadow must keep changing his
name. He must have a new name
every time he moves. Moreover his
new name must always be known to
his confederate. Therefore Algyre
gave him his Ashfield name. His
telegram was signed Mart Lewes.
Spell lt backward and you get the
name of the shadow. To this new
message Algyre signs Den Revel.
Therefore I presume that Algyre is
now known as Ned Lever. It is
likely.”

“What do you make out of this
message?” Shad asked. “It doesn’t
look simple to me."
“Naturally not,” said the colonel.
“It looks like a perfectly innocent
communication from one business
man to another. But it clearly tells
his confederate to address him at
the Revere house, Brockville, Can
ada. The key to the cipher is in tlie
figures 35746. They indicate the
words which carry his message.
Therefore the message begins at tlie
third word. After he reaches tlie
double numerals he omits in each
case the first figure so that 14. fur
instance, becomes simply 4. This
avoids confusion.
It’s fairly in
genious. The plan was pretty good.
It kept the criminal a Jump ahead.
They were in bad luck. These mes
sages fell into hands as dangerous
for them as any in the United
States. I think that you and I have
Algyre alias Ned Lever at our
mercy. We’ll say nothing to any
body and just go and get him. It
will be more fun than hunting griz
zly bears.”
The local manager of the tele
graph company arrived.
The colonel asked: “Did Tram
call for his message?”
“Yes, sir. I suppose lt was Tram.
I gave him the message myself."
“He had a full beard and rather
long hair?”
“Yes, sir."
“And was well dressed?”
“Yes. He looked like a drummer.”
“Probably you have not seen him
since.”
“No, sir."
“Thank you. I request that you
keep this matter to yourself. I sup
pose that a few hundred dollars
would be useful to you."
“Very.”
“Well, justice demands that Tram
should not be interfered with—jus
tice to you, to certain injured par
ties and to me. I am after that re
ward. It is not all that I am after
but the reward is not to be sneezed
at. If those Pinkerton men go to
fooling with Tram they will cook
the goose for all of us. Your work
in the matter will be this: If any
message comes to you either for or
from Tram call me here or at my
office or ray house within five min
utes and let me know exactly what
the message is. I go home on the
morning train."
“I shall do ns you say."
“It will cause you some trouble
perhaps, but you will be doing a
service to the public and if all goes
well it will pay you. Good night.”
Shad was thrilled by all this and
and by thoughts of tlie prospective
adventure.
He asked: “How did you know
that Tram had a full beard and
2
4
6
5
long hair?"
Will sent them to me by post boots
The colonel replied: “You see the
3
1
pursuit has just begun. They have
follow will go
been making a still hunt for their
The colonel continued: “The real man. It is now an open hunt. They
message is this: ‘Go. Will follow have hit the trail and are asking for
them. Post me.’
the help of the public. Now, a
“You see, I learned this art of shadow must avoid attracting atten
reading ciphers under a great mas tion to himself. At every change of

base he must look to the casual ob
server like another man. One with
a full beard and long hair has only
to sit down in a barber’s shop and
get all the disguise be may re
quire.
If he shaves olT his mus
tache he would pass you without
being recognized unless you nail
known him a long time. Think
of the changing expression of thc
head and countenance which thc
barber can impart to you—long
hair, straight hair, curly hair, short
hair, mutton-chop whiskers, sidewhiskers that hang like drooping
lilacs, galways, the handful of liny
on the chin, of the Bumpy Brown
variety, the dignified Imperial. Then
think what the barber’s dye can do
for you. It can make your foliage
red or black or brown or flaxenblond. Oh. I knew that fellow
would be likely to begin his work
with plenty of hair and whiskers.
They are his rock of safety. Of
course he- is likely to have only
casual observers to contend with.
He is a cunning chap. He fusses
around with some kind of business
—of the house to house variety.
Main street sees little of him.”
Shad asked: “Can I go with you
to Brockville?”
“Shad. I like you.
don't mind
it’s necesgetting hurt myself
sary. This is a good deal of a Job.
Ttien, remember Algyre has seen
you.”
“You know I disguised myself
once so that my own father didn't
know me." the boy answered. “Be
sides Algyre saw me only in my old
clothes. I look like somebody now.
And then I»know what it Is to he
hurt I ain't afraid."
“I’ll think it over. Let’s wash up
and go down to supper.”
.
After they had eaten tlie colonel
telephoned to his home. For some
minutes he consulted the time tables
and a map of the northern border
which was always with him. They
returned to their room. Colonel
Blake sat down at his desk and be
gan to write.
“This is Wednesday,’’ he re
marked. “We will tackle our little
job tomorrow. I think that my plan
will work.”
He sat for some minutes compos
ing his telegram. He summoned the
boy to his side.
“Here Is tlie little Joker which
will. I think, put us next to our man.
When that is accomplished I shall
know what to do."
This is the message which Blake
had written:
"To Ned Lever
Revere Houce
Brockville Ont
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HORIZONTAL
1-One who advises
7-Spied upon
13- Before
14- Ocean
15- Sailor (Colloq.)
16- Suffix forming the
ending of some
feminine nouns
17- Disguising
18- A fruit (pi.)
19- Numbers (abbr.)
20-God of the hills and
woods (Gr. Myth.)
21-Egyptian river
24-A king who
murdered his
wife’s brothers
(Scand. Myth.)
26-Transacted
28- Bitter dislikes
29- A kiln for drying
hops
30- A fruit
32- The language of the
Scottish high
landers
33- Land (Scot.)
34- Slide
38-One of the Seven
Sages of Greece
40-Foundation
44- Dwellers in any
place
45- Shows anger
46- A rodent (pi.)

59

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47- A drinking cup

(Scot.)
48- Free of all average
(abbr.)
50-Augment
52-Capital of China
54-Plainly
56- Matter in aeriform
state
57- Eternity
58- Even (Poet.)
59-Affirmative vote
60- Perfumed
61- Accepted

Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mr0. Willis Ralph (Gertrude ,
Burns) who were recently married.
Mrs. Nellie Borneman of Warren
was the weekend guest of Mrs. Am
ber Childs.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry deRochemont
of Rockland were Sunday callers at
Percy Ludwig's.
A Farm Bureau meeting will be
! held at the community house Frij day. This is to be an all-day meetJ ing on coat making, and Miss Law
rence will be present to give demon
strations on this subject. All women
interested in coat making are invited
I to be present. At this meeting there
I will also be a special observance of
i Washington's Birthday.
The boys 4-H bean club recently
held a bean judging contest and
j Harry Tisdale was declared cham1 pion. At a recent meeting of the
girls’ club the two cooking and
housekeeping members. Rose Elwell
I and Lucille Elwell prepared and
i served cake and cocoa. Members who
, did not miss a meeting in 1931 were
Eleanor Achorn, Roy Ralph, Roy
Bragg and Calvin Elwell. Calvin
i Elwell is starting his fourth year of
club work and has never missed a
I meeting.

FAST UNION
VERTICAL (Cont.)
23- Consume
24- Metric land measure
25- Licentiate in
Dental Surgery
(abbr.)
27-Birth-place of
Apollo

128-V .aerate
31-Prefix. Bad

34- Cords
35- Grassy meadow
36- Severe
37- A dance
38- Unfamiliar
39- Sewing implements
VERTICAL
40- A wager
41- A word formed by
1- A token
transposing the
2-Girl’s name
3- Cuddles
letters of a
different word
4- Range of mountains
42-City thoroughfares
in W. China
(abbr.)
5- A beverage of
mingled win* and 43- Attempted
48- A positive command
honey
that something be
6- Tafters
done
7- Cease
8- An Orient.? armed 49- 0 Id
company of traders 50-Suffix used in
forming names of
9-A fortified seaport
of N. W. Algeria
classes of animal)
10- Closer
51-Lairs
53-Antarctic Circle
11- Point of compass
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
55-Solution leached
12- Hate
i
from ashes
22-Man's name

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

HOPE

j Morton & Payson have contracted
! to manufacture berry crates for the
Blueberry Association and are now
in their new quarters at the Payson \
Mill in South Hope where they are
well established for business. They
have already sent out samples of the
work for inspection which are prov
ing very satisfactory. This new
company contemplates a large in
crease in this line of work as the
spring opens.
George Livingstone of Providence
is in town called by the illness of
George Simmons, who is now im
proving from his recent illness.
The children of this place attend
Sunday School at the M. E. Church
in Union when the weather permits.
A number of Union High School
pupils and also of East Union school
attended the winter sports carnival
at Rockland last Saturday. Young
Hart won 20 points, the highest indi
vidual scorer in the meet.

’
1
AND SO IT GOES
|
(For The Courier-Gazette(
i
“The World Is growing worse and worse.’’
The old man said, and sighed;
“The boys all smoke, and drink and
curse.
All sense of right has died.

“The girls. I think, are worse than boys, !
Few clothes they wear—and thin.
They paint their cheeks, they stroll
around.
And try whom they can win.
“They all axe running down the hill,
With all their might and main—
The good old days are gone, and will
Never return again."

Who was Who?
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
MARY AND HER LAMB

VV"F

VV gch
•lioolhouse tn which Mary's
little lamb “followed her one day”
was restored and opened for mod
em scholars by Henry Ford, the
question of who was tlie real Mary
opened anew. One claimant would
give tlie story an English setting:
Franeistown. N. II., claims a sim
ilar honor and lias greeted a memo
rial to tlie “original Mary," Mary
Willard.
Investigations made byMr. Ford, however, seem to estab
lish the right of one Mary Elizabet li Sawyer, born in Charleston,
Mass., in 1S06.
Tlie lamb was a weakling whom
Mary had adopted and nursed to
health. According to Mary's own
story, the lamb’s fateful visit to
school might have passed unnoticed
had lie remained hidden under her
seat and not followed her to the
front of the room when she went
up to recite!
'Visiting school that day was John
Roulstone, wtio was studying to en
ter Harvard with a local pastor.
jdhn was only twelve at the time,
but Mary’s predicament led him to
write the famous first twelve lines
of tlie poem. Tlie rest of it, contain
ing a moral which may not fit In
with them, were added later by
Sara Josepha Hale, in whose col
lection,* “Poems for Children,” it
was tiF-t published In 1830.
<©. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)

Don’t Get Up Nights
Make This 25c Test
You need this easy bladder physic to
drive out impurities and excess acids
which cause irritation that results in
leg pains, backache, burning and get
ting up nights. BU-KETS. the bladder
physic, containing buchu. juniper oil,
etc., works on the bladder pleasantly
and effectively as castor oil on the
bowels. Get a 25c box (5 grain size)
from your druggist. After four days, if
not relieved of getting up nights go
back and get your money. You are
bound to feel better after this cleansing
and you get your regular sleep. Locally
at Corner Drug Store. Charles W. Shel
don. Druggist C. H. Moor & Co.. Druggists.

Florida’s Best Climate
More Sunshine
Less Rain
Wonderful Place for
Recuperation

sigh, my friend, and yet your Dad.
Miss Estelle Bartlett visited Mrs. You
When you were young and gay.
Clara Spear in Camden Tuesday of Declared the worlc^ was going bad
New field. Watch developments and
In just the self-same way.
last week.
6
0
APS
M. B. Hobbs and E. N. Hobbs at
meet competition. Smith sends cash
L
generations long since past
1r
Superb fishing from pier
tended Limerock Pomona Grange at And
Have raised the age old cry.
2
6
L ojs
boat. Surf beach, no under*
Glenccve
Saturday
evening.
The
world
was
going
all
too
fast
—
tow.
18
>bole
golf, grass greens.
from Morristown goods due at dock
Miss Louise Eugley of Lincolnville And for old times they’d sigh.
Club house on the beach. Swimming
8
8
pool.
100
rooms,
100
baths. Orchestra.
visited Miss Gertrude Hardy and Miss So present youth. It’s doubtless, will
First*class patronage. Reasonable rates.
Montreal midnight today. Consign
Rachel Noyes over the weekend.
When they are old and gray.
'
GEORGE KREAMER ♦
It is good to report that little Ruth Their share of salty teardrops spill
Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport.LX
ment number 14G020S9. Let Will
Thurlow is improving. It is expected In longing for today. Walter Griflin.
5
7
! however that she will have to remain
in the hospital about three weeks yet.
Thompson whistle. Demand three
AiRiD
The Golden Rule 4-H Club, Mrs.
8
3
E. N. Hobbs leader, invited the Happy
times bonus offered and an answer
Farmers and their leader N. F. Bar5
| rett to meet with them Friday evenbefore two tomorrow. Also balance
\ ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs
of 57835 dollars.
Sewel Tram.”
, Herbert Hardy. Business meetings of
“Now, there is a commercial mes
j both clubs were held and a very tnloull enjov Mopping at
sage. I can see nothing in it to ex
------' teresting
Washington
program
tins ultra-modern boteL
cite suspicion. It is like the kind
Mrs. Betty Luedeke of Dayton presented, various games played, and
Located “a step from
of thing that shoots over the wires writes: "I am using Kruschen to a jolly good time enjoyed by all.
j Broadway”, overlooking
every day between principals arid reduce weight—I lost 10 pounds in Miss Ada Ripley is ill at the home
' moi id-renown Times
agents here on the border. This is one week and cannot say too much to of her mother Mrs. Ora Ripley in
square. The city’s most
Washington.
exactly what Algyre will get from recommend it."
interesting places, thea
To take teff fat easily. SAFELY and i Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brownell
it. I have placed tlie numbers so
tres, smart shops, busi
that yon may clearly see the sys HARMLESSLY—take one-half tea visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. Joel
ness centers are all neartem." He read the translation as spoonful of Kruschen in a glass of Fernald in Camden Friday.
bv 1400 outsMe rooms,
Miss Evelyn Marriner who has been
hot water in the morning before
follows:
each with a private bath
in Massachusetts the past seven
“New Developments Meet Cash breakfast—it is the safe way to lose months arrived home last Thursday.
(tub and shower), a radio
unsightly fat and one bottle that
Morristown dock midnight today lasts four weeks costs but a trifle. Get
and servidor. Note sur
Miss Alice Morton spent the week
Whistle three times Answer two.”
prisingly moderate rates.
it at David L. McCarty's or any drug end with friends in Camden.
“Morristown is opposite Brock store in America. If this first bottle
There was a good attendance at the
single gu.ax.10-84
ville,” the colonel went on. “1 know fails to convince you this is the safest whist party and dance at Grange hall
lutBLh.
Saturday evening.
tile ground very well. The dock way to lose fat—money back.
An unusual feature of the Farm
lies low. It’s a favorite landing for
But be sure and get Kruschen Salts
small boats. Tlie river is still open. —imitations are numerous and you Bureau meeting Friday was that more
men than women were present. The
There is no Ice in it. The ferry must safeguard your health.
subject was "Vegetables For Health"
stops at seven. Algyre ran easily
and it is regrettable that more women
44 to 45 St,.
get a boat and boatman to bring him
ROY MOULTON
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE do not realize the importance of these
otathAva.,N.r.
across. The trip would not take
meetings.
more than fifteen or twenty min
Third and fourth degrees were con
utes. If we can get him on this side
ferred on two candidates at Hope
of the border we shall have no
Grange Saturday and a new neighbor
FLORIDA
bother with extradition proceedings.
who had previously belonged to the
He'll naturally conclude that Tram
order in another town was reinstated.
MIAMI’S
The lecturer. Miss Katherine True,
is making a swift getaway and Is
Ideal Resort Hotel
•
presented a Lincoln program.
anxious to jump across the border.
Convenient to ail point, of interest—Modem in every way.
Albion P. Allen of Lincolnville and
This stout old grizzly will, I think,
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
his twin brother Alden Allen of this
put his foot in my trap. If he does
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
place spent Sunday with their father
he may maul us up a little. That’s
Albion Allen and brother Fred. The
HOTEL
why’ I think you'd better keep
occasion celebrated the 97th birthday
away."
anniversary of the senior Mr. Allen.
“That’s why I want to be there,”
Shad urged. “I’m crazy to go.”
Corner Second St. and First Ave.
NORTH HOPE
“Wait till my plan is finished and
Booklet
RATES: (European)
Dane
4
we’ll see.” said the colonel.
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dally
on
October)
The Hilltop Club was delightfully
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
Application
Hotel
entertained Saturday afternoon and
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H H Mas, Dinins Room Service Unsurpassed Maselynn
TO BE CONTINUED
Stamford
■19
Frank Morse of Hope. The usual
Manager
Del. Co.
supper was in order and much en
N Y
joyed by the 30 present and cards,
UNION
music, social chat and friendly In
terchange of neighborly interests
Owing to the illness of the 4-H Club
filled the evening hours happily.
leader Clifton Meservey there will be
Marilla, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
no meeting Feb. 20 of the union
L. W. Bennett is now Mrs. Ernest
Junior Farmers. The next meeting
Meservie of Burnham, the marriage
will be March 6.
being so’emnized earlv this month.
Her friends here wish for her much
happiness.
Miss Gladys Bennett who is at the
home of her parents convalescing
from a major operation on the spine,
l3
is gaining slowly, and is now able to
jfe
walk around the house.
fc io l X |4
School in this district, taught by
On Biscayne Bay
Miss Therese Sherman of Camden,
Now Joyously Happy
has closed after a successful session
NOT JUST A LEAF!
While all his family looked on in
MIAMI, FLORIDA
for a vacation of several weeks.
Hattie says she found a little
astonishment and all his friends were
Miss Eula Fish, student nurse at
leaf
on
the
lawn
and
picked
it
up
amazed, one man took all the pain,
Knox Hospital, who has been spend
swelling and agony from his tortured to look at it for it was a very ing several davs with her parents
Sixteen floors of furious comfort
Joints in 48 hours and did it with
pretty little leaf indeed. And while recuperating from a grippe cold,
$
where modern appointments and
that famous rheumatic prescription what do you think happened, a spent the weekend with her brother
known to Pharmacists as Allenru— little fellow all in green with Roger and family. She was also dinthoughtful service contribute a more
you can do the same.
wings on his back came and asked ner guest Saturday at Willow Brook
This powerful yet safe remedy is
her for thc leaf saying it belonge*
E- Donald Perry has been confined
ample measure of happiness to
positively guaranteed to do this—its
to the Queen! And what do you to the house for several davs with a
action is almost magical.
severe cold, which seem to be preva
think the Queen used the leaf lent here.
smart living. Convenient to every
Just get one 85 cent bottle of Allen
Biscdyne Room
for? 'Well take a pencil and join
ru from David L. McCarty or any live
Edward .Ludwig has been hauling
important
attraction
in
the
greater
Pining
union de
all
the
numbered
dots
together,
druggist—take it as directed and if in
some fine logs to the Peabody mill.
luxe. Rendezvous
starting with dot number one and He Plans to remodel his barn and
48 hours your pains haven't all left
of
the
smart
cos
M iami area.
you get your money back.
mopolitan group
ending with dot number twenty- build a garage in the near future.
i
Overlooking
BisIt works just as swiftly with Neu
two and you will see what she j Sunny da’’$ but cold. Well, it will
* European or American Plan
cayne Bay, Bay:
ritis, Sciatica, Lumbago and Neural
soon be spring and the snow won't
front Park aim
used the leaf for.
_
Wm. M. Cale, Manager
the Atlantic Ocean.
gia.
last very long, however much we get.

1
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How One Woman
Lost 10 Lbs. in a Week

GRALYNN

r

Cost 85 Cents To Put
Rheumatic Cripple
Back To Work Again

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

©
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Every-Other-Day
get a book of Morley poems and you
will be convinced that McIntyre is
right.
McIntyre also says that Edna Ferber is one of the three brightest con
versationalists he knows.
• . • •
As the theatrical season plods into
its first lap speculation on Broad
way turns toward the probable winner
of the Pulitzer prize. Unless an ex
traordinary hit comes in during the
next few weeks, only five plays will be
seriously considered. These are:
“Mourning Becomes Electra" by
Eugene O'Neill; “The House of Con
nelly” by Paul Green; “Distant
Drums" by Dan Totehroh; “Counsel lor-at-law" by Elmer Rice, and “The
Animal Kingdom” by Philip Barry.
It is the almost unanimous opinion of
experts that O'Neill’s 14-act drama

ARE MISLEADING

So Says Mr. Kellenberger In
Regard To Some Wet
Claims

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The interests working for repeal
of the 18th Amendment bring for
An old book which has a steady sale
is a great comfort to its publisher in
ward frequently claims which to the
these troublous times. And that, no
intelligent, impartial onlooker, must
doubt, is why Little Brown & Com
seem
not only incorrect but delib
pany are inclined to gloat over the fact
erately misleading. They are pre
that they have teen compelled to
sented to the public at large only in
print an additional thousand copies
of Louisa May Alcott’s “Aunt Jo's
the hope that the unwary individuals
Scrap-Bag”, 3,000 copies of Bartlett’s
might be induced to accept them as
“Familiar Quotations", and 5 000 of
true and govern their actions accord
“Daily Strength for Daily Needs.”
ingly. One such claim is in regard
The president's* Committee on Un-j
to the effect legalization ot manufac
since *the prize
employment has placed its official are not "over-confident
’
exploded a surprising. ture, etc. of beer would have on unconfidence in books to help all of us committee
upset last year when they awarded i employment They seek by it to give
toward readjustment, commending to
people of these states the reading of the honor to Susan Glaspell’s “Alii- ! the public the impression that such
action would reduce the number of
books of political, social and economic son’s House.'
If the prize should go to "Mourn unemployed to the extent of the num
character. Libraries all over the coun
try are stating that more books are ing Becomes Electra.” it will mark ber wnich would be required to handle
being drawn from their shelves than the fourth time O’Neill has won the this particular business. A case in
ever known before, and who knows? Pulitzer medal. His previous win point follows:
The Boston Herald the other day
perhaps the diffusion of these silent ners were "Strange Interlude." “Anna
teachers may work greater effects Christie” and “Bevond the Horizon." stated that a certain Harry I. Harri
Green
won
the
prize
once
before
w
’
th
man, a former president of the Bos
than artillery machines and legisla
his “In Abraham's Bosom." and El ton Chamber of Commerce, advocat
tion.
mer Rice won it in 1928 with “Street ed legalization of three or four per
• * • •
cent beer, partly because it would give
And while we are speaking of books Scene."
* * • *
in the abstract, here is a work that
employment to more than 100,000
Horace Liverwright, Inc., issued men and thus favorably affect the
our local clubs can do—make con
tributions of either sums of money I among its fall nublications Eugene unemployment situation. Such le
for the purchase of books or gifts of | O'Neill’:: new trilogy. Mourning Be- galization of beer would undoubtedly
books themselves to our Public | comes Electra, simultaneously with give employment to a great number
Library. Do you know the Library i its nroduction bv the Theatre Guild of men. But it would not, it seems
has not been in position to buy new j in New York City durine their 193’-32 to me, reduce the number of the un
books for some time and that the ‘ season. The three full-length plays employed, but would rather increase
prospect for purchases in the near j are in a single volume,
their number as the following will
future is “not so good”? The cost of ' In Mourning Becomes Electra, the demonstrate.
The outlawing of the liquor busi
books has been greatly reduced, so most ambitious work O'Neill has vet
that now it is possible to buy from undertaken, three full-length plays ness has developed the use of non
three to five volumes with five dollars are unified into the most noble and alcoholic beverages and that of fruit
and it should be borne in mind that awe-insniring dramatic work of our juices immensely. It has greatly aid
the Library itself is able to purchase time. The setting of the trilogy is ed the development of the ice cream
books at a dircount over the individ in a New England seaport town im and of the candy business. Nonfc
mediately after the Civil Wa-. The of these commodities come into exist
ual cost
If the service club', the federated first play is called "Homecoming," the ence automatically. They require a
women's clubs, and the numerous second, “The Hunted," and the third, great number of hands in the process.
social clubs of the city made con “The Haunted.” They present three Should the 18th amendment be re
tributions, even if no more than a few complete tragedies, whose action is pealed, beer, etc. would naturally re
dollars, it would be a tremendous help continuous and cumulative, and em place nonalcoholic beverages to a
and encouragement to the library body a conception of Fate in terms of great extent. The manufacture of j
force who regret when asked for one modern psychology. As reading plavs beer and its sale were in the past very
of the new novels or non-fiction to thev are without parallel in the lit- profitable and would certainly be the
have to sav: "We haven't been able J erature created by O’Neill,
same in the future if it could be done
to buy that yet.”
1 Fave you ever seen a list of Eugene lawfully. It would be manufactured
» • » •
j O'Neill's plays? It is imposing:
in large establishments under em
The Century list contains notices j
• » . •
ployment of modern methods and
of forthcoming publications which
The Great God Brown, Th<’ Foun machinery to reduce cast of produc
aDpeal to the interest of readers. tain, The Moon of the Caribbees The tion to the utmost. This would mean
There is “Lincoln, The Unknown" Long Voyage Home, In the Zone, lie, reduction of labor wherever possible.
by Dale Carnegie, who has spent Wh.ere the Cross Is Made, The Rope,
Today nonalcoholic beverages are
years searching through and winnow Bcund East for Cardiff, Beyond the sold freely and extensively over the
ing out the material on Lincoln. He Horizon, The Straw, Before Break counter in combination with their
has been able to set before the reader fast Emperor Jones, Gold, The First special commodities by ice cream par
one of the most touching and stag j Man, The Dreamy Kid, Anna Chris lors and candy stores and less ex
gering stories in all American his- | tie, All God's Chillun Got Wings, tensively bv groceries, restaurants
tdry. One critic has acclaimed it
and bv druggists. This would not be
as the most vivid volume on Lincoln's Hairy Ape. Welded, Marco Millions. the case with beer. In all probability
life yet presented.
Lazarus Laughed. Strange Inter this would be sold as it was in the
lude, Dynamo, Mourning Becomes past, in sDecial locals and under
Then there is "Darling of Misfor Electra.
heavy license. This with greatly re
duced sales in nonalcoholics, would
tune", the long awaited life of Edwin
Booth, one of the stage's mast. . .
.
. ,
naturally and automatically bring
picturesque and tragic figures. It is And n]°re,^nd, more books about about a reduction in the number of
written by Richard Lockridge, and George Washington come forth fcr persons employed in the first men
is said to constitute the final word on 'he Bi-centennial celebration. There tioned concerns and would, of course,
one of the most significant figures in '‘F®,
also reduce the sale of their special
American theatrical history.
‘ "Washington. Commander-in-Chief commcdities, ice cream or candy, or
• « * >
i by Captain Thomas Goddard Frotli- both, as the case might be. But loss
Elizabeth Jordan, writer of charm ingham, which is a splendid presenta of trade by these would also auto
ing stories, is bringing out "Playboy”, tion of the difficulties which con matically react on the wholesaler’s
fronted Washington and his ability and manufacturer's business, with
a novel of married life.
• » » ,
I to overcome them. This book has re corresponding results—less work and
“Farly American Painting" by ceived high commendation from John consequently fewer oersons employed.
Frederic Fairchild Sherman, is an J. Pershing.
A resume of all the preceding fac
“George Washington" bv Henry tors bearing on the question would
authoritative account of the develop
Cabot
Lodge,
a
standard
biography
ment of early American painting in
show—
its various branches, illustrated with which vividly portrays Washington*.
First, that should manufacture, etc.
unusual care and fullness. It presents be Revolution, and the early years of of beer be legalized' modem methods
in condensed form a biographical and t'1,e25at10?,' , „ .
, „
and machinery employed in the
critical outline of American portrait
^a.YaI ®enl,u®
_5’e°Y?Y process would materially reduce the
painters, miniaturists, and landscape. Washington by Captain Dudley W_ number of persons required in the
historical, religious and genre paint-' Knox- This is just off the press o. business in comparison with the
ers from the earliest times to 1850.: Houghton Mifflin Company, and re needs in the past, and
introducing several names heretofore i 'e818 Washington as a great naval
Second, it would automaticallv
overlooked bv commentators and I strategist. It is in some sense a dis- throw out of employment the bulk of
critics. Mr. Sherman is a recognized I oovery, since Washington s ability in those nersons now engaged in the
authority in the field
-his roIe has never before been fully manufacture and dispension of non
. . .
I comprehended.
Captain Knox is alcoholic beverages, etc. and more or
“The Child and Plav" by James well known as librarian of the Navy less unfavorably affect all allied con
Edward Rogers, is based on the re Department, and has contributed im cerns in like manner.
ports of the White House Conference portant writings on naval matters.
Third, it shqws that the claim of
“The Diaries of George Washing
on Child Health and Protection. One
beneficial reaction on the unemploy
of the most significant findings of the ton" bv John C. Fitzpatrick, the first ment problem by those advocating
Conference was the great, importance complete issue of Washington's legalization of beer, etc. would be at
of plav in the life of the growing diaries from the earliest known ones best very doubtful if not contrary to
child. Mr. Rogers is director of Na to those containing the last words he the probable results.
tional Physical Education Servic" of ! eveL,^™te'
, .. . _
John Kellenberger
the National Recreation Association.
"Tl’e ^ar*li'v If,feGeorge WashRockland. Feb. 15.
« . • »
ington bv Charles Moore, a most in“The Life of the Butterflv." a new ' ‘cresting and stimulating group of
BURKETTVILLE
publication of Houghton & Mifflin bv studies, filled with new material
Friedrich Schnack is a charming j “Wasl?in*tonJs Soutb«rn Tour b?
G. A. Miller is seriouslv ill and at
book, in which Mr. Schnack has done \ Archibald Henderson, throws a white
for the butterflv what Maeterlinck ''’-ht on an inc’d®nt in .he historv o. tended bv Dr. Keller of Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rowell wp™
did for the bee and Fabre for the ant. the United States that has been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Linwood
With loving care he describes each wholly overlooked.
And for the boys and girls, there is Mitchell Sundav.
butterfly, its habitat, its wav of life,
Ruth Mitchell was home several
methods of passing the winter, breed "George Washington" by Horace E.
ing. and other details. His book is Scudder, a simple, accurate bio days last week on account of a severe
coid.
remarkable for skilful, delicate de graphy.
Several in this vicinity have been
scription.
confined to their home with grippe.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Burleigh Calph is visiting his
O. O. Mclntvre savs: “No modern
mother Mvra Calnh.
writer touches ChristoDher Morley for
Mrs. Ada Mitchell has recently been
exquisite phrasing." If vou entertain
The
.nd* vmeemVland*
any doubt concerning this statement.: Hamhn Scofleld and Vlneent Fland" addin” a supply of goods to her Lar
ers have both been quite ill the past kin pantry.
S. B. Miller and Linwood Mitchell
i week, but are improving.
Clarence Lee is out with his gaso- are cutting cord wood for Merle Rooj line sawing machine and is soliciting bins.
Barney Barnes Can
Henry Turner was home from Ban
work in that line. •
cor to spend the weekend with his
Mrs.
Franklin
Pitcher
is ill with
Now Eat Anything
family.
( flu.
Parties were here last week looking
j
Willis
Genthner
of
Gross
Neck
re

over the George Hall property now
He Chooses
cently butchered a hog which owned bv Mrs. Florence Powell.
weighed 712 pounds. Surely it had
Will Prescott of Washington was a
not been affected by the depression. caller Sunday at Andrew Rokes’.
“I got so I
Henry Turner of Bangor spent the
Mis. Evelyn Davis of Rockland,
couldn’t eat any
weekend at his home.
Mass.,
mother
of
Alfred
Davis
of
this
thing without
Nelson Calderwood and family
town, was operated upon last week
having trouble
in a Boston hospital, for cataracts were in Union Saturday.
afterwards,’’says
Mrs. Florence Calderwood enter
on the eyes. No report has yet been
Mr. Barney
received as to the success of the op tained the Farm Bureau last Thurs
Barnes, popular
day with 25 present. During the fore
eration.
oil rig builder, of
noon Mr. Wentworth and Miss
The
Union
Aid
met
with
Mrs.
Le
2 2 1 Vi W e s t
Lawrence both gave instructive talks
land
Winchenbach
Wednesday.
In
Grand Aveque,
on vegetables and the care of gar
spite
of
the
inclement
weather
and
Oklahoma City,
much sickness a large number was dens. A bountiful baked bean din
Okla. “I would
present and enjoyed a very pleasant ner with pies, cakes etc., was served
have heartburn,
day. The meeting was in the form at noon. At 1 o'clock the following
and indigestion
of
a house warming as Mrs. Win patriotic program in observance of
pains after meals.
chenbach recently moved here from Washington’s Birthday was present
ed bv Mrs. Light: Flag salute, audi
“Nothing seemed to help me. I Port Chester, N. Y.
ence; American's Creed, Mrs. Blanche
tried everything I could hear of but
Johnston;
“Washington’s
Early
my indigestion hung on four years.
CLARK
ISLAND
Life," Mrs. Gladys Linscott; "Wash
“Then a friend got me to take some
ington's Presidential Life.” Mrs. Net
Pape’s Diapepsin. 1 had almost im
John Caven has returned home tie Grinnell; “Retired Life of Wash
mediate relief with Hie first two
from Knox Hospital and is making ington." Mrs. Ella Grinnell: singing.
tablets. Now that I have been taking
them for some time, I find I can eat j
^wniiome remain. «iumi America. Patriotic colors were much
in evidence in all the rooms and the
meats or most anything and have | the sflme
heaHh_
tables were prettily decorated. At
no trouble. I want to tell others about
Mrs. Charles Butler is able to be the business meeting it was voted to
Diapepsin because it sure helped me.’’ out around again.
make “Uses of Molasses" the subject
Thousands like Mr. Barnes are
Mrs. William Davis is confined to for the next meeting, March 2, in
finding quick, certain relief for sour her home with grippe.
addition to the library subject. Miss
stomach, or acidity, by using Pape’s
Mrs. Martha Maker, son Ralph Lawrence then presented charts,
Diapepsin. Chew a tablet and that and grandson Earle Rogers motored recipes, etc., on “Vegetables for
feeling of weight and discomfort to Belfast last Saturday and visited Health,” and made and served two
after eating just disappears.
her sister Mrs. Delia Wiley.
dishes of same.

by CA. Voi'glrt,

OH, I DON'T SCRUB
OR BOIL ANYMORE
— I'M USING RINSO
NOW — IT SOAKS
THE CLOTHES
CLEAN

you're USUALLY
i WORN OUT ON WASHDAY

See how much longer

-AND NOT ONLY DOES
ITS GREAT TO SEE
YOU LOOKING SO
FRESH AND RESTED
ON WASHDAY. THAT
MUST BE A GREAT
SOAP YOU'RE USING

RINSO SAVE WORK—

YOU SHOULD SEE HOW
WHITE IT MAKES THE
CLOTHES —AND HOW
BRIGHT THE COLORED
THINGS
STAY

clothes last now!
INSO

is different from any laundry soap you have ever
.used. Its rich, creamy suds soak out the dirt. Saves them
from being scrubbed threadbare. Clothes come so white
they don’t need to be boiled. Washable colored things come
fresh and bright, safety.

R

Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much suds as lightweight,
puffed-up soaps. Creamy, active suds that last and last until
the wash is done. Recom____
mended by the makers of 40
famous washers. Wonderful
suds for dishwashing and all
cleaning. Get the BIG package.

A PRODUCTOF LEVER BROTHERS CO.

I

Millions use Rinso in tub, washer and dishpan

of George Washington the local so
ciety of Christian Science will hold
The Fifield Co. is holding an exhi ' a special memorial service Tuesday
At the last meeting of Naomi Chap
night, Feb. 23, at 7 o'clock, in Chris
ter, O.E.S., the degrees were con bition of rugs from the homes of tian Science hall, to which the pub
ferred on Mrs. Murdock Smith. Re local owners. Braided, hooked, lic is cordially Invited and will be
freshments were served after the crocheted and knitted rugs of many ' gladly welcomed. The usual order
work. Friday evening of this week designs are being admired. The new i of service ,or Sunday is to be followed with the, exception that a col
occurs the stated meeting.
Blue Nose hook is also being demon lection will not be taken. A brief
Sewell Wall who had an ill turn strated. Many are taking advantage address will be read previous to the
recently is making good recovery and of this enjoyable privilege, which lesson sermon on the subject, "Love
is abie to be around the house and will last several days.
for God and Man, the Universal
enjoy callers. Deacon Wall’s pres
Ideal."
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond,
ence is especially missed at the
Club Items this week include
who have spent the winter months
church.
meetings as follows: The Four A's
with relatives in Marlboro, Mass., with Mrs. Emma Winslow, Wednes
Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. are expected home this week.
day night; the Needlecraft, Valen
i Earl Barter, entertained several of
Miss Doris Clifford entertained her tine party, Wednesday at the home
! her friends at a valentine party
Sunday
School
class
Tuesday
eve-|
o
f M‘rs j H. Carver; Washington
last week and a pleasant evening
' was spent. A special feature of the ning at her home on Pleasant street. Club celebration Saturday at the
The “Buddies" gave a pleasant home of Mrs. Reuben Carver;
, entertainment was the program of
games, all new to the guests, and surprise to Mrs. Charles L. Boman Mothers' Club Tuesday evening with
thoroughly enjoyed. Ice cream was Feb. 14, at the Red Lion, the party Mrs. Vaughn Johnson.
Our townspeople are sorry to
served, also some of Mrs. Barter's being in honor of her birthday an
cakes which became famous to last! niversary, A fine dinner was served I learn of the destruction of the
summer's patrons of "Ruth’s Place" j and Mrs. Boman received several Travelaire plane at Rockland water
opposite tlie ball field. Decorations, gifts.
front Sunday morning, and are
including those of the cakes, were of
Mrs. Edward Philbrook entertained
W? the u ual tripa. The accired and white, suggestive of the val at bridge Saturday night and first dent was caused by gas fumes ig
entine season. Tnose present were honors were awarded Nellie Hall.
niting when batteries were being
Enid Maloney, Helen Davis, Rose
William
Johnston
entertained changed. A new plane will be pur
Whitmore, Edith Anthony, Virginia friends at “63" at his home on the chased for the service between Rock
Thompson. Ivy Falla, Elizabeth evening of Feb. 13. Lunch was land and Penobscot Bay Islands,
Wheeler, Lulu Kangas, Ruth Earter,
which includes Vinalhaven.
Clvde Stanley, Dwinal Stanley. Ralph served.
The Giroux family left Monday,
Mrs. Charles WebstPr and Mrs. returning to Canada.
Wilson. Robt. Hussey, Byron Haining,
Lawrence Dandeneau, Eddie Falmer, j Sada Robbins have returned from a
thing sweet to make the meal complcl
; Jack Hopworth and Carl Philbrook. few days stay in Rockland.
Here’s one of Miss Taylor's teni]
NORTH HAVEN
Last week the following men in- I Vinalhaven High School has re
ing recipes for an apple pie which
cently
received
its
renewal
certili-------! vaded the wood lot of W. E. Sheerer cate as a Class A High School. It
different:
The prospects for an ice crop are
and before leaving put up approxi has maintained this standing since looking brighter.
Hollywood Apple Pie
mately five cords of four-foot wood,
Make two crisp pie shells and fi <
i There will be a big community
which Mr. Sheerer very kindly do- i 1909.
one with cold, well sweetened and sea
Rockland High boys' basketball I gathering next Sunday night in the
j nated to the church: John Reid,
soned apple sauce. Then place thc
other shell on top and serve in sec
[ Allen Conary, Emerson and Philip team will play Vinalhaven High 1 church. The theme will be "Washtionr with a spoonful of whipped
Murphy, F. W. Barton, Weston 1 Friday night at Town hall. A dance | ington." and tlie Knights of Pythias,
cream for decoration. A little nutmeg
Rivers, Jesse Rivers, Robert Bald. will follow the game. Music by the : Sisterhood and Grange will attend.
sprinkled on top will add to the flavor.
It *s also expected, members of the
Sr., Robert Bald, Jr,, and James and Fakers
Present and have a
John Bald. In the afternoon Dick j A citizens meeting was held Tues- seh°°ls "U1
leigh Staples. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cook, Leslie Underwood and Ernest j day night at the G.A.R. rooms. It I Part.
the exercises. There will be
.
.
enoninl
mnciA
Htr
the Aronnften
orchestra and
Stockbridge, Mr. and Mrs. George Peare joined the ctcw. Suooer was j was voted to raise money to send a special music by Too
Moulton,
delegate
to
Washington
in
behalf
o
f
j
others.
The
hour
is 7 o clock,
served at the church by the ladies'
....
The name of Capt. James Tabbutt
circle, the only limit to good things of the bill about to be presented in
to eat being a wood-chopper’s ca the interests of the lobster fisher- was on the air one night recently in
School Notes
Primary Room—The first six weeks pacity. Thanks are extended to Mr. men. Eugene Ixiud was chosen as ■ a song specially sung for his benefit
their representative.
I by Gilbert Lake over WLBZ Bangor.
of the winter term have been com Sheerer, the men, and to the ladies
A Washington bi-centennial dance! Next Sunday at 2.30 Mrs. Charles
pleted. A valentine box was en of the sewing circle.
joyed by the children Friday after
Naomi Chapter, O. E. S.. will pre and colonial program will be given A. Lindbergh In a nation-wide
noon, also an old-fashioned spelling I sent a Washington program Friday by the American Legion at Red broadcast will tell what she saw from
j the plane when with her husband
bee. The winners were: Fourth night. with refreshments supplement Men’s hall next Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell were Colonel Lindbergh she looked down
grade John Martin; third grade, ing the exercises. The blue lodge will
Basil Orcutt; second, Hulda John have a Washington program next weekend guests of Capt. Freeman unon the vast areas of flooded China.
Elwell at Spruce Head.
i This broadcast is in the interest of
son; first. Hazel Bridges; sub-pri- Monday night.
In response to requests from gov- j the China Flood Relief. Doubtless
ir.ary, Verna Staples.
Girls and boys and young people
The study of African Negroes and whose names are listed below re ernmental authorities for a nation- every set in North Haven will be
the Arabs has been completed and ceived Go-To-Qhurch Band pins wide recognition of the bi-centennial tuned in.
many maps and posters have been Sunday for the term ending with
made illustrating their lives, cus January: second tenm, GEberta
toms, the countries, etc.
Mair; fifth term, Emily Morris,
Two interesting posters have been Margaret Marriott; seventh term,
made—one, “Seven Little Sisters,” a Virginia Barter, Jennie Wiley, Adele
picture of the world with seven girls Hawkins, Agnes and David Sivein the dresses of seven countries, j wright, Irene Underwood, Margaret
j.L “L..." Ir-L.,
holding hands, the other “George and Robert Reid; first term, Leslie
Washington and the Indians."
t Underwood; fourteenth term, Bea
At present all are working on a trice and Ernest Barton.
health project which will cover a
Friday evening the young people
month of work, materials being fur and adults of the Christian Ennished by Lever Brothers of Cam j deavor and Sunday School united for
f- • • .
bridge, Mass. AU thase completing a February social in the vestry of
the month's work satisfactorily will I the church. Upon arrival each one
receive a “health guard” pin.
was given a cut in the shape of
Rank cards are out and those Washington's profile. These were in
‘A
i having all A's were Frieda Tinker, two colors, making two groups. A
Louise Gott, Verna Staples, Ruby variety of games were participated
Turner, Frederick Ranquist, Hulda in, and cake and Mrs. Morris’ fa
Johnson, Paul Stockbridge; all A’s mous ices were served by Misses
but one, Milton Sprague, Hazel Agnes Sivewright, Margaret Reid,
Bridges, William Johnson, Charlotte Agnes Smith. Mrs. Josie Conary and
W
Matthews: not missing one-half day, Mrs. F. W. Barton.
Paul Stockbridge,. William Johnson,
The program was in charge of
Frederick Ranquist, Hulda Johnson, David Sivewrlght, Sr„ Mrs. F. W.
■
'-'.fyy
Milton Sprague, Verna Staples, Barton and John Reid, assisted by
Frieda Tinker, Basil Orcutt, Harold Mrs. James Cant and Mrs. John
Page, Leon Page, Virginia Page; on Reid. Singing of old time songs was
honor roll, John Martin. Charlotte enjoyed, closing with the hymn “God
Mathews,
Basil
Orcutt,
Hulda Be With You Till We Meet Again,"
Johnson, Ruby Turner, Frieda. Tink Mrs. Willis Wilson at the piano.
er. William Turner. Virginia Page, Rev. and Mrs. M. R. Kerr of GlenHazel
Bridges.
Verna
Staples, mere were guests. There were 45
Charles Ranquist, Paul Stockbridge; present to enjoy the evening of fel
winners thus far in the term’s spell- lowship.
I ing contest are John Martin, William
I Johnson, Mavis Bridges.
Grammar Room—The children en- You, Too, Can
' joyed a valentine box Friday after
noon. Rank cards are out and Hugh
Look Younger
Stanley got all A's.; all A s but one,
II7-IN. WHEELBASE
Lurla Kent, George Moulton. Marga
Prevents Large Pores ret Stanley, Lewis Bridges, Lawrence
Stays on Longer
80-HORSEPOWER
Orcutt,
Phyllis Stanley, Byron Because new wonderful MELLO-GLO
Carter; on honor roll, Flora Bridges, Face Powder stays on longer and pre
Phyllis Stanley, Madeline Stanley, vents large pores. No more shiny
, Lawrence Orcutt, Lewis Bridges. Nor noses. Not affected so much by perman Stinson, Effie Turner, Maxine ! spira'.ion. Its one shade blends with
Sprague, Lurla Kent. Margaret every complexion, giving more life to
Stanley, Merrill
Orcutt,
Avis the skin. New French process MEL
PARK AND UNION STREETS, ROCKLAND
Sprague, Elinor Staples, Hugh Stan LO-GLO makes you look younger.
ley; winners in tdmi spelling contest Hides tiny lines, wrinkles and pores.
1 thus far, Phyllis Stanley, Hugh Try MELLO-GLO. Comer Drug
Store and all other good stores.
Stanley.

l'ENANT'S HARBOR

,

VINALHAVEN

Estelle Goes A-Baking

UT in Hollywood they tell you
that Estelle Taylor can cook
and bake as well as she can act,
which for the movie fan has only one
meaning. Estelle must be a good cook.
Her special weakness is pie—large
fresh fruit pie containing plenty of
vitamins and sugar with its energy
giving qualities. After coming back
for a second helping, movie folk have
generally agreed with Estelle that
nothing can take the place of some

O

MINTURN
Helen Parker who has been ill is
now much improved.
Flu is p.evalent here and several
of the children are out of school.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Dunham
spent Saturday, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockbridge
had a valentine party at their home
Saturday evening and games and
“63” were played, prizes being
awarded Edna Moulton and Bur
leigh Staples. Refreshments were
served and a pleasant evening en
joyed. In the company were Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Page, Mr. and Mrs. Bur-

32 brilliant Betterments
tear!

AAA

COMFORT
for COLICKY BABIES
. . . THROUGH CASTORIA'S
GENTLE REGULATION
The best way to prevent colic,
doctors say, is to avoid gas in stomach
and bowels by keeping the entire
intestinal tract open, free from waste.
But remember this: a tiny baby’s
tender little organs cannot stand
harsh treatment. They must be
gently urged. This is just the time
Castoria can help most. Castoria,
you know, is made specially for babies
and children. It is a pure vegetable
preparation, perfectly harmless. It
contains no harsh drugs, no nareotics.
For years it has helped mothers
through trying times with colicky
babies and children suffering with
digestive upsets, colds and fever.
Keep genuine Castoria on hand, with
the name:

STUDEBAKER
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

CASTORIA
CHILDREN

CRY

FOR

IT

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

Advertisements in this column not to

j

FREE—to every family in New England

WANTED

♦

;

Mrs. Ethel Spear was hostess to the ■ exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Chester Slader is assisting in A. J.
rrvtnholn
for 50 each
cents.forAddlLineken's market during Mr. Lineliytohelp plnh
Club Monday eveninir
evening at
ai I cents,
tlonBj three
unes times
five cents
one
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired.
j ken’s absence because of a cold.
her home . Matters of business were time. 10 cents ior tnree times. Six words References.
C. L. ROACH, 132 Park St.
discussed and the remainder of the make a line._________________________ Tel. 441-J._______________________ 13*24
“An Evening With Longfellow" to ‘
be given Feb. 28 in the Baptist Church
evening devoted to patchwork. The i
LARGE SIZE canvas for truck cover
wanted. 18x22 ft.
FOUR CORNER
; is being developed with very attrac
valentine idea was carried out in
G
ARAGE,
Winslow s Mills________ 21-23
decorations and refreshments.
tive numbers and participants. A
MAN
who
has
had
experience
in the
silver collection will be taken to meet
Rockport High was defeated in both
operation of a General Store wanted.
the considerable expense incurred in
games of basketball played Tuesday
Write to W., care Courier-Gazette.
' its presentation. The talent engaged
____________________________________21*23
evening in Town hall against the girls’
. for the occasion inclui.s Prof. Wil
and boys’ -teams of Camden High
I WANT TO BUY Angora cats and kit
mot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin College.
tens. T. WILLETT. Saco. Maine. 20*22
The girls put up a hard fight and
I address; Mrs. Katherine Veazie, Har
PRACTICAL nurse with doctor’s rec
played a close game throughout with
ommendation wiuld like work nursing.
old W. Greene, soloists; the symphony
a resultant score of 36-31. The boys,
P.
O BOX 243, Camden
20*22
j orchestra, Luther A. Clark, director.
however, were not so evenly matched,
W
Miss Thelma Linscott pianist,
Camden at the end of the game lead
NEW LAXTONIAN peas for sale. Fine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lcrmond of
ing 47 to 22.
stock. 16c lb. Bushel lots. MAINE
Union were Sunday guests of their
Mrs. L. E. Mann is quite ill at her SEED CO.. 78 Elm St., Portland. Me.
21*lt
son and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lerhome on Russell avenue.
rnond. The latter Mr. Lermond left
NEW MILCH Guernsey cow for sale,
Mr. and Mrs Everett Libby who also
six heifers. Guernsey bull, and
Monday on his regular trip to Lynn.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
came from Manchester. N. H„ Mon thoroughbred Holstein bull. 1 year old.
; Mass., and had his father as a passen- I
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
WILLIAM
DONOHUE. Tel. 527-M.
day night to preside at the past ma
14-tf
“Fresh from thd Gardens”
j ger, who is to be the guest of another I
21-23
trons' and patrons' night of Harbor
DO YOU need money? Complete home
son Earl Lermond for a while.
NEW
MILCH
Holstein
cow
for
sale;
Light Chapter, were guests of her
furnishings bought for cash. Expert
FILL IN COUPON BELOW AND MAIL
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mank of War
mother, Mrs. Charles Ingraham, while good milker. S. H. DOE. Rockland 19-21 appraiser furnished. All business strict
ren were in town Monday.
ly confidential. Phone or write CARL
in town.
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, bath, fine
18*23
Arthur Brasier of Portland spent
Officials and citizens of the town cellar, barn. 14 acre fleld, Oliver St., SIMMONS. Thorndike Hotel.
To SALADA TEA Co., (Inc.), BERKELEY and STUART STREETS, BOSTON, MASS.
' Sunday at his home here.
OUR PRICE on early orders, yellow
were pleased to learn that the State ’i mile from postofllcc. Quick sale Japanese
Onion Sets, 30c lb.. $1.75 pk.,
Edw’ard Biggins of Bangor is at the
Please send me free sample of SALADA TEA as advertised in The Courier-Gazette
had arranged to replank and resur $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. postpaid. MAINE SEED CO., 78 Elm St.,
Tel. 1080.
18-tf Portland, Me.____________________ 21*23
home of Walter Currier. He was called
face the iron bridge at this time, as
blue flame oil burner ( TWO INCUBATORS, electric, one '300
, here bv the serious illness of his wife
it will to some extent relieve the un forINTERNATIONAL
sale, used one month, guaranteed. capacity,
Nfl me
with bronchial pneumonia.
one 250; used twice, sell cheap,
employment condition.
Work was Inquire 56 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 554-R.
Sanford Hyler left Monday for
20-22 $50 for both. E. B. DECOSTER, Waldo
begun Monday and it will probably
boro,
Me.
21*23
Bcothbay Harbor to work at his trade
PAIR of shoe skates, new. never worn.
require about six weeks to complete
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
! of sailmaker.
TEL.
169-X.
19-21
the job. Six local men will be em
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
i ilv vi
nr Tnwn
The pant room of the J. B. Pearson
lunii
—.....
■■
■—
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres, paired. Experienced workman. Work
ployed at a time and the crew
factory
resumed
work
this
morning.
modern
buildings,
pasture
land.
hay.
can be called for and delivered, or leave
363
Please print name and address dearly
changed every two weeks so that apple orchards, lumbec and fire wood at
23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me., or
The Jolly Ten Club observed the
more
families
may
be
benefited.
MRS
H.
P.
BUCHANAN.
36
Mountain
send
parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMj birthday anniversary of Mrs. Ruth
St., Camden. Tel. 2597 .
21-tf BER Tel. 958-J.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Heibert
E.
Mann
en

157*ll-tf
Wallace by a party at the home of
SCREENED LUMP soft coal. $8.50;
tertained at dinner and bridge Mon
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Mrs. Newell McLain, Thatcher street.
lump,
not
screened.
$8;
fitted
hard
wood
day evening Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. $12. J. B. PAULSEN, Thomaston. Tel. land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Mrs. Wallace was presented a number
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
. lace; vice president, Pauline Starrett;
Drake of Camden.
WALDOBORO
FRIENDSHIP
84-2.
20-22
14-tf
| of gifts.
____
1 secretary, Annie Wallace; assistant
Miss
Annie
Richards
spent
Wed

DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. $12 a
PATCHWORK—Beautiful percale clip
Thomas Horsley has moved into the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Payson
and
nesday
as
guest
of
her
brother
and
cord; Junks. $11; 4-foot wood. $9 Kept pings; better grades, excellent variety.
There will be no further showing
J. A. Creighton & Co. tenement, cor
of moving pictures in the Playhouse
10 W
'
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton of
Superheterodyne sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Alton Rich under cover. DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. Five pounds, prepaid $1. Satisfaction
Felker; song leader, Phyllis Felker; Union were recent guests of Mr. and ner of Knox and Water streets.
352-24.
18-23 guaranteed LAWSON TEXTILE CO . 9
ards in Rockland.
until spring.
19*21
cheer leader. Evelyn Wallace. Mem
BAY MARE for sale, weight 1340, three Aster St., Providence. R. I.
Everything is in readiness for the harness,
Miss Alma Johnson of State Street bers present at this meeting were Mrs. H. E. Wentworth.
wagons, one-horse sled, pung
HARD
WOOD
fitted.
$12
and
$14;
Orient
Lodge,
F.&A.M.
will
have
brilliant production of "The Dover and two sleighs. H. H. WALDRON. 42 Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
Ernest, son of
and Mrs.
Hospital, Portland, is spending tij'c p^yllis Felker, Marjorie Simmons,
. Mr.
.
„ Wil
., . a special meeting Feb. 23. to com19-21 lengths, $10; fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
Road,” to be staged at Town hall this Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
weeks'vacation with Dr. and Mrs. W Pauline Felker, Helen Fales. violet Xe hThas undergonTaScl memorate
1-tf
Washington’s Birthday.
evening under auspices of the Cam
HORSE for sale. mare, weight 1600. rea CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
H Hahn.
Vose, Ella Williams, Alma Winchen- where he nas undergone a surgical, An aM)r0Dri
appropriate program is being pre
sonable price MRS. ISAAC YOUNG. 17
SKATE SHARPENING is a specialty of
den-Rockport
Lions
Club,
the
funds
Mrs. Charles Murphy has returned baugh. Mary Packard, Anita Dodge, operation.
x
20*22 CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St.,
pared. Rev. W. S. Rounds of Rock
to be used for relief of the unem Pine St.. Thomaston.
14-tf
from Monhegan where she was called Ruby Allen, Ava Wallace. Aletha CarMr- and Mrs- HusselIS. Cooney of land will be the speaker and an or
GAS STATION on Route 1 between Rockland.
ployed
in
the
two
towns.
This
play
by the illness of her daughter Mrs. ter, Beatrice Miller, Cora Havener, Brooklyn, N. Y„ have been guests of chestra and quartet will furnish the
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor
is
of
a
class
considered
beyond
the
ner lot. new building, store and lunch and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
Dwight Stanley.
Evelyn Wallace, Annie Wallace, Louise Mr- and Mrs. R. D. Piercy.
music.
14-tf
capabilities of an amateur Cast but room complete with fixtures. To be sold ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
Mrs. Ellis Lawry and Miss Eda Law- Burns, Pauline Starrett, Eileen HavThe regular meeting of Meeaahga
with the excellent coaching of Mrs. at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
Grange will be held Monday eve-’ Mrs. Ruth Morse has returned to
ry visited relatives in Damariscotta ener, Madeline Bradford. Madeline r.ing. There will be a box social
152-tf
Mildred Holmes (who has had wide St. Tel. 1080.
_aJ}^ ^^5_a^„bol!??_
and Waldoboro Monday.
Miller,, Eleanor Pottle and Eleanor
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover.
two weeks caring for her mother.
experience in this line of work and $10;
postponed
from
the
last
meeting
on
FOR SALE
Junks. $10; long, $8; soft wood
B. B. Jameson is driving a new Lash.
Mrs. Nellie Sidelinger. who is better
a very successful stage career) and mixed, $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
account of the storm.
of
her
recent
illness.
Dorothy
Side

truck
RUUD
with a strong desire to do their part
17-tf
Announcements have been re
SOUTH WARREN
toward a worthy cause, they have
Miss Margaret Johnson fell on the
ceived of the birth Feb. 6 of a son, linger is confined to bed with valve
Instantaneous Automatic
of the heart.
through hard work proven themselves
ice Friday, injuring her ankle.
Donald Sanford, to Rev. and Mrs. trouble
The Thomaston Rifle Club, IncCharles Maxey has been trans
fully adequate to meet the require
P. E. Bailey of Portland was in town
ferred temporarily from Portland to
WlU dedicate ltS new buildin*
ments of the play and the public is
on business Tuesday
McQuaidee is a former pastor of the Q{ thls week. Representatives
from
Representativ
LxaMalent" from Port Clyde and Rockland by the Standard Oil Co.
assured of a finished, high class pro
Baptist Church.
five other rifle clubs in the State
duction. All are urged to attend and
Mrs. Nina Gregory of Glencove
Tenant's Harbor gave a minstrel show
,
___
Mrs.__
H.__
K.____________________
Crowell entertained the have promise^ to brave the bad roads
do their bit to assist the unemployed,
in Bossa’s hall Monday evening, was at Mrs. Rose Marshalls Mon- gusannah Wesley Society Monday that day and attend the meeting
not only aiding a worthy cause but
Size 4. Style F
There was a large attendance. Much day.
ftemoon.
This interest in attendance seems to
in return receiving full value for the
Majestic Fairfax
credit is due our neighbors for their \ Mr. Overlock and son of Rockport
Mrs. Beatrice Parker of Rockland prove that the riflemen throughout
Practically
New
Model 203
money.
excellent show. Mrs. Rosa Seavey are boarding at Kenneth Fales’ has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. For the State fully agree on the proposed
Can
Be
Seen
At
This
Office
Members cf the Twentieth Century
was in charge and Mrs. Alice Pullen while hauling pulpwood.
rest Eaton.
State organization, which will come New Duo-Diode Detection Club and invited guests are looking
130-tf
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville,1 on the board at this time. Feb. 22
played for dancing.
Edward, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
forward
to
the
open
meeting
Friday
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sterling visited i Charles Maxey, who has been seri- Mass., lias been passing a few days the Thomaston club sends a ten-man
night at the home of Miss Marion
Spray-Shield Tubes
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone in Rockland ously ill is thought to be somewhat with his father, F. A. Hovey, at team to Rockland for a matah with
Weidman when Miss Anna Coughlin
•
Stahl's Tavern.
Monday.
improved.
the Forty Club's rifle squad, to be
of Rockland will give ah address on
By
invitation
of
Rev.
James
McEarly
English
Cabinet
I
Walter H. Wotton is confined to; Mr. Mason of Rockland is em
held at the armory at 7 p. m. Any“Ireland” as the feature number on
Killop members of the Lions Club one interested in rifle practice may
his home by illness.
Keys made to order. Keys maae
ployed at Mrs. Rosa Cutting's.
the program. There will be several
TEN R I. RED hens wanted, one 2 or
Lowboy in Early English design with
and
their
ladies
enjoyed
a
supper
The 4-H Club held a meeting Sat
heavy welded ii-tube chassis which
musical numbers and refreshments 3 years old. Call 11 Grove St. L. V. I to fit locks when original keys are
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond and meeting in Nobleboro Wednes attend free of charge. Tuesday and
JOYCE
Tel.
84-W.
_______________
21*23
I
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Friday of each week are the local1 ha9 been engineered to provide
urday at the home of Mrs. W. H visited at Clarence Coffin's in East
will be served The meeting is called
day evening.
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c; 1 books provide keys for all locks
club's score shooting nights. Postal
Hahn.. The meeting was opened by Waldoboro Saturday.
image rejector circuit for exceptional
for 7 o'clock and a large attendance hatching
eggs,
price
right.
My
broilers
Plans are rapidly being perfected matches with distant rifle clubs are
without bother. Scissors and
selectivity and a perfected automatic
singing a verse of America, after
is expected.
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
Mrs. Josie Hyler and Mrs. Letha for the Waldoboro High School Car- shot on these nights, along with genKnives Sharpened.
volume control. The new Majestic
which the club pledge was repeated
ALBION WOTTON, Box 207, Frlendahtp.
« * « *
and the secretary's report read and , •dunro and son Ernest of Rockland nival to take place Tuesday and erai practice. Scores are showing a
Duo-Diode and Spray-Shield, MultiMe. Tel. 128-11.
7-45
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Silver Anniversary Night
Mu and pentode - tube9 are used.
accepted. After another song "In the were
of next
and a fight_ for
THREE BUFFALO incubators. 390 egg
O i i r'l-1, ’ Vlsltors Wednesday at L. R. * - Wednesday
. .«
• _ J week.
I S There
J 1 will
14 steady improvement,
_
The 25th anniversary of Harbor capacity. Price $20 each; two Blue Hen ,
be booths, a minstrel show and ball, high single score is in progress. Wes- |
Yr,>,f„7. «11 70 m tWft ()<)
Good Old U. S. A." ice cream and Bucklin's.
--------j rv.™
ruu i-.e
(/t/ier l/Ode/S \f4.DG fO
$10 each and one Queen
Mrs. Aflnie Page.
when the Oorniva]
Carnival Queen
Queen will
will he
be ton Young
Dava rLibby
last
Light Chapter. O.E.S.. and past ma brooders.
cookies were served and games played.
_ Mrs. Anne Buck- nrhon
_ dethroned
h-ooder $5 All in good shape. E A.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
trons' and patrons night were jointly WINCAPAW, Friendship.
The cookies were irid; by the section Un, Mrs. Rosa Cutting and Mrs. crowned, in Medomak Athletic hall. Friday night, and several other con- j
21*26
SPECIAL LOW TERMS observed Tuesday evening with Ivy
Telephone 791
of the club who are taking cooking Mina Rines attended the Farm Bu- . The prizes for the several outdoor testants are close on his heels
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have
and those taking sewing were busy reau meeting in Warren.
events will also be awarded there
Mrs. Donald George is ill with a
98-tf
Chapter of Warren as special guests. you ordered your March chix? We have
Visitors were present from several them tor $160 a thousand, postpaid.
at their work. Officers of this newly
in spite of the storm last Thursday Wednesday afternoon. The sports bad cold.
Smaller
orders
slightly
higher.
State
other chapters, Seaside of Camden accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
formed club are: President, Ava Wal- afternoon eight loyal circle workers meet wil1 be beld at the bab field ’
• « • »
ROCKLAND
being represented by a good sized WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me.. R. 1.
------------------------------------------------— met at the hall and worked faithfully Wednesday at 10 a. m. and 1 p. m.,
oienice Carney celebrated her 585 MAIN ST.
Also
on
display
at
10-tf
delegation. Supper served at 6.30
I 111 ll# iiiup haiii* zw until supper time when they were and will include cross country ski and seventh birthday anniversary SaturStudley Furniture Co.
was in charge of Mrs. Hildred Rider
LARGE LOTS Hawes' Barred Rock
lA/Hl HAVF ROIIS? joined by husbands and other friends snowshoe races in both boys and d
aRernoon by giving a party to
assisted by the new officers. The 1 chicks. 16c and up. according to quantity.
yuil I IIHTL UVILU :
to the number of 20. Home made Birls classes- The junior«ki dash is a number of little friends. The usual
disease free. Raise 100 per
decorative features of the tables, Guaranteed
• " IlnmmfnrtflhU
candies, pop com, salted peanuts open to all boys and girls of the town par(y games wrere played, and
cent—all chicks fumigated. Hatched In
Uncomfortable—nncitrlitlv
unsightly. Fnr
Fc
planned
by
the
new
worthy
matron
Buckeye,
newest
equipment. Also cus
soothing, quick healing dressing, use
and corn cakes were furnished by the Ustween the ages of 10 and 13. Boys canJies antj jce cream and a large I past six weeks, has returned to her
Lucy Stevenson were of a patriotic tom hatching, llic per egg. ALFRED MOTOR AMBUIANCI
brothers during the evening. ' Two and ?lrls outside the junior high may decorated birthday cake served by home in Danbury, Conn.
C. HAWES. Union.
21-32
loyal sisters walked from Thomaston. enter by. ending names to Earle Mrs Carney, assisted by her cousin
_____________
Miss Cochrane, R.N., who has been nature appropriate to Washington,
S C. R I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
with
red,
white
and
blue
crepe
paper
and surely the walking was net of sPear- principal of the High School. Mrs Albert Wallace. The guests caring for Mrs. Adelia Masters, has
ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good
streamers, flags and at each plate a cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubator, served the families of Knox County
This affair is sponsored by the Board were pauiine and Florine Burnham,, returned to Boston.
the best, as they can testify.
550 egg 103 degree Incubator, for
LADY ATTENDANT
!
and.prol?iS®S.^° deJ?5_most Frances and David Wotton. Albert J Oscar Crie has filled one house red hatch-1 bearing this inscription, one
sale. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Phone
‘
Harbor
Light
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
1907entertaining event of the winter sea Mank, Jr.. Robert Young,
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
with
ice
12'inches
thick.
Indica

Youijg. Jean Crie,
15-tf
Three attractive birthday 13-42 Warren.
son.
tions at the time of this writing are 1932."
, Mart
cakes were cut by Mrs. Elizabeth
BURPEE’S
, • lace, Pauline Gillis, Malcolm and that Mr. Crie will have to suspend Libby. Mrs. Minetta Paul and
ROCKLAND, ME.
PALERMO
’
Barbara Carney. Glenice received cutting ice for a few days
A union service will be held in the Mrs. Louise Holbrook and served at
-------j many pretty and useful gifts and all
Methodist Church next Sunday eve the close of the supper. At the meet
Mr .and Mrs. C. N. Quigg of Au- j reported a grand time.
ing which followed the chairs were
gusta were guests Sunday of Mr.
Nelson Mossman has returned to ning in celebration of the bicenten filled thus: Worthy matron, Mrs.
nial
of
Washington's
birth.
Patri

ROLLINS * STRONG
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
and Mrs. I. N. Quigg.
Old Orchard after visiting his parElizabeth Libby; worthy patron, Ev
good location, rent reasonable.
Electrical Contractors
Mrs. Harold Saban visited her. ents Mr and Mrs. Arthur Mossman. otic organizations will be represent erett Libby; associate matron, Minetta let.
ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland
mother Mrs. Fred Morang Sunday.
Pine street, and his sister Mrs. ed. and special music given by the Paul; associate patron, J. Carleton 77
13-tf
united choirs 'of the Federated and
Phones 824-M and 1009-W
Emma Turner is suffering from Floyd Barnes, Wiley's Corner,
Davis;
secretary,
Maynard
Ingraham;
apartment of four rooms
i rheumatism in one of her arms.
Five tables were in play at _ Baptist Churches. The speaker will treasurer, Charles Jenkins; conduc toFURNISHED
let. MRS. A. P. SNOWMAN. 9 Rock All kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago of Jef- bridgeparty given by Mrs. Wallace, he Bev. George H. Welch, pastor of tress, Bertha Thurston; associate con land St.
19*21 Work on Electrical Appliances, etc.
ferson were at Mrs. Leonard Glen- Feyler and Mrs. Margaret Lakeman i tbe Universalist Church. Rockland, ductress, Blanche McDonnell; chap
medium Appliances Called For and Delivered.
AVAILABLE
for
rent
four
denning's Sunday.
Monday evening at the former's' Tllp hour °f service is 7.15.
lain, Ina Wooster; marshal, Eliza price tenements, $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
14-tf
18-tf
Forrest Leavitt of Winthrop is home on Gay street. Fourteen of
The V°un? people of the Federated beth Spear; Adah, Edna Robbins; C DAVIS at Fuller-Cohb-Davis
visiting his uncle, Forest Tibbetts, the company were young mesdames Church met on Tuesday evening for Ruth, Lida Champney; Esther, Louise
FOUR ROOMS and bath; three rooms
for a few days.
of the town and six still using the a -°cial in the Methodist vestry. Holbrook; Martha, Leola Mann; Elec and bath, also store at 212 South Main
DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
j
Myrle Leeman. of Winslow was a prefix Miss to their names, but all' About 30 were present, and games ta, Helen Small; sentinel, Burton St Apply upstairs or at NAUM &
ADAMS.
16*21
Dentist
guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Percy appreciating an evening of social in- , and refreshments enjoyed.
Stevenson. The only two participat
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
Saban.
j tercourse. St. Valentine was hon- 1
~~'
ing in the work not past officers were with
Special
Attention
to Preventive
electric lights, flush toilet, garage.
Royce Banton of Montville is visit- ored in the decorations of red hearts
DEER ISLE
Gwendolyn Buzzell, organist, and Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland 8t.
Dentistry
and
Children's
Work
i ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs., and streamers. A late supper was
Tel. 888
14-tf
Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh, warder.
375
MAIN
STREET
TEL. 38
11. N. Quigg.
I enjoyed. Awards for skill at bridge
Mrs. Ada Weed of Brunswick who
APARTMENT on second floor, three
16-28
Miss Theresa Morang has returned were given to Mrs. Russell Davis, is staying for a while at the home
furnished rooms and bath m let. ANNE
V. FLINT, 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M
home after visiting her sister Mrs. radio lamp; Mrs. Rodney Brasier of Paul N. Scott, was guest Sunday
13-tf
compact; Mrs. Ronald Messer, table J of Capt. and Mrs. W. E. Scott.
Harold Saban for two weeks
LET the steady even heat from an
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
Ruth, Warren. Frederick and Irene I cover. Others in the company were
Mrs. Annie Merchant, who recentInquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176
electric heating pad bring quick relief
I Lenfest of Washington were callers Mrs. Robert Libby, Mrs. Lawrence I ly underwent a serious surgical op& SON, Inc.
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
14-tf
in this place Sunday.
Leach of Rockland. Mrs. Bowdoin ; cration at Bliss Memorial Hospital,
SEVEN
ROOM
tenement,
moderi.
con

to those bodily aches and pains. For
Arthur Overlock and sons Merle Grafton. Mrs. Maynard Brasier, Mrs. Bluehill, returned home Friday,
veniences, to let at South Main s;.. $25
Cemetery Memorials
and Robert of South Liberty were at j Hollis Young, Mrs. Warren Feyler, Mrs. Paul N. Scott who also is recup- Offensive breath — in many cases so a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Pa k St
severe attacks of lumbago, neuralgia,
14-tf
Quigg's Mill last week.
Mrs. Alexander Donaldson. Mrs. erating at that hospital is expecting very embarrassing — may not be a Tel. 1080.
EAST UNION, MAINE
Cedric Sukeforth of South Liberty ; Henry Montgomery, Mrs. Sayward , to come home this week.
4-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23
mouth condition but sometimes one
neuritis, toothache, etc., you will wel
was a visitor Sunday at Lewis Day’s, i Hall, Misses Thelma Linscott. Helen j News has been received of the deep down in the body. Cleanse and Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESl OTT,
_________ 14-tf
Harold Saban and Forest Tibbetts Studley, Alcada Hall. Gladys Do- ; death Feb. 7, of Miss Jane C. Allen clear the intestinal tract promptly and 240 Broadway.
come its helpful assistance. It’s ideal
were in Branch Mills Monday eve- herty, Helen Killeran and Ada Cole- of Whit? Plains, N. Y. Miss Allen safely by using
UNFURNISHED Sve room apartment
MiCKIE SAYS—
with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
ning.
man.
was a sister of Mrs. S. B. Buck of the
cs a foot-warmer, too.
ST.
Tel.
156-W.
14-tf
Howard Leigher was in Jefferson i
....
Berkshire School, and had spent
DESIRABLE three room furnished
Saturday evening and attended a , Mrs. Oliver Hahn is caring for Mrs.' several seasons at the Peters cottage.
apartment to let, reasonable rent for
-THIS NEWSPAPER AlkfT THE
1 birthday party at George Peaslee’s. J Ada Biggins of Bangor who is ill at Dunham’s Point
Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES
OWLY THIWQ WE PRIUT ’,
February
The
True
Family
Laxative
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Sylvester en
BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
11-tf
------------------j the home of her sister, Mrs. Walter
GOSH, NO! WE PRIktr EVERY
tertained
at
bridge
Friday
evening.
HOUSE
of
6
rooms
to
let,
flue
cellar,
SOUTH WALDOBORO j Currier.
-rWIWQ IU OUftSHOP BUT
This pure herb medicine contains no toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Percy Joyce of Stonington has re- harsh
The last league game of basketball
irritants — it is a safe aid to large veranda, large yard. Adults only
$10 BiU.S. BRING
VOUR.
in which Thomgston participates : cently opened up a barber's shop in good health, which may be more Inquire
23
T
STREET.
Cltr
_______
14-tf
PRINTING ORDERSMAKE
John Welch of Jamaica Plain,1
M^
“
‘
h^^bcen
”
visiting
‘
his
uncle
■
wlu
be
P
la
V
ed
Friday
night
at
Rock
'
i
the
Press
buildind
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
US HUSTLE» WE LIKE IT
Mass., has .been visiting ms uncie,
The
nQw gtand third
Migs Dorothy Dunham went to quickly attained when constipation is
Light and fleecy, as only eiderdown can be, this
able for family of two or three, at 15
not prevalent. Good for kiddies too. Summer
Evern Flanders.
St. Apply to MRS. FROST
South
Deer
Isle
Monday
where
she
the
league.
. . . Successfully used for 81 years.
Landers electric heating pad offers you maximum
Mrs. A. J. Genthner Is enjoying a
Tel. 318-W.
14-tf
The senior class of T.H.S. are to . has employment.
new washing machine.
comfort. At the snap of a switch, you can have
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
Mr.
H.
Wolf,
Cambridge,
(Mass.)
Kenneth Winchcnbach has employ-! Bive the comedy, Digging Up the
connection. Three rooms down, three up,
any one of three degrees of constant, unfailing
druggist, says: “I have used Dr. large front hall, open attic, good yard
ment with Wendell Studley at West i Dirt, later on with the following
ST. GEORGE
cast of characters; Kenneth An
True’s Elixir in my family for years Garage If desired. Apply 12 WARREN
warmth as lung as you want it.
1 Warren.
12-tf
drews,
Richard
Feyler;
William
and I am so pleased with the re I ST. Tel. 577.
At
the
First
Baptist
Church
SunThe farmers are improving the good
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment,
Loomis,
John
Singer;
Prof.
Roger
day
a
ft
ernoon
the
following
members
sults
that
I
offer
it
to
my
customers
j sledding getting out their firewood
furnace, gas, coal range, toilet; $6 a
Halleck. Richard Bucklin; Sheriff of
Go-To-Church Band received upon every opportunity with my week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
and hauling logs to the mill.
HOURS
8-tf
Carson.
Almon
Day;
Jose
Andrada.
(fie
official
pin:
First
term,
Erdine
personal conviction and confidence 1080.
Miss Anna Flanders spent the
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and llghtB.
Beckett;
Aunt
Marian Hocking, Arnold Hocking, Barbara in its results.”
j weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Donald
MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
Eggles, Blanche Pryor; Betty Sher- Robinson, Daris Robinson; fourth
Carter in Friendship.
Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
Edith Daniels; fifth term,
Mrs. Daniel Giroux and two chil man, her niece, Grace Miller; Nan.
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
dren of Waterville afe visiting her Eleanor Morse; Jane, a friend of Austin Kinnev, Alfred Kinney, Mar
electric lights, gas and bath. Reason
Betty, Georgie Young; Allan. Betty's guerite Daniels, Laura Daniels; sixth
able. F. L. SHAW, 47 North Main St
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
on tlie New LOWT Slate
Tel. 422-R.
14-tf
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Winchenbach brother, Vaino Johnson; Phyllis. term. Charlotte Caddy, Darold Hock
visited their daughter Mrs. H. R. Allan's fiance. Ruth Killeran.
ing. Priscilla Robinson, Louise Kin
The Eastern Star Circle met with ney, Joanna Robinson. Helen Hilt;
Oldls at the village a few days this
VINALHAVEN ROCKLAND
its president Mrs. Edna Young. seventh term, Leola Robinson. Theo
week.
STEAMBOAT CO.
Mrs. Isadore Hoffses and Miss Edith Fluker street, Wednesday evening. dore Caddy. Cora Hilt, Virginia Kin
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
Levensaler of the village were callers After enjoying supper they devoted ney. Sallv Robinson.
Of these
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
the time to sewing. The committee e'even did not miss any Sunday,
Sunday on Mrs. Nellie Wallace.
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Vinalhaven 815, due to arrive at Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Achorn and in charge were Mrs. Edna Young. eight only missed one Sunday, and
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Mrs.
Emma
Young,
Mrs.
Bowdoin
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastone missed two Sundays from Octo
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
Grafton.
\
i ings and two children of Thomaston
ber Io January 31. Mrs. Joseph C.
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Miss Emily Harftia who hai been Rebinson has charge of the atlendIsland about 6 00 P.. M
were Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
PIIONE 5«-?S
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
guest of Miss Letitia Creighton the ( ance record.
, Martin Collamore.
140-tI

A

14-cup trial package of delicious

"SALADA"
TEA

*

FOR SALE

•

MISCELLANEOUS ♦

RADIO

£ ••• ••• ••• *•••«• •••
; EGGS AND CHICKS;

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

House-Sherman. Inc.

embalmingI

WEIMLSEHVICI

i

Resinol

Comforting Relief

TO LET

for those

Aches and

Pains...

from your

ELECTRIC Outlet

Sweeten Breath by
Purifying Your System

Dr.lruesElixir

SPECIAL

USE IT

5

for

1‘

RADIO

CENT

POWEI

amaine
COMPANY

R. W. TYLER-

A
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EDUCATIONAL CLUB

Special

Socl ctv

• ♦**

To Hear First In Series of
Political Candidates Next
Friday Night
------<

♦«« »!♦ •!«

«$« *♦* **• **■'

New Spring Dresses at Prices

Following its invariable custom to
Mrs. Lawrence Leach was among' prescnt a11 Ieadin? candidates of ail
Ing departures and arrivals, tills depart the guests at a valentine bridge Mon- Parties on their rostrum as sneakers
tnent especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. day evening given by Mrs. Wallace the Woman’s Educational Club this
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Feyler and Mrs. Margaret Lakeman, season has an unusually arduous task,
gladly received.
at Mrs. Feyler's home in Thomaston, for there are 11 for Governor, alone.
TELEPHONE . ...................... 770 or 794-W
with five tables in play. Red hearts
and paper streamers lent a festive air, But it proposes to accomplish this
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and and the late lunch reflected St. Val and begins with Democratic nominee
Navy, Black, Brown combined with
New Lace Evening Gowns
young daughter Marie, whose south entine both as to service and menu. James B. Perkins of Boothbay Harbor
prints and plain colors
ern journey in their new Cadillac
as speaker Friday night. His sub
Canton Evening Gowns
ended last Wednesday at Miami, will
Mrs. Retta Cole was hostess to the ject is "Growth of Common law."
spend several weeks in that city, Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening
Bolero Coat and Redington Models.
Mr. Perkins has long been a leader in
where they have taken an apartment at her apartment at The Bicknell.
Rayon Satin Evening Gowns
at The Granada.
Democratic circles, worked his way
Mrs. Minnie Cobb has taken rooms through Bowdoin College, where he
New Models in Misses’ Prints.
Printed Canton Evening Gowns
Dr. Edwin Wright of the English with Mrs. Grace Ames, 200 Main was quarterback on the football team.
Later at the U, of M. Law School
Department of Bates College is to be street.
he did three years work in two years,
guest speaker at the annual open
New Models in Women’s Print Dresses.
$9.50, $11.50, $16.50
Mrs. Edward-Byron of Augusta is and attained the highest scholastic
i meeting of the Methebesec Club to
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
C.
Stone,
honor
graduating
at
the
head
of
his
morrow afternoon at 2.30 at the Uni
class of 1909. He served several
versalist vestry. Dr. Wright’s sub Pleasant street, for the week.
New Three-Piece Suits in Half Sizes.
Features That Are New
terms as Lincoln County Attorney,
ject will be “Contemporary Drama
Mrs.
E.
E.
Marston
of
Portland
has
and
member
of
legislature,
also
as
tists.” It promises to be of particu
In Our Spring Dresses
$5.95, $9.50, $11-50, $15.00, $16-50
lar interest in view of the dramatic been visiting relatives in the city for Federal prohibition director for
Maine. He is president and trustee of
reviews which Maud Andrews Lin a few days.
Boothbay Savings Bank. He entered
coln of Augusta has been presenting
Reservations may be arranged with Chief Justice Pattangall's Augusta
Capelet Sleeve on Navy Silk
this season under the auspices of tlie
Club. There will also be musical fea Mrs. E. F. Berry for the card party law firm and is now a member of
Irish Lace on Light Navy
Short Velvet Coats
tures. Each member may invite one Group 6 of the Universalist Church Locke Perkins & Williamson, Au
is giving tomorrow evening at Mrs. gusta law firm.
Separate Bertha Collars that
guest.
Berry's home, 25 Grove street. Play
The movie to follow from the
in bright colors, to be
transform any informal dress to
ing will begin at 8. There will «be Washington Children's Bureau is
Mrs. O. E. Wishman was hostess to several
attractive
prizes,
and
refresh

also
outstanding.
Posture,
healthmore formal wear.
worn with your evening
the Contract Club Monday evening
habits, strength from correct posture,
when honors were won by Miss ments will be served.
Linen Lace Evening Gowns
poor posture a handicaD, poor posture
Jeanette Smith and Mrs. John H.
gown.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Johnson
of
I
can
be
corrected
with
panel
and
trimmed only with Red Velvet
McLoon.
Elmore are guests of Mrs. Earle: posters illustrated with silhouette
bow.
Junior and Misses’ sizes
Pettegrow.
I figures.
Mrs. Ruby Calder has returned to
Three-Quarter Sleeves in half
-------The importance of the subject to be
Vinalhaven after spending two weeks
$4.95
Kalloch Class met in the Baptist | discussed bv the afternoon speaker,
size Print Dresses
with her mother Mrs. Ernest Nicker parlors Tuesday afternoon for work. who comes bv request for a return en
son.
gagement
can
not
be
exaggerated,
The supper which was served by Mrs.
Cassens and Mrs. Lottie Gregory, in and Dr. H. H. Plumer of Union, at
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey C. Allen have cluded American chop suey and tending physician to Jones’ Private
been in Portland for a few days.
Sanitarium, is an expert in mental
j grapenut pudding.
disorders. His apt subject is “How
Mrs. F. B. Balano, formerly of St. j Mrs. Donald Cummings enter - Man Cares for Those Mentally Dis
Gecrge, president of the Randall , tained the T and E Club at a picnic eased."
Our hospitals todav contain more
Manor Woman's Club was honor i dinner yesterday.
mentally diseased patients than those
guest at the club's February social i
-------held Wednesday afternoon at the City
Mrs. Damie Rose Oardner is Visit- from all other diseases combined.
Federation Hotel, Manhattan. Speak- i ing friends in Auburn and Portland Dr. Plumer discusses* prevention jind
Hoot Mon!—Scot—“This London's
WARREN
of such disorders.
a fine toon. There’s free parks with
ers included Mrs. W. N. Sedgwick 1 for the remainder of the month. cure ‘in incipiencv
‘
J
J
Mental
troubles
are
almost
universal,
free music, free museums, free pic
president of the City Federation' Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, contralto, is
Raymond Borneman has been ill
ture galleries, and in the grand res
Hotel; Mrs. Edward D. Wisely, first! substituting as soloist at First but curable.
taurants where I get my dinner I’m with grippe.
ONLY ONE PAIR TO A CUSTOMER
president of the Randall Manor! Church of Christ Scientist, during
Funeral services for John Henry
always coming across a threepenny
Woman’s Club; Mrs. William Volk- j Mrs. Gardner's absence,
CAMDEN
Payson,
95,
a
former
resident
of
bittie hidden under the plate as a sur
hardt, vice president of the Federa
16 INCH
Warren, will be conducted Friday at
tion; and Mrs. Balano. Mrs. W. P.
Clyde Orcutt spent a few days in
The firemen were called to Mill prise."
2 o'clock from the Baptist Church.
McGovern, vice president of the Ran this city after returning from New ville Tuesday morning for a fire at
Mr. Payson died Tuesday at the
dall Manor Woman's Club, presented York on a business trip.
the residence of Joseph Leonard,
home of his daughter Mrs. Albert
the speakers with violet bouquets.
which originated around the chimney
Warner, in Georgetown, Mass., j
------I Mrs. Frank Moon of Portland who and burned through the roof. The
I where he had made his home for
Mrs. Adelma Mullen and Mrs. ' was in the city last week owing to the damage was slight.
i several years. Interment will be in
HOME Cooked Beans! And Francis Saville carried off honors in } illness and death of her grandfather Mrs. Fred Dean is in Searsmont
the Union cemetery, Warren.
bridge at the Chummy Club Tuesday Capt. William D. Holbrook returned called by the critical illness of her
Mrs. Charles Taylor who has been |
who ran forget how delirious I evening at the home of Mrs. Frank home Monday.
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Wellman.
caring for George Teague has re
Fields.
|
-------The auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Mother used to rook them. Here
turned to her home in South Hope.
Mrs. Ernest Nickerson is able to Veterans will hold a food sale at A.
Maurice Watts is cutting ice on
be
out
again
after
being
confined
to
S.
Prince
’
s
store
next
Saturday
at
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Emery
of
Pacific
is the new elretric Bean Pot which street went yesterday to Boston, the house with influenza.
Chickawaukie Pond for F S Ma-1‘
10.30 o'clock.
loney.
A large number are planning to;
dors it the same way. Every bit of where she will enter the Massachu
I Sunday morning at the Congrega
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston were attend “The Dover Road” at the'
setts Memorial Hospital for examina
tional Church Rev. H. I. Holt’s sub
the flavor is scaled in—the natural tion and possible treatment., Mrs. recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rockport town hall Thursday evening |
ject will be, "The Desire of Angels."
to be held under the ausDices of the i
Emery was a patient at this hospital White In Farmington.
juices and mineral salts retained in the summer following injuries re
Topic for the evening service
Camden-Rockport Lions Club.
“George Washington and Today.”
Mrs. Robert Snow was hostess to
Mrs. Frances Hitching entertained
ceived in an automobile accident
making them extremely tasty.
Dorcas Circle of King's Daughters
more than a year ago, and this sec the Tuesday Evening Sewing Club at the ladies of the Methodist society was entertained Monday evening at
Wednesday.
ond visit is a part of the series of her home on Suffolk street.
the home of Mrs. Anna Starrett.
Mrs. Bertha French entertained i
-------Not only beans, but pot roasts, treatments she is receiving.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrett went
.
Mrs. Lucius York entertained the friends at bridge Tuesday night at j
to Boston Tuesday for a few weeks.
A. S. Littlefield entertained i Monday Club, honors going to Mrs. her apartment in the Masonic block.
vegetables, stews, scallops and all theMrs.Tuesday
Russell Smith who has been ill is |
Mrs. Alton French was awarded first j
Club at her home on ; Lillian McRae and Mrs. York.
These are Soft, Full Grain Elk with Good
honors and Miss Harriet L. Gill the
much improved.
-------casserole dishes are as cas'ly Talbot avenue.
Miss Margaret Snow, Shakespeare consolation.
Mrs. Lewis Burgess of South Wey
rich
Brown Rubber over Reinforced
cooked without any watching. All
Mrs. June Kalloch will be hostess | Society's new member, presented her
mouth, Mass., arrived Tuesday to
Ribbed
Vamp Crepe Gum Soles. Really
first
paper
before
the
Society's
meet

care for Mrs. George Teague.
for the bridge party the BPW Club
SEARSMONT
at the cost of less than one cent gives
ing Monday evening at the home of
Mrs. Dana Smith and young
this evening.
a Special Value and—
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. With "The
daughter Emily Lowe were expected |
The rural schools are having six
an hour.
ONE POUND BOXES
As a birthday observance Mrs. Carl Friends of Elizabeth Barrett' as the weeks' vacation, the spring term to
to arrive home from Knox Hospital
ONLY ONE PAIR TO A CUSTOMER
Chaples of Thomaston was guest of subject. Miss Snow's paper displaced begin in March.
Wednesday.
Mrs.
honor at a waffle party given Monday much care in preparation.
Dinner
guests
Tuesday
of
Mr.
and
The High School has been closed on
evening by Mrs. F. L. S. Morse, Gertrude Wooster’s paper. “Mr. BarMrs. Benjamin E. Watts were Mrs.
Morse's Corner. Valentine deckings rett-A Character Study." was heard j accounA of ‘h,ef ^vailing epidemic
Lincoln McRae. Lincoln, Jr., and
with
much
interest.
With
Miss
Caro-|
™re
jhan
haK
the
pUpllS
bemg
111
lent a festive air to the occasion, and
Miss Evelyn Morse, all of Rockland, i
from
grippe
colds.
a prettily decorated birthday cake lyn Erskine as leader. Act III of “The
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Spear and Mr.
Among the many in this vicinitv
graced the luncheon table. Mrs. Barretts of Wimpole Street" was read. who are ill are Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
and Mrs. Clifford Spear spent Sun
Members
are
much
interested
to
learn
Chaples
received
many
gifts,
includ

day with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Spear in
f’inis/lPorcelain Enamel
Cushman, Frank A. Dunton. S. W
p. S. WOMEN'S 4-BUCKLE AND I -SNAP
ing newter, linen and silver. The that Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, presi Paul. Miss Frances Mayhew and her
Waldoboro.
✓
dent,
is
to
attend
a
performance
of
guests were old friends, whose con
A delegation from Ivy Chapter,
sister
Mrs.
Daniel
McFarland
with
CLOTH OVERSHOES, 39c pair
versation in a reminiscent mood was this noted play in Boston next week, whom she lives, nearly all of the cases
O.E.S., attended the birthday ob
Ivory and Green
a particularly happy feature of the to see the original company with Miss being grippe colds.
servance of Harbor Light Chapter
Katherine Cornell in the role of
evening.
••«•
Tuesday evening and a very pleasant
Elizabeth Barrett.
Ivory and Brown
time was enjoyed.
WHEN IN PORTLAND You can buy
Lindley
E.
Sprowl
Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and Mrs.
There will be ‘no meeting of the ABOUT ORANGE PEKOE copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Friends
of
Lindley
E.
Sprowl
were
Miss
Charlena
Grindle
is
spending
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 ConHattie Davies entertained the E.F.A.
Woman's Club until March 1. The
.
• 1
gresa St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Va Confew davs with her parents. Mr. and saddened at news of his death, which
Heavily insulated to retain Club at dinner and bridge yesterday aMrs.
February program will then be car Tea Expert Tells Distinguish- «rw st______________________ _
came
quite
suddenly.
Although
he
Charles
Grindle,
Stonington.
at Mrs. Thorndike's home.
ried out.
had been in poor health for a num
ing Marks and Explains
Benjamin Fry and daughter Miss
heat
Leroy Pcaslee celebrated his 8th ber of years he was able to be around
Mrs. Fanny Norton, Mechanic
Mary Fry were dinner guests Sun
FRI.-SAT.
birthday
Tuesday-after
noon
by
enter

and
was
always
busy
at
work.
Mr.
street, was hostess to the Wawenock
day of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson. ' Difference In Flavor
Club Monday evening, when interest taining his classmates in Grade One. Sprowl was a blacksmith by trade, 1
Critjcs hove called
Mrs. Frances Oliver, who is spend
Capacity, ?. quarts
ing papers were presented by Mrs. Tyler building. Games, ice cream, but enjoyed farm work and was mak- ,
What do the words "Grange Pekoe J
ing) the winter with her brother
*
it "znogn iflcenH"
Lelia Benner on “Through the White birthday cake and candies were on ing a success of selling all kinds of j
Ansel Hilt, will observe her 83d really mean? Often people tell you
Mountains." and by Mrs. Cora Snow the program. Special guests were | meats and vegetables. He was also
You’ll agree when
FINEST
ASSORTMENT
OF
birthday anniversary Feb. 27, and they drink "Orange Pekoe" tea. If
Leroy's
teacher.
Miss
Anna
Webster,
tax
collector
and
had
filled
that
office
on "Casco Bay.” Response to tlft roll
friends
think
it
would
be
a
graceful
you ask them wny they drink "Orange ,
call was made by quotations observ his mother, Mrs. Della Peaslee, and the last three years. A kind neigh
and thoughtful gesture to remember
Af
ing Lincoln's birthday. The question his grandmother, Mrs. Agnes Moul- bor and friend he will be much missed
Pekoe
” they will tell you that it is
her with cards.
in the community. He was a member
IN ONE POUND BOXES
considered better than any other kind
box and current events had their den.
Rev. Howard A. Welch has been In fact, to all tea-drinking people !
of
the
Appleton
lodge
of
Odd
Fellows
usual place of study and discussion.
conducting a series of evangelistic "Orange Pekoe" means good Black
Roy McMahon has been visiting Rev. Mr. Gibson, a former pastor here
The meeting next Monday evening
talks at the Baptist Church in
will be in the form of a Colonial party relatives in Stonington for a few days. attended the funeral which was held
at the family home last Thursday.
Thomaston every evening this week, Tea.
at the home of Mrs. H. J. Keating, as
In reality, all ‘Grange Pekoe" mt y
excepting Wednesday.
Mrs. Alden Perry and Mrs. Merle The floral tributes were very beauti
not be good tea, for these reasons.
an observance of the George Wash
ful. Deceased leaves his wife and i
Hutchinson
entertained
at
“
63"
and
Wilder
Moore
is
redecorating
the
ington Bi-Centennial.
“Orange Pekoe" ia simply the name ol
luncheon last evening at Mrs. Perry's eight children to whom he was most
vestry of the Baptist Church.
a leaf of the tea plant, and the dis
devoted and took great interest In.
home
at
The
Highlands.
Those
pres

Sunday
morning
subject
at
the
tinguishing mark of the size of the
Members of the Scribblers’ Club,
their welfare and that of his home.
ent
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perry,
Mr.
and
Baptist
Church
will
be.
“
Grace
who are competing for the Cinquain
leaf at well. You can have good, bad
Much sympathy is extended to the
Mrs.
Hutchinson,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Larry
Abounding;"
Sunday
School
and
the
. Prizes, are reminded to send their
or ordinary “Orange Pekoe" tea. all
bereaved wife and family circle.
Bible class at noon; Christian En depending upon two things, first the
1 entries to Charles A. Parker, 114 Riv- Lufkin. Miss Abbie Boggs. R. N. and
Kenneth
Overlock.
deavor at 6; evening theme, "Hope elevation above the level of the sea
i erside avenue Medford, Mass., before
ful."
APPLETON
, Saturday.
at which the plant is grown, and secMrs. Clarence Merrill of Augusta
, The cast for the Woman’s Club. nnd. the care taken in its manufacIs
the
guest
of
Miss
Martha
Burkett,
play, Clover Time, to be given next;
Notes of the Grange
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nichols of
week, is as follows; Peter West, Civil
New York were at the Copper Kettle Broad street.
experience has proved that the
At the Grange social Friday night
Q Qarmnount Qicture
War veteran, Charles Dwinal; Sally higher the elevation of the garden t he .
' over the weekend. They made a trip
Mrs. Crockett, Mrs. Austin Brewer, there will be an illustrated lecture,
Lionel
West,
Marjorie
Allen;
8tumpy
to 8tonington to view the seagulls in Mrs. Lucius York. Mrs. Julia Shat with 57 colored views on Washington.
richer the flavor of the leaf gathered.
Smith, Albert E. MacPhail; John For example: /he coarse leaf of the
winter quarters.
BARRYMORE
tuck, and Mrs. Lucia Burpee carried D. C„ that will be well worth seeing.
Flint,
Charles
Wilson;
Fanny
Flint,
planti
is called “Souchong"
off honors at the card party given The pictures will start at 8.15 sharp
Mary Berry; Harry Flint. Chester i if grown at an elevation of 5.000 feet
Miss Beatrice Barham was tendered
On Washington's Birthday there
evening by the Auxiliary of
a charming valentine bridge luncheon Tuesday
Wyllie; Katharine Flint, Flora Me-; js better than the "Orange Pekoe" leaf
will be a community observance of j
C4RR0LL..
Sons
of
Union
Veterans.
Mrs.
Nellie
Tuesday evening by the Tuesday Achorn and—Mrs. Emma Douglass the day, with two numbers on the
Kcllar; Fatty McCullough, Arnold grown at 2000 feet elevation, also, an
Night Bridge Club of which she is a were hostesses, and there were five! program from each of the followTeague; Three Brown Sisters, Tena inferior leaf, carefully treated will
Phillips
member, given at the home of Mrs. tables.
McCallum, Annie Starrett, Alena [ often yield a better cup than a fine
ing: Grange. Baptist Church. Odd
HOLMES...
Herbert Kalloch, Amesbury street.
Starrett.
leaf badly treated In manufacture.
| Fellows, Rebekahs and High School,
Because of the mild winter the | Therefore, remember that the goodJUIliOr Y.P.C.U. ^ld 8 J0’* at 8 o'clock.
Warren Grocery Co. still has a large ness of the leaf is not judged by its
TrHa”eops "h
for the honoi , Valentine social in the universalist
am 6RNST
The local Grange has pictures fol
ANOTHER LOT OF
amount of winter goods on hand size or style', but by its flavor, md
S K^aS'-lry last Friday evening, with Mrs. lowing meetings at least twice each
When the guests went to the lunch E. L. Toner and Miss Evelyn Sherer month; also coffee and' lunch. Last
which now must be sold at a sacri-I the flavor depends upon two things
eon table. Miss Barham found at her chaperoning. The success of the oc- Saturday night the lecture was
flee Drice. All woolen goods, winter , the elevation at which the plant is
place instead of a chair a beautifully casion was a source of pride to the “Growing the Dairy Calf," with
footwear, stockings, gloves, shirts, i grown and the care taken in manuPRODUCTION
decorated doll's carriage containing boys who planned all the features.
pants. etc., can be bought at your j lacture.
a large Kewpie doll. Gradually it The program embraced these num- slides from Dept. of Agriculture,
own
price.
—
adv.
or
21-22
A so-called "cheap" tea cannot
Washington.
------------------------------------------------ - I give the same satisfaction as a blend
‘a™£,UP0?L^^aV’^^bers; Comet solo. Charles Toner;
BROKEN LULLABY
contained something besides the recitation. "Leetle Bateese," Robert
EMPIRE STATE insurance COMPANY of the fine teas, such as Salada Tea.
LET THERE BE PEACE
Kewpie doll and upon investigation Miles; harmonica solos. William
assets dec. 31, 1831
' which is cheaper in the long run as it
I For The Courier-Gazette |
NOW SHOWING
she found numerous prettily wrapped Cross; a story. Richard Spear; and Let there be peace! We hear the cry.
stocks and Bonds ................ *2 663 223 si goes further and gives so much more
packages containing dainty and use the storv of Lincoln Robert Miles I From all the dead of years gone by;
Cash in omce and Bank
151.222 1? pleasure. At that, tea is the cheapest
“DANCE TEAM"
ful gifts. The valentine season was *P®
C
Unnumbered dead, the millions slain.
Interest and
24 857 66 beverage next to water for one pound
nJd in
i„hi»
d^nratinn.
h
P
.
Original
valentine
cross
word
puzzles
,
Wh0
RhPd
thelr
bl00d
that
man
m
,
ht
with
noted in the table decorations, be furnished fun, as did several games, j
------------- ! of good tea will yield 300 cups of tea.
gain
SALLY
EILERS
sides being carried out cleverly in the Refreshments were served.
Gross Assets ... .
*2.Mi.M6 75 jeachcosting not more than one-third
The J
a nobler life and destiny.
Deduct Items not admitted .... 161.467 75 oj a cenj_ a(jV
menu. There were two tables of Union nlans an Easter sunrise service I portent of death &nd mlserv
bridge, honors falling to Miss Neva to be held on the ledges near the j The smoke of battle fills the sky.
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Admitted ............................... *2.779,619 00 __________________________________ __
Dyer. Miss Barham and Miss Eliza Toner home, later going to the church j And heli's let loose. Say we in vain,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
____________________________ _
beth Hagar. Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr. where breakfast will be served by the .
Net Unpaid Losses ................ *51.852 13
Let there ** peace’
Unearned Premiums ............. 458.930 27 DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
was a special guest.
mothers.
May God forbid! Christ gives the lie.
All other Liabilities ............. 359.139 87
--------------------j Who says that hate can never die;
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00 !
Housekeepers—Do not bother to
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy! That In each nation's proud domain,
DENTIST
Surplus over all Llablltles .... 909.696 73
ROCKLAND STORE
bake
Saturday,
buy
your
pies,
cakes,
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the 8weet brotherhood can never reign
21-22
302
Main
St.
Tel. 915-M Rockland
CONFECTIONERS
home
news,
at
the
Old
South
News
Outlaws
are
those
who
break
this
tie
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
*2.779.619
00
i
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 830
doughnuts, brownies Friday from the Agency. Washington St., next Old South I
there be peace
E R iSEAVKY. Agent
ROCKLAND, ME.
Freshman Booth, Kipp.v Karnival.— Church; also at M Andaman's, 284 Tre-1
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.311
Henry Felton Huse.
139*60
69 Park Street
Rockland. Maine 1
adv.
mout St.
North Haven, Me.
Tel. 1080
21-Th-27

Friday

You Can Afford

and

Saturday

ELECTRIC

BEAN
POTS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Bake Beans
like Mother
used to doit--

A DORMAN SPECIAL

Candy Is
Good For
Everybody

LeatherTop Rubbers
SALE

CHISHOLM’S
.

Drop Taffy
18c lb.

pair

Choc. Taffy Ruffs
18c lb.

Chocolate
Covered Cherries
39c

DORMAN’S

Peanut Brittle
23c

ColoTS

Peanut Dainties
39c

Salted Cashew Nuts
49c

this Special
Price Only

Friday
and

Saturday

Chocolates

29c

Pure Nut and Cream
Caramels
39c lb.

FRUITS

Florida’s Finest
Grapefruit
6 for 25c

Navel Oranges
25c, 29c dozen

Florida Oranges

CHISHOLM’S

LUBITSCH

#s g..;..j..

j With the Extension Agents
— And The —

+
*

*

❖

I

*
*

.

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
»j» *j» ♦*« ♦*« •*« »j« »j» **< «j» »*» »*« »*» ♦*« ♦*« ♦*« »*♦ ♦*« »J«
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»Z*

:
*
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Agricultural
(
With the Homes
More lime will be Used by farmers ! Miss Therese Wood, State foods
in Damariscotta, Burkettville and specialist, is planning to attend the
Hope this year. At the meetings on vegetables for health meeting in Bris
this subject last week the men were tol, Friday, Feb. 26.
» ♦ ♦ *
shown the value of this material in
general farm practices.
Burkettville had Washington ob
For the control of many garden dis servance at their meeting on vege
eases, lime has been found beneficial. tables for health. Mrs. Florence CalIt also helps to increase yield of many derwood decorated her house very at
vegetables. Lettuce , cabbage and tractively in red, white and blue. At
spinach are a few vegetables that re noon Washington pies were served.
quire lime. Others also respond tc an The napkins also were quite appro
application. There will be a continu priate. In the afternoon this program
ation of vegetable and lime meetings was given: Flag Salute, while “The
next week in the countv. The sched Star Spangled Banner" was played:
ule is: Aina. Feb. 23. George McDon American's Creed. Mrs. Blanche
ald's: Dresden. Feb. 24. at June Sar Johnston: George Washington’s Early
gent’s; Whitefield. Feb. 25, at George life. Gladys Linscott; Washington’s
Hausen’s; Bristol. Feb. 26. vestry.
Presidency. Nettie Grinnell: Later
The forenoon will be devoted to in I ife of Washington, Ella Grinnell;
sect pests and diseases of earden America.
vegetables and their control, also
♦ ♦ * *
varieties of vegetables which have
Men
and
women
in Damariscotta,
proved satisfactory to this county. In
Warren Burkettville and Hope are
the afternoon lime will be discussed.
•
interested in vegetables for health
Plans are being made for a series of meetings These are being held to
dairy meetings in March. R. F. Tal encourage families to provide an ade
bot of the Extension Service, dairy quate yearly suuply of vegetables to
specialist, will be present and take ^l7^hea!^„^dE.
up breeding bv use of the herediscope. fcund that an inadequate amount of
The meetings will be held in Camden. vegetables especially the green leafv
Appleton, Nobleboro and Whitefield. type, and tomatoes, are canned, and
not enough cabbage is stored for win
Farm accounts are being received ter months. Few families can purat the Farm Bureau Office. The fol- cha'e fresh vegetables from local
lowing men have sent their books in ^markets during the winter months
to be summarized: Clarence Walker.
' survey taken in 1931. covering
Aina; Edward Ames, Appleton: H. B. 155a homes, shows that although 1417
Cunningham, John Carroll, W. F of this number have vegetable garHatch, Washington: L. F. Hewett, dens, onlv 658 of this number serve
Somerville; Harry Wolcott Camden: two vegetables in addition to potatoes
Wilson Merriam. Union: Virgil Hills, daily 101 serve two vegetables part of
II. W. Waltz, Warren: John Burge's, 'he time, and 659 do not serve two
James Calderwood. P. P. Lewis. Wal- . vegetables any of the time. There are
doboro: Fred Newson, George Hausen. 968 who buv some canned vegetab'es
Whitefield. These books will be used i and 310 who do not buv anv. while
to make a county and state summary. Q66 buv some fresh vegetable' and
• ♦ ’ •
j 327 do not buv anv fresh vegetables.
A summary just completed of poulKnox-Lincoln farm homes have
try accounts showed that returns plenty of land to Plant adequate garvrre very satisfactory for the vear. dens, but very few farmers plant
The prices of eggs and poultry have ‘ large enough vegetable gardens to
bren low but the price of grain has »ake care of the family needs during
been in proportion.
i the winter.
• * * *
' The following have enrolled with
Seven hundred aople trees are he- the extension agents to carrv ou* a
ing ordered by orChardists of Hope, vegetable budget to meet their health
A. P. Allen and Frank Pavson are needs' Damariscotta, Mr. and Mrs
setting out the bulk of the order. A John Weeks, and Mr. and Mrs. Norr’s
demonstration on laving out an or- Waltz- Burkettville, Mrs. Blanche
chard will be held at Frank Payson's Johnston: Hope, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardv. Mrs. Georgia Brownell.
farm later in the spring.
r * **’*
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Mrs. Emma Simmons, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Ludwig, and Ben Nichols.
Next week vegetable meetings will
be held in Aina. Tuesday; Dresden,
Wednesday: Whitefield Thursday
and Bristol Friday.
» » • •
4-H Club Notes
Harry Tisdale of the Orff’s Corner
Boys' Club won highest score in judg
ing beans at the contest held by the
club on January 29.
Pine 4-H Club of Camden held a
judging contest on buttonholes Feb. 4
and Megunticook Juniors judged but
tonholes on Feb. 6.
Other judging contests held so far
are: Poultry, by Work and Win boys
of Damariscotta; bread, by Cooking
and housekeeping girls of Damari
scotta, and Darns, by Lincoln girls
of New Harbor.
Judging champions are: Flbiidge
Genthner. Damariscotta Boys; Phyl
lis Osier. Damariscotta girls: Edna
Young. Megunticook Juniors. Camden
and Hilda McLain. New Harbor girls.
♦ • • •

Club meetings are being held this
week by Seven Tree 4-H Club of
Union a new club organizing in Port
Clyde, a new girls' club in South
Thomaston. Simonton Boys and Girls
and Friendship Sunshine Workers.
♦ * * * »
Virginia Hanna of Lincoln Girls
Club, New Harbor has complet
ed 171 hours of housework in her
cooking and housekeeping project.
» * ♦ ♦

Frances Goudy of Happy Home
Handy Helpers. Damariscotta, has
completed one foods program which
consists of the following: Prepare 40
foods, plan, prepare and serve nine
meals and 25 hours of housework.

Such Good Food

at PENOBSCOT GRILL
All Home Cooking
Specials Served Daily
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners

renobscot
grill
Opposite Perry’s Market
ROCKLAND,

Service:

-

MAINE

5 A. M. to 7 P.

M.

*

r

SEASON'S
Inclined sounding
board is exclusive
Philco feature!
This newest Philco, with its
tremendous power, hair-line se
lectivity, automatic volume con
trol, echo-absorbing screen at
back, and the sensational tilted
sounding board, brings you the
finest entertainment of the air in
full, perfect tone. A demonstra
tion can be arranged at your con
venience, so hear and enjoy this
new Philco AOW !
Model
112-X

*150 COMPLETE
with II tubes

I PHILCO •

BALANCED SUPERHETERODYNE

A BIG - PERFORMING PHILCO BABY GRAND
The gem of the radio world--a compact cabinet enclosing
Philco’s amazing 5-tube Balanced Superheterodyne. This
new 1932 model uses pentode power tube, and improved
electro-dynamic speaker. Here’s a value that out-performs
anything else on the mar
ket at anywhere near the ju _
_ _

price. Easy terms on this
and all other models.

50 COMPLETE
with tubes

Pliilcos from $36,50 to $295.

EXCEPTIONALLY EASY TERMS
Down payment no more than you'would pay on inferior
Balance payable in easy installments.

or obsolete radios.

HQUSE=SHERMAN, INC.
Rockland

At The High School

PLAGUES OF
By Bateman

Ruth Whittemore
FAMOUS

No school Friday
School building.

BRITAIN

ENGLISH

CARTOONIST

HAPPY HOPE FARM

Six Drastic Changes Calcu- Here Is Another Delightful
lated To Make the Game
Nature Letter, Inspired By
Much Safer
Winter

in the

The national football rules com- , Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
mittee have announced six drastic
February, the month of the
modifications of the playing oode to groundhog, romance and national
Roger Jameson is working in the
make the game safer for players.'
\ heroes, is rapidly passing into the
office.
• # » ♦
In an effort to check the “ten- shades of yesterday. On Candlemas
dency toward increasing injuries" j Day we watched to see if the sun
All signs point to a bigger and bet
the committee decided:
would peep from behind the dull
ter Kippy Karnival than ever before.
* * ♦ »
To restrict the formation of the gray clouds, to cast a shadow for
' team receiving the kickoff by requir- Mister G. Hog, when he is supposed
Speaking of signs the posters done |
! ing that five players of the receiv- : to crawl out of his snug bed to look
by the senior typewriting class are
ing team remain on their 45-yard for signs of spring. One version of
marvels of expert typing. Especial •
]line until the ball Is kicked; and to i the old rhyme runs something like
ly worthy of mention are those bv
allow the kickoff to be made either , this:
Marion Anderson, Mary Haskell.
by place-kick, punt or drop-kick.
Gladvs Sundstrom, Percy Young and
"It Candlemas Day be bright and fair.
Winter will have another flare.
To forbid players on the defense
Ansel Young.
Candlemas Day be dark and drear.
* • • »
j to strike an opponent on the head,! If
Know ye then that spring is near.”
neck or face with hand, wrist, foreJunior High assembly Is to be post
Though failing to see his shadow,
! arm or elbow.
poned until next term when the Girl
he certainly must have chilled his
To liberalize the substitutions rule snub nose while taking a survey of
Scouts will present their program.
• • • •
to allow a player withdrawn from the the weather, for the second of Feb
game to re-enter once in any subse ruary was one of the coldest days of
One of the special features of the
quent period.
Kipling assembly was Elzada North's
winter.
To forbid use of the flying block
recitation of the poem by Kipling,
We like to see the snow, it looks
or tackle.
beginning "When Earth's Last Pic
so clean and may bring work for the
To make the ball “dead" when any unemployed. We've also enjoyed
ture is Painted." Miss North's interpart of the ball carrier's body ex- the merry jingle of sleigh bells and
nretation showed unusual depth and
cept his hands or feet touches the interesting walks through snow
power. A musical accompaniment by
'Marshall Bradford heightened the
. ground,
,
j:
I laden evergreen trees. It seemed
pleasing effect.
To amplify the rule regarding approprlate that on one such walk
♦ * * »
equipment so as to require padding we
rediscover the ..christma^
F"avs submitted in the prize con
th V n ar
“
& sl>bstance Hous.. so named when we first
test sponsored bv Alvra W. Gregory
with felt foam rubber or other soft it severa,
will be in the hands of the judges to- 1
i padding at least three-eighths of an mcmory of a chll(£ood book caUed
night. The topic is "Washington's
j inch thick.
“Christmas Tree Land,” gay with
Influence On Our Life Today.” '
These changes, termed by chair- j pictures of gift laden trees and dear
There are three prizes for bovs and
man E. K. Hall the “most tmpor- little houses with quaint towers,
three for girls and in addition a spe
I tant, in making the game safe for gables and windows trimmed with
cial prize of $5 each offered by Frank
the players, since the modifications what looked like delicious white
A. Winslow of The Courier-Gazette
of 1906 and 1907,” follow an inten- frosting dripping from a cake. The
for the boy and girl winning first
, sive study of the causes for the tre Christmas Tree House looks as
honors.
mendous increase in deaths and in though it had stepped forth from the
• • • •
juries from football last season.
leaves of that childhood book. I
The program for the Kionv Karnihaven’t met the owner, but surely he
va! mav be summed un brieflv thus:
Although It had been found that must be Jolly t0 live in such a jo„
Tonight. 8.15 "The Charming Pre
the “so-called fatality list accred- house! On this walk I also met a
tender" (tickets mav be checked this
ited to football was more than 50 j pleasant lady who excels in digging
afternoon from 3.30 to 6 at the Hivh
per cent entirely misleading and in- snow paths, in the absence of the
School and at Chisholm's; also at
PLUS FOURS
accurate, Hall said, the committee , men folks. We're thinking of a path
the auditorium this evening). To
had noted an increasing number of digging contest between the ladies
morrow in the gvmnasium—doors
injuries, due, it was believed, to the and the stronger sex, first prize to
eqen at 1.30- Karnival begins at 2
A CALL TO THE SIMPLE LIFE
AN EXCITING DAY
“intensive development of the open be a new snow shovel and consola
Tomorrow night the Karnival ball.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
game.”
« * * «
tion a shining brass medal 1 I would
I've exalted the charms of the sea-shore.
"The result," Hall explained, "has be sure of helping the ladies’ team
And
tried
to
lure
you
away
When
Heart
of
Vinalhaven
i
The American Automobile Associa From the cares and strife of city life
been to bring into the game certain to the extent of winning the medal!
tion is sponsoring a safety program
To my cottage across the bay
Business
District Was practices or styles of play, most of I have eagerly watched for bird
for schools which has already brought
them entirely legitimate and within life, but in spite of the mild weather
But
though
you
spurn
my
domicile.
about a IOS decrease in accidents
Threatened By Fire
the spirit of the rules, which are of early winter, feathered friends
My hope is far from dead;
among pedestrians of school age in For still I think you're on the brink
tending, in the opinion of the com
Of sharing m” dally bread
spite of the marked increase in acci
This year marks the 25th anniver mittee, to bring into the game cer have not been plentiful. On my list
dents to adult pedestrians. Rock- ; How would you like to come with me
sary of Vinalhaven's big fire. The tain new sources of hazard to the I have starlings, wild duck, English 1
sparrows, crows, two species of wood- ‘
land now has its schooibov patrol 1 To the woods, at break of day.
story of it, as republished from the
i pecker, spar-ow hawk, jays, a wood’s
distinguished by the white Sam Where the icy breeze moans through the Jan. 15, 1907, issue of The Courier- players."
It is to combat this tendency that; thrush, and a,real goldfinch, his “up
trees
Brown belt and a badge for officers.
Gazette is here told for the benefit the new modifications have been I and down" flight and notes while
And blows all cares away?
Those who have alreadv received ap
of a new generation, and because it
adopted.
flying positively identifying him as
pointment are: Norman Conron. We'll build a big brush fire.
will still interest local readers:
The new kickoff rule is aimed di- the little ball of feathered sunshine,
And as the smoke rolls high.
....
Ralph Chaples and Fletcher Brown.
get out your pan fast as you can
The number will be increased as You
Saturday morning (Jan. 12) at rectly at the so-called flying wedge so commonly seen on the showy sunThe bacon and eggs to fry.
form of interference. With five men , flowers, whose seeds he dearly loves
warmer weather makes the need for
2.30 o'clock the fire department was of the receiving side required to repatrolmen greater. The automobile As a rabbit scurries to cover.
called
to
fight
a
fire
in
C.
B.
Smith
’
s
main on their 45-yard line, there
Or a squirrel chips near by—
. ....
. , , ,,
.
, .
association has issued a book of The
ring of my ax as I put ln the whacks building, which threatened to sweep will be much less chance for an ef- ;
I also discovered that the starling
riandard rules for the operation of
would frighten a city guy
the entire business portion of Main fective “flying wedge" to form about
though a detestable bully among
these schooibov patrols which has
The old collie dog enjoys the life.
StT,eeE VjnaJhaven...
... the receiver.
other birds, really has a pleasing
been found helpful.
And I'm sure you would like it too;
J Herbert Carver, who lives with
» • • ♦
Likewise, the kicking side, with its i song. One day I heard a harsh “kraFor a day in the wood does everyone his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Y.
option of place-kick, punt or drop- a-ak! kra-a-ak!” and looking up,
good—
Carver, in the tenement of the Pease kick, will have more time to get down saw a raven hovering above me on
Another good assembly promam
And forget they ever felt blue.
1 building, awoke from a sound sleep the field to break' up the receiving ragged wing. His call is so different
Tuesdav morning-!
Doubly good
to discover the next building not side's interference and nail the re- from the short “caw!" of the New
when one realizes that it we' pre So do reconsider, Addlepate.
And come to my island cot—
] three feet away enveloped in flames. ceiver, by using the punt or drop- | England crow. I have not seen a
pared in the midst of the rush and I’m
a guy with class, and many a lass
He gave the alarm and the family kick which describe loftier arcs than 1 single snowbird or junco, but the
excitement of nrepa-ations for the
Is willing to share my lot.
i hurriedly moved its household goods the place-kick required for kickoffs wee black capped chickadees have
Kippv Karnival.
The devotional
you're a maid of tender years. to the street.
pxerc’se' included a .'Dec’al "Praver Although
Mother Nature will be your teacher.
under the former rule.
been frequent visitors. They are so
Freeman Vinal, night watch for
tor National Idea’s" read bv Bvron So come across the sea. and together we
The rule provides that the receiv- j unafraid and I have known them to
Will
call
at
once
on
the
preacher
Joy. Gladvs Overlock read an article
the Bodwell Granite Co., was first to ing team must be given the oppor- alight on my head and also on a
Dan D. Lyon.
on "The Extent of The Bicentennial
arrive, followed by T. E. Libby and tunity to make a fair catch without relative's, striving with all their tiny
North Haven. Me.
Celebration.” This was followed bv
D. R. Manson, who succeeded in get interference by members of the kick- ! skill to pull hair from my tarn and
a series of silhouette pictures posed
ting out the engine and hose cart
Evidently
bv pupils under the direction of Miss seniors; Scotland, remembrances and and other apparatus from the en ing team, even though the latter are | the relative’s bare head.
on side.
I the hair was wanted for nest lining
golf;
Indians,
grabs,
run
by
the
Tower on a larce screen especially
gine house, only a few feet from the
Although public agitation last fall and the nest, in a hollow birch tree,
made for this purpose. Edwin Eo- juniors: Iceland, candy and ice burning building.
over football deaths centered on the filled to the brim with beady eyed
wards made the nece«sarv announce cream; Ireland, handkerchiefs, run by
Before the bell and whistle gave “flying wedge" as the principal of- babies, was a sight later, to delight
general alarm, the fire had
ments. Alice Gav read the continuity the sophomores; Holland, cooked i
with piano accompaniment by Mrs. lood; England. Tavern tea room, run I gained much headway, and the fender. Hall said "the facts show j all lovers of birds.
| One clear, crisp morning I looked
Robinson. In spite of the difficulty of by Freshmen Richard Knowlton is buiiding was doomed to total de that this is not the case."
• • • • .
j out and saw an interesting sight.)
darkening the auditorium sufficiently in cnarge of the Karnival ball which struction. Several barrels of kero
The new rule regarding the use of '■ Halted by the roadside, against a
for a davtime performance the ejects will feature balloon dances, confetti sene exploded and added to the ex
were exceedinglv good. The audience and favors. A1 Rougier's Orchestra treme heat, which hindered the fire the hands by players on the defense 1 background of snowy birches and
was adopted to meet the protests of gray maple, was an ox team, the sun
would have been even more enter has been engaged.
men in their work.
tained could it haVe seen the means
The heat blistered the Odd Fellows some coaches who said players were 1 glistening on the broad white faces
used to obtain these effects with ra’n
In the play tonight the parts are as block, in portion occupied by W. S. disabling linemen. Violation of the and horns of the patient animals,
eoats, old straw hats “cocked"
_____ with
___ follows: Buchanan Drexel, Leon Carver, and broke some of the glass. new rule calls for disqualification of, Their driver, clad in picturesque
pins, and even a paner addition to the ' White; Eloise Drexel, Carol Gardner; The windows in O. P. Lyons’ jewelry the player and the loss of half the 1 scarlet mackinaw, was engaged in
no'e of the redoub’able Washington Steve Drexel, Lawrence Crane; Lord store and A. A. Mahoney's grocery distance to the offending team’s J earnest conversation with the driver
The disguises were so comp'ete that Marshall, Stanley’ Gay: Andrew Car were shattered. These were on the goal-line.
' of a pair of sturdy chestnut horses.
,pw in the audience could identify michael. Robert Allen; Cavanaugh. opposite side of the street. The en
Players on the defense still may ' As I looked a modern steel bodied
’he performers.
Shirley Barbour; Gladys Joy. Eliza
use the palms of their hands on the truck came up and passed between
There were ten scenes: "The Cherry beth Clarke: Sue Alexander Berna gine hall was saved though consid head of an opponent to ward off or the two teams. It was as though the
erably
damaged.
The
building
next
Trep" “The Surveyor.” "Washing dette Snow. "The Charming Pre
push such an opponent to get at the spirit of 1932. as represented by the
ton's Mav's’e " “Washington Taking tender" is a clever clean play of the to Smith's, owned by Mrs. S. T. ball or the player carrying it.
truck, came forth from the two past
Pease
and
occupied
by
Hix
&
Command " “Cross’mz the Delaware.” “Peg O' Mv Heart" type, although the
The liberalized rule on substitutes generations of land locomotion, the
Clarke,
(W.
F.
Roberts,
manager)
on
“Valley Foree." “The New Flag." plot is entirely different. It is be
was adopted with the idea of allow oxen representing the pioneer gen-,
“Surrender o* Cornwallis." “Ts» Oath ing ablv coached by Miss Dorothy street floor, and H. Y. Carver on ing tired players to rest without los eration, when our sturdy ancestors
second
floor,
as
tenement,
was
of CMice'’ and "Washington’s Fare Parker.
used them in the task of settling the
ing their place in the game.
ruined.
well" The oarticipants were How- I
• • • •
“One of the most common sources then new country,—and the horses
'rd Crockett as Geortte Washington 1 Congratulations to the following
Other places of business endan of injury comes from allowing a symbol of the generation preceding
(e’so doubling in tho p;.-t of the recipients of certificates in typewritplacer who has received a minor in the present mechanical age. Oxen,
' fn»hnr in the first seenp). Mrs. j ’ng this week: Walter Barstow, Ruth gered were W. Y. Fossett's under jury or is temporarily indisposed to horses and mechanical steeds all
Washington. Gertrude Heal: Betsv Dondis. Kenneth Orcutt, Helen Pie- taking rooms, E. G. Carver's groc remain in the game," Hall explained. have their place on the farm of to
' Ross. Marion Ginn: Minister and troski. Charles Ellis, Nelson Rokes, ery and Lane & Libby's on the south "There is now no possible excuse for day.
Chief Justice Richard Whitmore: j Ernestine Simmons Esther Nicker - side. Across the street is the Odd a player to conceal a minor injury
Oh, oh! there comes the Editor
'oldiers and attendants, Wendell I son, Constance Miller, Doris Black- Fellows' block, Memorial hall and
Blackman (also doubled as voting | man, Sophie Cohen. Ruth Rackliffe Masonic block. Fire caught the or exhaustion. He can now leave the and Puss-cum-swiddle is cuffing my
pen, so goodbye, folks! Hope you
ricorge in tPe cherrv fee incident', j Anita Gattl, Francis Dyer, Ernest roofs of buildings occupied by O. P. game and come back later if his
get lots of valentines and, lassies,
coach or trainer permits.”
Edward Hellier. Wll’iam Wincapaw.j P’ch. Dorothy Harvie. Dorothy Lyons and A. A. Mahoney.
The new rule further provides that don’t forget It's Leap year and your
Mr. Smith dealt very extensively in
James Grover. Virginia Leach. Donna 1 —
Freedman,
Frank Harding, Marion
Nancy M. Savage.
dePochemont; stage managers and Mullen, Virginia Proctor, Leslie groceries and has been in the busi the team making a substitution is chance!
Waldoboro, Me., R. F D. 3.
rronertv ■'ommittee. F’.panor Spear, 1 Berners, Thelma Dav, Frank Maloney. ness over 25 years. His sons, Leslie to be charged with a “time out” un
Ru*h McCartnev, Dorothy Flanders, Doris Herbert and Maud Peterson.
P. and Ulmer, were employed by him, less time already is out for some rea
—
j A»a.;-y Cassidy Walter Dow and Karl
also Lafayette Smith, and in the of son or unless the substitution is or not he is in the grasp of an op
Kiibens*ein: screen and lights, Fred
fice, Mrs. Ulmer Smith. Much sym made for an injured player. This ponent.
A FRIEND OF NATURE
erick Palmer and Pierre Havener.
pathy is felt for Mr. Smith in his feature of the change is aimed at
Hall explained that the rule had
Harold W. Ix>ok Sympathizes With loss. It is hoped that the business eliminating the many delays caused been adopted because of the dan
An entertaining letter from Miss Persecuted Bird At His Lobster will be renewed in the spring and by substitutes running on to the fielj} ger of injury when the ball carrier
Marion Norton was read by Robert
Cars
that the ruins may be covered by a as the teams line up for play.
keeps struggling for distance until
Allen. Miss Norton who is now
The danger of the flying block or the whistle blows.
new building provided with all mod
teaching in Honolulu congratulated I
-------tackle,
the
committee
found,
involves
ern improvements. He carried $2000
“If he is partly on the ground his
the
pupils
on their
school spirit,
and Editor
of The
Courier-Gazette:
wished
them
all success
for Kippy
If some
of our
wanton killers could insurance on stock and building. principally the blocker or tackier opponent has no way to stop him
Karnival.
himself
and
not.
the
opponent.
get a true picture of the suffering Carver's property was uninsured.
____
u „.ni
except to come down on him,” he
The origin of the fire is wholly for the tackier to leave his feet only Said' “and he is in no P°sltlon’ under
they cause, I wonder if they would
rnnLt with Euch circumstances, to protect himunknown. The theories of overheat of »hp me.nt b»
The general chairman for the shoot so freely and thoughtlessly.
ed stove, cigar stub, work of rats, at the instant he makes contact with self."
Kippy Karnival, Merton Haskell, was
For several days now a small sea etc., are theories only. The fire in the opponent.
too busy to be interviewed this week
but a trusted subordinate, close in bird has been swimming about the the office stove was thought to be out
WHEN (N PORTLAND—You Zltn buy
The penalty for violation has been copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
his confidence, reports that plans are cove off our cars. Nights it has rest before the store was closed.
news at Ontrni News Co.. M Con
working out very well indeed. Deco ed on our lobster cars and is appar
Mr. Smith's stock is said to have fixed at only five yards because the hump
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381’A Conrations will be in charge of Joan ently in such misery that it almost been worth between $6000 and $7000, committee felt that all breaches of rr#*SR Rt
Moulaison. who will be assisted by
and his building between $2000 and the new rule should be penalized and
committees from each class. The aft ignores human presence. Through $3000, making his net loss about realized, at the same time, that it
ernoon program is in the capable the days a large white gull has been $6000. Only a few days before the would take some time for players,
hands of Horace Booth and will fea chasing It, and the little bud escapes fire he had under consideration the coached to use the flying tackle or
ture a stunt or play from each group only by constant diving. When it is matter of increasing his insurance. block, to become accustomed to the
represented bv the booths (No pun lelt alone It tries to rest and every The loss by the burning of the Pease change. A more severe penalty may
Thousands of people afflicted with
intended). The general plan is to
bad breath find quick relief through
building was in the neighborhood of be imposed later.
little
while
pecks
at
its
back.
It
have each one represent a different
It was pointed out also that this Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. Tne
$1500. Mr. Carver’s loss was over
country as follows: America, country seems to have an injury to its body in $600. and he had no Insurance. Hix rule will provide a forward passer pleasant, sugar-coated tablets are
some
way
as
it
cannot
flap
its
wings.
store; Italy, hot dogs and soft
taken for bad breath by all who know.
Nature at its best is cruel—about & Clarke lost all their property, but with protection after he has thrown
drinks; Russia, popcorn run by the
Dr. Edwards Oiive Tablets act
the only tender thing in it is mother were practically covered by insur a pass. If the offense is committed gently but firmly on the bowels and
against a forward passer the penalty
love. The little animals and birds ance.
Is to be enforced from the spot of liver, stimulating them to natural
have about enough struggle to sur
action, clearing the blood and gently
the preceding down.
vive. Why add to their burden by j
The new "dead ball" rule is to purifying the entire system. They do
indiscriminate shooting? Very like- j
prevent crawling and piling up, that which dangerous calomel does
ly the party who shot this little bird
any of the bad after effects.
U»
the
new
Vicks
Nose
causes of frequent iniuries. The old without
does not even know he hit the bird.
Olive Tablets brings no griping
rule provided for a “dead ball" when pain or any disagreeable effects.
end Throat Drope with
Perhaps
he
lias
even
forgotten
he
I
A harmless and effective gargle may
any art of the ball carrier’s body
Vicks VapoRub as directed
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
be prepared by dissolving three to fired at all. Meanwhile the bird will
except his hands or feet touched formula after 20 years of practice
in the Vick Plan for better
five Bayer Aspirin tablets in one- suffer on and ln all probability die
the
ground
“
while
he
was
in
the
among patients afflicted with bowel
third glassful of water. Gargle in a few days.
“Control-of-Colds.” Un
grasp of an opponent." The new and liver complaint, with the atten
My hat is off to the man who will
thoroughly, allowing a little to trickle
less
you
are
delighted
with
rule
simply
eliminates
the
last
dant bad breath.
down throat. Bepcat in two hours as take a chance with something that
results your druggist will
phrase, the ball automatically be
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
can fight back, but not to him who
1 necessary.
coming dead whenever any part of compound; you will know them by
refund your money.
Be sure you use only the genuine shoots without purpose or thought.
the ball carrier's body except hands their olive color. Take nightly for a
H. W. Look
I Bayer Aspirin, marked with the
or feet, touches the ground whether week and note the effect. 15c, 30c, 60c.
S?yer cross; beware of substitutes.
Rockland, Feb. 15.
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STOP BAD BREATH

A complete selection of other

585 Main St.

NEW GRID RULES

Tel. 721
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Gargle Aspirin for Tonsilitis
or Sore Throat

